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we give thanks to all those who have contributed
their recipes and to those who have given so generously of their
time and effort to prepare this booko
A special "thank you" to Mrs. Maynard Sigdestad for
sketching the designs on the cover and dividers.
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Bergen Lutheran Church
Bristol, So D.
-1973-
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t. -teaspoon
T.-tablespoon
c.-cup
f .g.-few grains
pt.-pint
qt.-quart

Standard Abbreviations
<J.b.-double boiler
B.P.-baking powder
oz.-ounce
lb.-pound
pk.-peck
bu. -bushel

Guide to Weights and Measures
1 pound= 16 ounces
1 teaspoon=60 d�ops
1 cup=Y2_pint
3 teaspoons=! tablespoQn
2 cups= 1 pint
2 tablespoons= 1 fluid ounce
4 cups=l quart
4 tablespoons=� cup
5 V3 tablespoons= Y3 cup
4 quarts= 1 gallon
8 quarts=! peck
8 tablespoons=Y2 cup
4 pecks=l bushel
16 tablespoons=! cup
Substitutions and Equivalents
2 tablespoons of fat= 1 ounce
1 cup of fat= V2 pound
1 pound of butter= 2 cups
1 cup of hydrogenated lat plus Yi t. salt= 1 cup butter
2 cups sugar= 1 pound
2Y2 cups packed brown sugar= 1 pound
1 V3 cups packed brown sugar= 1 cup of granulated sugar
3 Y2 cups of powdered sugar= 1 pound
4 cups sifted all purpose flour= 1 pound
4Y2 cups sifted cake flour= 1 pound
1 ounce bitter chocolate= 1 square
4 tablespoons cocoa plus 2 teaspoons butter=1 ounce of bitter chocolate
1 cup egg whites=8 to 10 whites
1 cup egg yolks=12 to 14 yolks
16 marshmallows=� pound
1 tablespoon cornstarch=2 tablespoons flour for thickening
1 tablespoon vinegar or lemon juice+1 cup milk=1 cup sour milk
10 graham crackers= 1 cup fine crumbs
1 cup whipping cream=2 cups whipped
1 cup evaporated milk= 3 cups whipped
1 lemon= 3 to 4 tablespoons Juice
1 orange=6 to 8 tablespoons juice
1 cup uncooked rice=3 to 4 cups cooked rice
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Almonds (shelled) - 12 to 15 nuts
Angel cake - 1 %" inch cube
Apple - 1 large
Apple pie - � normal piece
Apricots - S large
Asparagus - 20 large stalks
Bacon - 4 or S small slices
Bananas - 1 medium
Beans - � cup canned baked
Beans - green string - 2 Yz cups
Beets - 1 � cups sliced
Bread - all kinas - slice Yz inch thick
Butter - 1 tablespoon
Buttermilk - 1 Ys cups
Cabbage - 4 to S cups shredded
Cake - 1 %" inch cube
Candy - 1 inch cube
Cantaloupe - 1 medium
Carrots - 1 % cups
Cauliflower - 1 small head
Celery - 4 cups
Cereal - uncooked - % cup
Cheese - 1 Ys inch cube
Cottage cheese - S tablespoons
Cherries - sweet fresh - 20 cherries
Cookies - 1 to 3 inches in diameter
Corn - � cup
Crackers - 4 soda crackers
Crackers - graham - 2 Yz crackers
Cream - thick - 1 tablespoop
Cream - thin - 4 tablespoons
Cream sauce - 4 tablespoons
Dates - 3 to 4
Doughnuts - Yz doughnut
Eggs - 1 � eggs
Fish - fat - size of 1 chop
Fish - lean - size of 2 chops
Flour - 4 tablespoons
Frankfurter - 1 small
French dressing - 1 Yz tablespoons
Grapefruit - Yz large
Grape juice - Yz cup
Grapes - 20 grapes
Gravy - 2 tablespoons
Ice cream - � cup
Lard - 1 tablespoon
Lemons - 3 large
Lettuce - 2 large heads

Macaroni - % cup cooked
Malted milk - 3 tablespoons
Marmalade and jelly - 1 tablespoon
Marshmallows - 5 marshmallows
Mayonnaise - 1 tablespoon
Meat - cold sliced - Ys inch slice
Meat - fat - size Yz chop
Meat - lean - size 1 chop
Milk - Vs cup (regular)
Molasses - 1 Yz tablespoons
Onions - 3 to 4 medium
Oranges - I large
Orange juice - 1 cup
Peaches - 3 medium fresh
Peanut butter - 1 tablespoon
Pears - 2 medium fresh
Peas - %" cup canned
Pecans - 12 meats
Pie - � ordinary serving
Pineapple-:- 2 slices 1 inch thick
Plums - 3 to 4 large
Popcorn - 1 Yz cups
Potatoes - sweet - Yz medium
Potatoes - white - I medium
Potato salad - 1 cup
Prunes - dried 4 medium
Radishes - 3 dozen red button
Raisins - � cup seeded or 2 tablespoons seeded
Rhubarb - stewed and sweetened
-Yz cup
Rice - cooked % cup
Rolls - 1 medium
Rutabagas - 1 % cups
Sausage - 2 small
Sauerkraut - 2 Yz cups
Sherbet - 4 tablespoons
Spinach - 2% cups
Squash - 1 cup
Strawberries - 1 � cups
Sugar - brown - 3 tablespoons
Sugar - white - 2 tablespoons
Tomatoes - canned - 2 cups
Tomatoes - fresh - 2 to 3 medium
Turnips - 2 cups
Walnuts - 8 to 16 meats
Watermelon - %" slice 6 inches
diameter
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BREADS

ROLLS - Q U I C K

AMERICAN OATMEAL BREAD
1
1

BREADS

June Swanson

milk (scalded)
1 Co flour
boiling water
4 T. molasses (dark)
1 cake compressed£::_ l pkg. dry
(Pour the milk and
water over next 4
yeast
ingredients)
1/4 c. lukewarm w•ter
1/4 Co shortening
Flour to make a soft dough
1/4 c. brown sugar (firmly
packed)
2 tspo salt
2 c. rolled oats (quick�
regular)
Pour milk and water over the shortening, sugar, .salt and
oats. Cool. Then stir in flour and molasses. Add yeast mixture
and flour to make a soft dough. Pour into _five 1 lb. coffee cans
filling 1/3 full.
Co

Co

Edith Olson
SWEDISH RYE BREAD
1/3 c. shortening
1 pkg. yeast (dry££ fresh)
2 tsp. salt
1/2 c. lukewarm water
2 c. boiling water·
2 .c. rye flour
6 to 6 1/2 c. while flour
3/4 c. dark molasses
'
Put rye flour, salt, molasses and shortening in large bowl
of electric mixer. Add. boiling water. Mix at low speed and cool
to lukewarm. Add the yeast dissolved in the 1/2 c. lukewarm
water. Mix at low speed, adding as much of the white flour as
possible with mixer running. Turn out on floured board and knead
in remaining flour, until dough is no longer sticky. Knead well,
place in greased bowl, cover with damp cloth. Let rise until
imprint remains when pressed with thumb (about 1 1/2 hr.). Punch
down, let rise a gain. Form into loaves or biscuits (about 3 loaves).
Bake 40 min •
we .should all swap problems. Everyone knows how to solve the
other fellow's •
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. WHEAT BREAD

Mrs. Selmer R. sandal

4 c. white flour
2 Co graham _flour
1 tsp. salt
1/4 c. molasses
3 T. sugar
l pkg. yeast
2 T. shortening
Mix as any bread dough and let rise until double in size.
Knead down and let rise again. Then make into two loaves, let rise.
Bake 45 min. to 1 hr.
2 c. water

Alvida Baltzell
WHOLE WHEAT BREAD
2 T. molasses
1 pkg. yeast
2 Co lukewarm water
1/2 c. lukewarm water
1 To salt (level)
4 1/2 c. white flour
1 1/2 c. whole wheat flour
4 T. brown sugar
2 T 0 shortening (melted)
Dissolve yeast in 1/2 c. water. Make. sponge of 2 c. lukewarm
water and 3 c. of white flour. Add dissolved yeast, salt, sugar,
molasses and shortening. Beat and let stand about 20 min. Add
rest of white flour and whole wheat flour. Makes a soft dough. ·
Put into covered dish, set in warm place to rise. Knead down and
let ·1t rise a second time. When light, mold into 2 loaves. Let
rise until light. Bake about 1 hr. at 350 ° .

WHITE BREAD (2 loaves)
Esther A nderson
2 pkg. dry yeast
l T. salt
1/2 c. warm water
1 c.. warm milk
1/4 c. sugar
6 to 7 c. flour
1/4 c. shortening
Soften yeast in 1/2 c. warm water in large mixing bowl.
Blend sugar, shortening, salt, milk, 3/4 c. water and 2 c. flour.
Beat with wooden spoon until smooth. Add softened yeast mixture,
gradually. Add remaining flour to form a stiff dough. Knead on
floured surface until smooth and satiny, 7 to 10 nµ.n. Adding
flour as necessary. Grease and place in greased bowl. Cover. Let
rise until double, Cl 1/2 hr.). Punch down and let rise ·3 0 min.
Place on bOard and knead for 1 min. to remove air bubbles. Divide
in 2 portions, cover and let rise 10 min. Shape into loaves.
Cover and let rise. Do not let rise too much, about 1 hr. Bake
at 400 ° for 35 to 40 mino until golden brown. Re�ve from pans
at once.
A family al-tar has altered many a family.
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PINEAPPLE CINNAMON BUNS

5

Marge Brandlee

1/2 c. milk (scalded)
3 1/4 Co flour
1/3 c. sugar
2 T. melted butter
1/4 c. shortening
1/4 c. sugar
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
3/4 tsp. salt
1 pkg. yeast dissolved in
1 (8 1/2 oz.) can crushed pineapple
1/2 Co warm water
1/3 Co toasted almonds
1/4 c. maraschino cherries (chopped)
1 egg
Combine milk, sugar 9 shortening and salt in bowl. C ool to
lukewarm. Add dissolved yeast, egg �d 1 Co flour to milk mixture.
Beat until smooth. Gradually add enough flour to make a soft
dough. Knead until stainyo Cover. Let rise until doubled. Punch
down and let rise 45 mino Roll out dough and brush with butter,
sugar, cinnamon, pineapple, almonds an d cherries. Roll like jelly
roll. Cut into 12 slices. Place in greased 13x9 cake pan. Let
rise 30 min. Bake at 350 ° for 25 mino or until brown. Frost while
·warm with confectioners' sugar frosting.
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Mrs. Otto Raap
BUTTER HORN ROLLS
1/2 Co sugar
1 pkgo dry yeast
3 eggs (beaten)
� T. sugar
1 tspo salt
1/4 c. water (warm)
4 Co flour
l Co milk (scalded)
1/2 c. shortening
Dissolve yeast in warm water, add 1 T. sugar. Combine cooled
milk, shortening, sugar, salt and eggs. Add flour to make soft
dough. Let rise. Divide dOUQh in 2 parts. Roll out round like
pie crust. Cut into 16 pieces; butter pieces, roll, begi nning on
outside and going toward center. Let rise, Bakeo May be frosted,
if desired.

ELEPHANT TRACKS

Beth Sigdestad

1/2 tsp. nutmeg
4 eggs (beaten)
3 pkgs. dry yeast
2 tsp. salt
Flour to make soft dough
Let dough rise onceo Roll out; spread with butter, cinnamon and
sugaro Roll up and cut as for cinnamon rollso Roll each slice out
on sugar and cinnamon mixture. Bake at onceo 350 ° oven •

3 c. milk
1 lb. butter
1/2 Co sugar
Rind of 1 lemon

6

CLOUD BISCUITS

Jeanne Skaare

l egg
2 Co flour
2/3 c. milk
1 To sugar
4 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tspo salt
1/2 c. shortening
Sift flour, sift together dry ingredients. Cut in shortening
until mixture resembles coarse crumbs. Combine egg and milk. Add
to flour mixture all at once. Stir until dough follows fork around
bowl. Knead gently 20 strokes. Roll 3/4 inch thick. Cut with 2 inch
cuttero Place on ungreased baking sheet 3/4 inch apart. BaJce at
450 ° for 10 to 14 mine or until golden brown. Makes 2 dozen.
Kathy Jacobson
QUICK SWEET BREAD - !_ 1/2 � ·
1 T. salt
2 c. water (very warm)
6 1/2 Co flour
1/3 c. sugar
2
eggs
2 pkg. dry yeast
1/3 c. shortening
Put water into bowl. Add yeast and sugar o Mix, add salt
and 2 c. flour. Beat 2 min., add eggs and shortening. Continue
beating, adding flour gradually. Knead until smooth. Let rise
20 to 30 min. Shape and place in greased pans. Let rise until
doubled in size. Bake 20 min. at 375 ° .

REFRIGERATOR ROLLS
Mrs. Lyle Johnson
2 pkg. yeast
3/4 Co sugar
l tsp. sugar
4 tsp. salt
l c. water (lukewarm)
2 eggs (beaten)
2 c. milk (scalded)
10 to 11 c. flour
2/3 c. melted shortening
Dissolve yeast and sugar in water. Add cooled milk, shortening,
sugar and salt. Add eggs, beat well. Add flour to make soft dough,
let stand 10 min. then knead, lightly· floured surface, until smooth
and elastic. Place in gre�sed bowl, grease top.and cover. Store in
refrigerator. Shape rolls about 2 hrs. before �erving. Let rise
until double in size. Bake in 400 ° to 425 ° oven for 15 to 20 min.
Punch down unused dough and return to refrigerator. Makes 4 to 5
dozen rolls.
If each day is hemmed by a prayer, it is less likely to ravel.
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� NIGHT BUNS

1/2 cake yeast
1 tspo sugar
1/3 c. water (warm)
Combine the above an d let
stand 15 mino

Eunice Fosheim

1 qt. water (warm)
c. lard (softened)
1/2 c. sugar
4 c. flour
Mix together the above
8 Ce flour
1 T. salt
Beat the water, lard, sugar and flour. Add the yeast mixture
and beat again. Add the salt and about 8 c. flour. Knead well
and put in greased bowl. Start about 4 O' clock in the afternoon 9
knead every hro about 4 or 5 times. Make into buns, cover and
let stand overnight. Bake in the morningo 375 ° for 15 to 20 min •
. 2/3

PLAIN ROLL DOUGH

. Alice Fosheim Hanson
T. shortening
tsp. salt
1/2 c. sifted flour
egg

1 pkg. active dry yeast or
2
1 cake compressed yeas-r'1
3
1/4 Co water
1
1 c. milk (scalded)
2 T o sugar
Soften active dry yeast in warm water (110 ° ). Compressed
yeast in luke warm water (85�). Combine milk, sugar,- shortening
and salto Cook to lukewarm. Beat in softened yeast and eggo
Gradually add remaining flour to form soft dough, beating wello
Cover and let rise in warm place (82 ° ) until double ( 1 1/2 to 2
hrso). Turn out on lightly floured surface and shape as desired.
Richer Version: Increas� either the shortening or sugar or
both to 1/4 Co

Ida Kambestad
BUNS
4 Co milk (scalded)
1 tsp. salt
1/2 C@ shortening
2 Bakers yeast or 2 dry yeast
(dissolved in 1/4 c. water)
3/4 c. sugar
Scald milk, add shortening 9 sugar and salto When lukewarm,
add yeast. Add enough flour to make dough, not quite as stiff as for
bread o Let riseo Knead down and raise until doub le in size.
Make into buns and let rise. Bake at 350 ° about 20 to 25 min.
Makes 60 buns•
Never break a knot of friendshipJ

Once it is broken the knot remains •

8

Harriet Sigdestad
·QUICK�
Measure:
6 c. flour
Combine:
2 eggs
2 c. water (w arm)
1/3
Co shortening (soft)
1/2 c. sugar
2 pkg. dry yeast
3 tspo salt
In large mixing bowl stir well, water, sugar and yeast. Add
salt and 2 c. flour. Beat 2 min. with electric mixero Add eggs
and shortening. Beat 1 min. Work in remaining 4 Co flour, cover
and let rest about 20 min. For .one half recipe, roll out dough
after resting into a roll and cut into 16 pieces. Make into balls
and put into a greased 8 or 9 inch pan.
Half recipes makes 16 rolls, 18 fan tans, clover leaf rolls or
cinnamon rolls. Let rise 40 to 45 mino Bake at 350 ° for 25 min. to
30 min.
l 1/2 c. scalded milk may be used in place of water with yeast
dissolved in 1/2 c. warm watero
1 c. graham flour may be used in place of 1 c. white flour.

QUICK ROLLS
Mildred McKittrick
2 pkg. dry yeast
2 eggs (beaten)
2 1/2 c. water (warm)
2 1/2 tspo salt
3/4 c. shortehing (soft or
About 8 Co flour
melted)
3/4 c. sugar
Dissolve yeast in 1/2 Co ot' the water and l tsp. sugar. Add
remaining water and rest of ingredients, except flour. Beat well.
Add flour and knead until smooth and elastic. Let rise until double
in bulk. Bake at 375 ° .

FOUR - HOUR ROLLS
Luella Holden
3/4 c. water (warm)
1/2 c. lard
1/2 c. sugar
2 pkg. dry yeast
1 c. milk (scalded)
1 tsp. salt
3 eggs (beaten)
5 c. flour
Scald milk, add lard, sugar and salt. Cool. Add eggs and half
the flouro Dissolve yeast in warm water with 1 tsp. sugar. Combine
with firs� mixture. Beat 2 mino Add rest of flour and mix until
dough does not stick. Let rise 1 hr. ; Punch down and make into
desired rolls, cinnamon rolls, etc. Bake 15 to 20 min. at 350° 0
This dough will keep several days, covered in refrigerator 0
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FEATHER ROLLS

· Mrs. Selmer R. Sandal

2 pkgo dry yeast
3 eggs
2 c. milk (warm)
4 T. butter or margarine
1/2 c. sugar
6 Co flour 1 tsp. salt
Mix ingredients, put in greased bowl and let rise, punch down.
Let rise again the second time. Make. in to buns, cloverleaf,
butter horn, tea rolls, cinnamon rolls, fruit filled rolls or
coffee cakeo For cinnamon rolls, use brown sugar, cinnamon and
butter. Let rise. Bake in 350 ° oven. Frost with powdered sugar
frostin g while warm or when cold.

MUFFINS

Ida Fossum

2 c. sifted flour
1/3 c. lard
2 1/2 tsp. baking powder
1 egg (beaten)
3/4 c. milk
2 T. sugar
1 tsp. salt
Add baking powder, salt, sugar to flour and sift into bowl.
Cut in lard, combine egg and milk and add to flour mixture • . Stir
only until all flour is dampened. Bake at 400 ° for 25 min. Makes
12 muffins.

Mrs. John R. Skaare

GRAHAM MUFFINS

1/4 c. sugar
1 c. white flour
1 T. lard (heaping)
2 tsp. baking powder
1 c. sweet milk
1 egg
1 c. graham flour
1/2 tsp. salt
Cream sugar and shortening. Beat egg and add to milk.
dry ingredients. Turn bran back into flour. Mix together.
tins 2/3 full. Bake 20 to 25 min. in hot oven (400 ° ) .

REFRIGERATOR MUFFINS
Soak:
2 c. Shredded Wheat
4 c. A ll Bran
2 c. boiling water
cream:
3 Co sugar (or less)
1 c. Crisco

Add:
4 eggs (beaten)
S ift:
5 c. flour
5 tsp. soda
1/2 tsp. salt
Add:

1 qt. buttermilk
.continued Next Page.

Sift
Fill

Esther Sandve
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R�FRIGERATOR MUFFINS (Continued) .
Mix all together. Store in covered glass jars in refrigerator
up to one month. Bake as many muffins as you like at a time in 375 °
oven for 25 to 30 mine
WAFFLES
3 C o all-purpose flour (sifted)
4 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. salt

Mrs. Edmund Holden

3 T. sugar
3 eggs (separated)
2 1/2 c. milk
1/3 c. melted butter
Compine melted shortening, milk and egg yolks; add sifted dry
ingredients. Beat only until smooth. Beat egg whites until stiff
waffles. Vary
and fold into batter. Do not beat. Makes 5 large
.
recipe by adding fresh fruits or nuts.

,

1

WAFFLES

eggs
2 tsp. baking powder
1 1/2 c. buttermilk
3/4 tsp. soda
6 f. melted margarine
1/2 tsp. salt
1 1/2 c. sifted flour
2 T. corn meal
Put all ingredients together in mixer or blender.
smooth and paur on heated waffle iron.
3

Alice Simonson

Mix

until

GREASLESS PANCAKES
Mrs. Lyle Johnson
2 c. flour
2 eggs (beaten)
2 tsp. baking powder
1 1/2 c. milk
1 tsp. salt
2 T. melted butter
3 T. sugar
Sift together the flour, baking powder, salt and sugar. Add
eggs and milk. Beat thoroughly and ·add melted butter. Drop batter
by spoonfuls onto hot gri�dle that does not need to be greased for
these pancakeso
COFFEE CAKE
1/2 Co butter or oleo
1 1/2 c. sugar-1 tspo vanilla
4 eggs

3 c. sifted flour
1/2 tsp. salt
3 tsp. baking powder
1 c. milk

Continued Next Page o

Edi th Barton
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COFFEE CAKE

(Continued).

FILLING:
1 c. brown sugar
1 tsp. cinnamon
2 To flour
1 c. nuts (chopped)
3 T. butterMix together. Spread 1/2 of batter in 9xl3 inch greased
loaf pan and sprinkle on 1/2 of the filling. Add remaining batter
and the rest of fiiling on top. Bake about 40 mino at 350 ° .

� QUICK COFFEE�
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Mrs. Earl (Barb) Fossum

sifted flour
1/2 ·c. shortening
1 c. sugar
2 eggs
Milk
2 tsp. baking powder
Pinch of salt
Sift dry ingredients together and cut in shortening. Break
2 eggs into measuring cup and fill up cup with milk. Pour into
dry ingredients and beat vigorously. Pour into greased 9xl3 inch
pan. Sprinkle the following over the top:
Nuts (chopped)
1/2 c� brown sugar
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
Mix together and pour 1/3 Co melted butter over all.
Bake at 350 ° for 35 min •
2 �.

COFFEE CAKE
Nelvina Donat
2 tsp. baking powder
1/2 c. butter
1/2 tsp. salt
1 c. sugar
1/2 c. milk
1 tsp. vanilla
2 egg yolks
1 1/2 c. flour
Mix the above ingredients all together. Fold in 2 beaten egg
whites. Pour half of the batter in a 9x5 inch pan and sprinkle
some of the following on top:
1/2 c. brown sugar
2 T. flour
2 T. butter
1 tsp. cinnamon
Pour in rest of batter and sprinkle the remairu.ng filling
on top. Bake at 350 ° for 25 to 35 min. Frost with a thin
powdered sugar frosting.

BANANA BREAD
1/2 c. shortening
1 Co sugar
2 eggs

Mrs. Osvald Sparby

1/4 c. nutm eats
3 ripe bananas (mashed)
2 Co flour
· 1 tsp. soda
Continued Next Page.
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· BANANA BREAD (Continued).
cream sugar and shortening, add eggs and bananas. Add flour
sifted with soda, lastly add nuts. Bake at 350 ° for 40 min.
� CREAM COFFEE CAKE
1 cube butter or margarin�
(softened) 1 c. sugar
2 eggs (unbeaten)
1 tsp. vanilla

Margaret Fosheim

2 c. flour
1 tsp. baking powder .
1/2 pt. carton sour cream
1 tsp. soda

CINNAMON SUGAR MIXTURE:
1 tsp. ,�innamon
1/2 c. sugar
Cream the first 4 ingredients together. Sif� dry ingredients
together and add to creamed mixture, alternately with sour·creamo
Spoon half of batter (will be thick) into greased floured spring
mold or loaf pan. Sprinkle with half of sugar-cinnamon mixture.
Put balance of batter on top, then sugar-cinnamon mixture. Swirl
through with a knife to achieve a marbleized effect. Bake at
325 ° for 45 to 50 min. Test before taking out.

SOUR CREAM SOMERSAULT CAKE
Leona Wattier
3/4 c. water
3/4 c. sugar
1 c. sour cream
2 T. cinnamon
1 c. nuts (chopped)
1 tsp. vanilla
l yellow cake mix
1/4 c. oil
4 eggs
Grease bundt cake pan. Mix �ugar, cinnamon and nuts. Use
part of mixture to cover all sides of pan well, use rest for layering.
Blend remaining ingredients for batter. Alternate layers of batter
with sugar and cinnamon mixture. Bake at 350 ° for 1 hr. Cool well
before remo�ing from pan. Wrap in foil and let stand 2 to 3 days.
Keeps well. Use as· a coffee cake.
CARROT BREAD
1 c. sugar
2 eggs
3/4 c. oil
1 1/2 c. carrots (raw,
grated).

1 1/2 c. flour
1/2 tsp. salt
1 tsp. soda
1 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 c. nuts (chopped)
Continued Next Page.
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CARROT BREAD

1 hro

13
(Continued).

Beat eggs, add rest of ingredients and mix.
Makes 2 loaves.

APPLESAUCE BREAD

Bake a t. 350 ° for
Clara Reinertson

1 1/� Co applesauce
1/2 tsp. baking powder
1 c. sugar
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 tsp. nutmeg
1/2 Co COOking oil
2 eggs
1/4 tsp. allspice
3 To milk
1i4 tsp. salt
2 Co flour
l/2·c. pecans (chopped)
1 tsp. soda
Mix the sauce, sugar, oil, eggs and milk together well. Add
the rest of the i ngredients which have been sifted together.
Pour into 2 bread pans. Top with 1/4 c. brown sugar and 1/4 c.
pecans, mixed together. Sprinkle on top. · Bake at 350 ° for 1 hr.
RHUBARB BREAD

Mildred McKittrick

1 tsp. vanilla
2 1/2 c. flour
1 1/2 c. rhubarb (cut up)
1 c. nuts
Sprinkle top of batter with this:
1/2 c. sugar
1 T. butter
Do not overbake. If you use frozen rhubarb, add a little
more flour. Bake at 325 ° for 1 hr. Put into 2 loaf tins •

1 1/2 Co brown sugar
2/3 c. salad oil
· 1 egg
1 c. buttermilk
1 tspo salt
1 tsp. soda
DATE-NUT BREAD
---

Julia Plepp

1 egg (beaten)
1 Co dates (chopped)
1 1/2 c. flou r
1 c. water (hot)
1 1/2 c. nutmeats (chopped)
Co
brown
sugar
3/4
1 tsp. salt
1-tsp. soda
1 T. shortenin g
Mix together and cool; dates, soda and hot water. cream
shortening and su gar. Add beaten egg, then date mixture o Add
flour combined with salt. Last add nuts. Bake in moderate oven
for about 45 min. Makes one loaf.

A smile is like an echo; it will always come back to you.
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Mrs. Joel Sigdestad
. DATE ORANGE BREAD
1 egg (beaten)
Juice, rind and pulp of
2 c. flour
l orange
Dates (chopped)
1 tsp. soda
1 c. sugar
1/4 tspo salt
1 tsp. vanilla
1/2 tsp. baking powder
2 T. butter
1/2 c. nutmeats
Squeeze juice of 1 large orange into measuring cup and fill
with hot watero Grind some pulp and rind of orange put in cup and
fill cup with chopped dates. Add to liquid in the bowl. Add sugar,
vanilla, butter, egg and beat wello Sift flour with soda, salt and
baking powder, add to batte�. Add nutmeats. Bake in loaf pan at
350° for 50 min. until done. This recipe is from a Russian girl in
my high school class in Doland, s. D.
DATE BREAD
1 c. dates (chopped)
1 c. boiling water
l tsp. soda
Mix the above 3 ingred.
and let cool.

cream:

Mrs. Carman (Ruby) Sakariason
l tsp. vanilla
1 1/2 c. flour
1/4 tsp. salt
1/2 c. nutmeats
Add dates, soda and water

1/2 c. shortening
l egg (unbeaten)
l c. sugar
Mix in order given and bake in loaf pan at 350 ° for l hr.

ORANGE SLICE BREAD
4 T. shortening or oleo Edith Sandvik
·
l pkg. dates
2 tsp o baking powder
1 Co boiling water
4 c. flour
1 c. orange juice (ft"esh or frozen)
2 tsp. soda
2 c. orange slice.candy (cut up fine)
2 eggs (beaten)
l 1/� c. sugar
Nuts (if desired)
Cut up dates, pour boiligg water and soda over dates. Let stand.
Cream shortening and sugar. Add eggs. Sift together dry
ingredients, alternately with juice. Add to date mixture, fold in
candy and nuts. Makes six small loaves (round juice cans) or two
regular loaves.
Bake at 300 ° for 45 mino and at 325 ° for 15 to 20 min. longer
A-smile goes·a long way but you're the one who must start it on
its journey.
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PUMPKIN BREAD

1 1/2 c. sugar
1/2 c. oil
2 eggs
1 Co Festal pumpkin
2 Co flour
Bake 1 hr. at 350 ° .
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Jeanne Skaare

1/4 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. soda
1 tsp. salt
1/2 tspo each cloves, nutmeg,
cinnamon, allspice
1/3 c. water
1/2 c. nuts

LEMON BREAD

Marge Brandlee

1 c. shortening
2 tsp. balcing powder
2 c. sugar
Pinch salt
4 eggs
Rind of 2 lemons
1 c. milk
3 c. flour
Mix order given, fold in rind of 2 lemons. Bake 1 hr. at
350 ° . As soon as done pour the following m.j.xture over bread and
cool:
Mix juice of 2 lemons and 1/3 c. sugar
Makes 2 loaves.

GOOEY CINMAM<* ROLLS

Mrso John (Hazle) Badgley
1/2 to 1 c. nuts (chopped)
2 tsp. cinnamon
2 tsp. vanilla

2 loaves frozen bread dough
2 pkg o instant butterscotch
pudding
1 c. brown sugar
1/2 c. melted butter
Put 2 loaves frozen bread dough in refrigerator the night
beforeo Cut into 1 inch cubes. Mix together remaining ingredients.
Butter 2 bread tins or l angel food pan. Place layer of bread
cubes in pan. Sprinkle with part of dry mixture, another layer of
bread and more mixture. Let rise l hr. Bake at 350 ° for 30 to
35 min. Remove from pan to coolo
DONUTS� DONUT MAKER
1 Co sugar
2 eggs
1 c. buttermilk
1/2 c. milk
2 1/2 Co flour

2 T. melted butter
l tsp. soda
2 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. vanilla
Nutmeg

Alice Bakken
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Jeanne ·skaare
RAISED .Q.£-�
Bristol 9 S. · D o
3 eggs
1 Ce milk
2 tspo salt .
lard
1/2
1/2 tspo nutmeg
sugar
1/2
flour
6 1/2
1 c. cold water
2 pkg. dry yeast
Scald milk 9 add shortening, stir until melted. Add sugar and
water. Cool to lukewarm, add yeast dissolved in a little warm
watero E ggs , nutmeg, salt and flour. Let st_arid 15 min. Knead
downo Let rise until light. Knead down and let rise againo Roll
out about 1/2 inch, cut out and let raise 45 min. Fry in med. hot
fato
GLAZE FOR DO-NUTS
In double boiler; melt butter, add powdered sugar. Add hot water
to make med. thin mixture.

--- -- - DOUGHNUTS

Mrs. Ted Swanson

1 tsp. vanilla
1 1/2 c. sugar
1 c • . buttermilk
1 tsp. salt
1/4 tsp. nut;meg
3 eggs
4 T. melted margarine
3 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. sod�
4 1/2 c. flour
Soak sugar in buttermilk for 10 min. · Beat �gg well , beat in
melted shortening and flavoringo Sift flour, salt, baking powder
and soda. Add to liquid ingredients. Chill. Heat fat to 375 °.
Fry 3 or 4 at a time, turning once. Drain on absorbent paper.
DOUGHNUTS
2 c. sugar
2 eggs
1 tsp. soda in
2 c. sour milk

Ingeborg Saarheitn

2 To melted lard
Nu tmeg
Salt
1 tsp. baking powder sifted with
flour
Beat eggs and sugar. Add nutmeg-salt and lard. · Add flour
enough to handle easily (not too much) to roll out. Cut out and
fry in hot lard.

No one is useless in this world who lightens the burden of another.
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DOUGHNUTS (Sweet Milk)

Mrs. Walter Winson

3
l
3
1
1

eggs (beaten)
3 1/2 C o flour
c. sugar
4 tsp. baking powder
T. mel·ted butter
1 tsp. v anilla
c. milk
1/2 tsp. nutmeg
tsp. salt
Beat eggs lightly; add su gar, milk, butter, sifted dry ingred
ientso Makes a soft dougho Place on . floured board, knead lightly.
Roll 1/4 inch thicko Fry in deep fat until brown; turn once. Drain
on paper o
DOUGHNUTS

Mrs. Lyle Johnson
Webster, s. D.

3 T . soft butter
1 tsp. soda
l c. sugar
1/2 tsp. salt
l tsp. vanilla
2 tsp. b�ing powder
3 eggs
4 c. flour
1/2 c. cultured sour cream
l c. buttermilk
Combine soda, baking powder and flour. Cream butter and sugar,
v
add a nilla and beaten eggs. Add alternately the dry ingredients
· and the liquids. Add 1 T. lemon juice or vinegar t� batter. These
can be made in a donut maker or chilled, rolled and cut. Fry in
deep fat.
LA'Zf DOUGHNUTS

1 c. su gar
1 T.melted lard
1/2 tsp. soda in
1 c. sour milk or
buttermilk
2 eggs
Mix in order given.
turn over by themselveso

l tsp. vanill a
l tsp. nutmeg
l tsp. cinnamon
About 3 c. flour

Alfia Williamson
616 East 5th Sto
Sioux Falls, s. D.

Drop from teaspoon into hot l ard.

• • • • •
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ADDITIONAL RECIPES
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CAKES
Mrs. Selmer R. Sandal

CREAM SPICE CAKE

3 eggs
1 tsp.soda
1 t s po cloves
2 tsp. cinnamon
l, tsp. allspice
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
cream sugar and shortening until blended...- Add beaten egg
yolks and spices, beat well. S tir in soda ·and cream. Add sifted
floure Fold in stiffly beaten egg whites and nuts. Balce 35 tQ 40
mino in a 9xl3 inch pan.

2 C o brown sugar
1/2 c. shortening
2 c. flour (sifted twice)
1 c. sour cream
1/4 tsp. salt

SOUR CREAM CHOCOLATE CAKE

Lorinda Sigdestad

CHOCOLATE �

Mrs o Ted Swanson

1/2 c. cocoa
eggs
1/2 tsp. s-alt
1/2 c . sugar
2 tsp. soda
tspo vanilla
1/4 c. boiling water or coffee
Co sour cream
c. flour
Beat eggs, sug ar and vanilla. Add sour cream. Sift together
the dry ingredients and add. · Last add the - soda which has ·been
dissolved in water or coffeeo Bake at 350 ° for 30 min. in a
9xl3 inch pan •
For spice cake, leave o�t cocoa and add 1 tspo cinnamon,
1/2 tsp. cloves, raisins or nuts, if desired.

2
1
2
2
2

Mix and let stand:
1/2 c. cold water
1 1/2 tsp. soda

1/2 c. cocoa

2 1/2 c. flour
2/3 c. shortening
1/2 tsp. salt
1 tsp. vanilla
3/4 c. buttermilk
1 3/4 c. sugar
2 eggs (beaten)
· Mix cold water, soda and cocoa; let stand. Cream shortening
and sugar, add eggs. Add sifted dry ingredients alternately with
buttermilk. Add cocoa mixture. Bake 45 to 50 min. Spread with
chocolate frosting. Bake at 350 ° .

20

Marnee Holden

CHOCOLATE �

1/8 tsp. salt
1 · 112 c. sugar
1/2 c. butter or Crisco
2 eggs
2 c. flour
1 c. milk
l tsp. vanilla
1/2 c. cocoa with l tsp.
soda (mix until fluffy)
Mix all together and beat thoroughly. · sake in moderate oven.

. June Swanson

CHCX:OLATE CINNAMON SHEET CAKE

1 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 c. cocoa
2 eggs
1 c. water
2 c. sugar
3/4 c. shortening
1/2 c. buttermilk
2 1/2 c. sifted flour
1 tsp. vanilla
1 tsp. soda
1 tsp. salt
Mix cocoa and water. Add shortening. Bring to boil. Cool
Sift flour, soda, salt and cinnamon. Blend together
slightly.
sugar and eggs. Blend in cocoa mixture. Add dry ingredients
alternately with buttermilk. Add vanilla. Bake in greased_ cookie
sheet 17 3/4xll 3/4x 1 inch.
CHCX:OLATE ICING:
1/2 c. butter
1/4 c. cocoa
1/4 c. milk
3 c. powdered sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
1/2 c. nuts
butter
and
1111.lk
in
small
pan. Mix cocoa and sugar together
Melt
milk
mixtu
Add
vanilla
and spread on cake. Top
and stir into
re.
with nuts. This freezes well.
� � DEVIL ' S CAKE
Put into bowl:
3 c. flour
1/2 c. cocoa
2 c. sug ar
Blend with fork and add:
2 c. cold water
1 c. salad oil
Mix well with a table fork.
35 to 40 min.

tsp. soda
1 tsp. salt

Kathy John.son

2

2 T. vinegar
2 tsp. vanilla
Bake in 9xl3 inch pan at 350 ° for

Housework is love made visible.

Ill
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EASY WHITE CAKE

Mrs. Reuben ·Brandlee

3 Co sifted cake flour
1 tsp. salt
1/2 tsp. almond flavoring
1 3/4 Co sugar
3/4 shortening
1 tsp. vanilla
3 T. powdered milk
1 c. water
3 tspo baking powder
P ut al 1 in mixer bowl and beat 2 min. , add 5 egg wh�tes, beat
1 mino Bake 350 ° . for 35 to 40 min. in a 9xl3 inch pan.

lll
WATER � ( WHITE)
l ll �
2 c. sugar
1/2 c. shortening (Crisco)
1/2 c. cake flour
Ill 3 tspo
baking powder

Lorene Anderson

1 tsp. vanilla
1/4 tsp. salt
4 egg whites (beaten)
3
1 1/2 c. iced water
Beat sugar and shortening; add salt and vanilla. Add ice
water alternately· with the flour (sifted with baking :powder). Bake
in 350 ° oveno

FROSTING:
2/3 c. milk
2 lbs" powdered sugar
1 1/3 c. shortening
2 T. flavoring
Beat with mixer quite awhile (important) .

r1
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CHOCOLATE CAKE

Mrs. Earl (Barb) Fossum

1/2 c. buttermilk
2 sticks margarine
2 eggs
3 T. (heaping) cocoa
1 tsp. vanilla
1 c. water
1 tsp o soda
2 , Co flour
2 c. sugar
Melt margarine, cocoa and water until margarine is dissolved.
Sift flour and sugar; add to margarine mixtureo Add eggs, soda and
buttermilk. Add vanillao Bake 20 mino in large sheet cake pan
1 inch high 9 at 400 ° .

Mrso Warren Brandlee
CHERRY � �
2 eggs
1 German chocolate cake mix
1 can cherry pie mix
(no water)
Beat ingredients; pour into 9xl2 inch pan. Bake 25 to 30
mino Frost with chocolate frosting.
Continued Next Page.
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CHERRY MIX CAKE

(Continued).

FROSTING:
1/4 c. butter
1 c. sugar
1/3 c . milk
6 oz. milk chocolate chips
Melt butter, add milk and sugar . Bring to rolling boil for
1 min o Add milk chocolate chips. It sets fasto
GUMDROP �

Mrs. Ted Swanson

1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1/2 c. butter
1/8 tsp. nutmeg
1 C o gumdrops
1/2 tsp. vanilla
1 c. raisins
2 eggs
1 c. nuts
3/4 Co applesauce (unsweetened)
2 1/4 c. sifted flour
1/2 C o hot water
1/2 tsp o soda
1/2 tsp o salt
1 Co sugar
Cut gumdrops in thirds. Mix with raisins and nuts. Sift
together flour, soda, salt and spiceso Use 1/2 of flour mixture
for dredging candy, raisins and nuts. Cream butter. Add sugar
and vanillao Cream until fluffy. Add egg and beat well • . Add
flour mixture alternately with applesauce and hot water. Stir in
floured candy, etc o Line 9x5 inch loaf pan with waxed paper o
Grease wello Bake at 350 ° about 2 hrs. Moist if you let it stand
several days before using.

BUNDT �
Alice Bakken
1/4 c. nuts (chopped)
1 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 c.sugar
Save separately.
1 tsp. vanilla
3/4 c. water
1 tsp. butternut flavoring
3/4 Co corn .oil
1 box yellow cake mix
4 �ggs
1 pkg. instant vanilla pudding
Combine cake mix, pudding, water, oil; mix well o Add 4 eggs,
one at a time. Beat 8 min. at high speed. Add the flavorings.
Grease pan. Put part of the nut mixture in the bottom of the pan;
then alternate batter and nut mixture. Bake at 350 ° for 35 to 40 min 0

Variations:
Butterbric kle cake, with coconut cream pudding; white cake with
lemon pudding; cherry cake, with vanilla pudding�

T he only way to have a friend is to be one.
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OATMEAL CAKE

Iva Anderson

1 c. <>atmeal plus 1 1/4 Co
2 eggs
boiling water (let stand
l 1/3 C o plus 2 T. flour
15 to .20 min)
1 tsp. cinnamon
1/2 c. shortening
1/2 tsp. salt
1 Co brown sugar
1 tsp. soda
1 c. white sugar
Add oatmeal mixture to the other . mixture. Place in greased
9 xl3 inch pano Bake 350 ° for 35 to 40 mino
OATMEAL CAKE TOPPING:
5 T. butter
3/4 . c. brown sugar
1 tspo vanilla
1/4 Co cream
1 c. nuts (chopped)
1 c. coconut
Mix ingredi�nts together and spread on warm cake. Place in
broiler for a few minutes until a light brown. Watch closely •
RHUBARB UPSIDE-DOWN CAKE

1 1/4 c. sifted cake flour
1 1/4 tsp. baking powder
1/4 tsp. salt
- 3/4 c. sugar

Edith Sandvik

1/2 c. mil�
4 T. butter or oleo (softened)
1 egg (beaten)
1 tsp. vanilla

FILLING:
1 c. miniature marshmallows
4 c. rhubarb (cut up)
1 c. sugar
Combine marshmallows and rhubarb in bottom of 8 inch square pan.
Sprinkle sugar over this. Sitt dry ingredients together. Cream
sugar and butter; add egg. Add the dry ingredients alternately with
the milk. Bake in 350 ° oven for 40 min. or until done •
Mildred McKittrick
1 1/2 c. vegetable oil
3 c. sifted flour
2 c. carrots (grated)
2 1/2 c. sugar
2 tsp. baking powder
1 c. walnuts (chopped)
1 c. crushed pineapple
2 tsp. cinnamon
3 eggs
l tsp. soda
2 tsp. vanilla
1/2 tsp. salt
Mix all dry ingredients together . Add rest of ingredients
(except nuts, is using electric mixer) . Beat thoroughly. Bake in
a 9xl3 inch greased pan at 350 ° for 1 hr. Cool and serve topped
with whipped cream or ice cream.

CARRCYI' CAKE

"He climbs highest who helps another up. t•
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RED VELVET CAKE

Mrso Reuben Williams

1 tspo vinegar
1 pkg. white cake mix
1 tsp .. soda
(omit 2 T. water)
1 square chocolate (melted)
1/4 c. shortening
1
O Z o red food Coloring
1 egg (in addition to eggs
called for in pkgQ
directions)
Mix all together and beat 5 min. Bake at 350 ° in three 8 inch
or 2 larger pans for 30 min. Depending on size of pan�

FROSTING:
1/2 butter
1 c. milk
1/4 Co flour
1 c. white sugar
· 1 tspo vanilla
1/2 c. shortening
Cook milk and flour until thicko Let cool. When cake is
ready to frost, beat sugar shortening, butter for 10 min • . Add cooked
mixture and vanilla. Beat well. Frost cake.

Ethel Fossum
APPLE SAUCE CAKE
1 c. dates
1 c. butter
1 tsp. cinnamon
2 c. sugar
1 tsp. vanilla ·
3 eggs ·
1/2 tsp. sa,lt
2 Co applesauce
1/2 tsp. cloves
1 c. nuts (chopped)
3 c. flour
1 c. raisins ·
2 tsp. soda
Cream butter and sugar. Add eggs. Add soda to applesa�ceo
Sift flour and spices. Add to f·i rst mixture. Add nuts, raisins and
dates. Bake in 9xl3 inch pan or ·in two loaf bread pans (to slice) at
350 ° for 1/2 hr. or until done when it springs back. (By adding
candied fruit it makes a nice fruit cake base.)
RAW RHUBARB CAKE

Lila Taplin
1/2 t·sp . sa ; t
1/2 C o butter
1 tap. Vanilla
2 c. flour
1 1/2 c. brown sugar
1 c. buttermilk
1 tsp. soda
l egg
l 1/2 c. rhubarb (cut fine)
Beat the first 6 ingredients until well blended. Add dry
ingredients , then the rhubarb. Mix with spoon. Put on topping.
Bake at 350 ° for 45 min. in a 9xl3 inch pan.
TOPPING:
1/2 - c. white sugar
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
Mix togethero
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CAKE
RAW APPLE --

cream together:
2 c. sugar
1/2 c • . cooking oil
Add:
2 c. flour
1/4 tsp. salt
Mix well .

eggs

Carol Simonson

1 tspo vanilla
2

2 tsp. soda
2

tsp. cinnamon

Stir in:
4 c. raw apples (finely
l c. nutmeats (chopped)
diced)
Batter will be stiff. Bake 45 min. in 9xl3 pan at 350 ° .
(Note: Delicious apples are too juicy)

ICING:
3 T. butter
D�sh of salt
3 oz. cream cheese
1 1/2 c. powdered sugar
1/2 tsp. vanilla
Mix all ingredients together, beat well. Spread on cake and
serve. (Let cake cool before frosting).

APPLE CAKE
3 c. flour (sifted)
2 c. sugar
l tsp. soda
1/2 tsp. salt

Clara Jordanger

2 eggs
1 1/2 c. salad oil
l T. vanilla
3 c. apples (chopped)
1 c. nuts (chopped)
Combine ingredients. Put cinnamon and sugar on top before
bak ing. Bake in ungreased 9xl3 inch pan at 3 50 ° for about 45 min.

A lvida Baltzell
� APPLESAUCE �
1/2 tsp. cloves
1 C o shortening
1/2 tsp. allspice
2 C o sugar
1/2 tsp. salt
2 eggs (beaten)
1 qt. applesauce
1 c. nuts (chopped)
1 c. raisins (chopped)
6 tspo soda (6 tsp o is
1 c. dates (cut up)
correct)
4 C e flour
1 pto mixed candied fruit
2 tspo cinnamon
Slow oven 250 ° to 300 °
Cream shortening and sugar together. Add beaten eggs. Dissolve
soda in applesauceo Sift dry ingredients and add alternately with
applesauce to creamed rnixtureo Add nuts, raisins, date and mixed
fruit o Bake in large tube pan , .lined with paper for l 1/2 hro
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ANGEL FOOD CAKE
.

-- -

Mrs. Lyle Johnson
Webster , So · o •

Sift together 4 times:
1 c $ sifted cake flour
3/4 c. sugar
Beat until foamy:
1 3/4 c $ egg whites
3/4 tsp o salt
Sprinkle in 1 1/2 tsp o cream of tartar.
Beat until stiff enough to hold definite peaks , _ but not dry.
At high speed beat in 3/4 c. sugar, 1 T., at a time, until sugar is
blended.
Add :
1 tsp o vanilla
1/4 tsp. almond flavoring
Fold in , by hand; flour-sugar mixture in 4 parts , using 15
strokes after each addition. Bake at 325 ° for 40 to 45 Jilin.
FAVORITE JELLY ROLL

Alice Simonson
Bristol , s. D.

1 tsp. salt
3 eggs
1 /4 c. water
1 Co sugar
1 1/4 Co cake flour
1 tsp. vanilla
1 tsp. baking powder
Beat with mixer; eggs until light, add sugar and beat real
good until lemon colored o Stir in cake flour , salt and baking
powder , just until blended. Add water and vanilla. Bake on 10xl7
inch greased cookie sheet 15 min. Put immediatel.y on to'Nel with
powdered sugar dusted on good. Spread favorite jelly and roll while
warm , dust again with powdered sugar.

DELUX YELLOW �
Mrs. Don (Shirley ) Jorgenson
l pkg. yellow cake mix
1/2 pt o sour half and half
4 eggs
1 box instant pudding mix
1/2 c. salad oil
Beat all for 10 min.
Put 1/2 of batter in ·greased cake pan , 9x13 inch size.
Sprinkle cinnamon , sugar and nuts over. Put rest of cake batter
in pan and sprinkle again with cinnamon-nut mixture. Take knife
and swirl. Bake 1 hr. at 350 ° .
MOCK ANGEL FOOD CAKE
2 Co cake flour
2 Co sugar
1 Co boiling water
1 tsp. vanilla

--

-- --

Lorinda Sigdestad

6 egg whites
1/3 tsp. Salt
1/2 tsp. cream of tartar
2 tsp. baking powder
Continued Next Page.
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MOCK ANGEL FOOD CAKE
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(Continued) o

Sift 7 times 9 the flour and sugarQ Add the water , stir and
cool thoroughlyo
Beat egg whites 9 salt and cream of tartar until stiffo Beat
in baking powder and vanil la. Fold egg whites very arefully into
battero Bake at 300 ° for 45 to 55 mino in 9xl3 inch greased l oaf
pane It is usual ly more tender the second dayo Frost with white
fluffy icing.

PEANUT-ANGEL SQUARES:
For a special treat; cut Mock Angel Cake into small squares.
Frost al l sides with Decorator Frosting (in cake and frosting
section)o Roli each piece in crushed salted ·peanuts •
GLORIOUS SPONGE CAKE

Karen Johnson

6 egg yolks (beat until thick)
6 egg whites
1/1 tsp. cream of tartar
( 5 min. )
1/2 tsp. salt
1 c. sugar (beat in gradually)
1 c. sifted cake flour (beat in) (.Beat stiff)
1/4 c. cold water
1 tsp. lemon flavoring
(Add water and lemon alternatel y
with flour)
Gradually and gently cut and fold the egg yol k mixture into the
beaten egg whites. Pour into ungreased tube p an. Bake in 325 • for
60 to 65 min •

Mrs. John (Hazle) Badgley
CRANBERRY POUND CAKE
1 T. flour
1 pkg. yellow cake mix
1 carton (8 oz) plain yogurt or 1 c. cranberries (chopped fine)
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
sour cream
4 eggs
2 T. water
In large bowl; combine dry cake mix, yogurt, flour, water
and eggs o Blend at low speed until moistened. Beat 2 min. at
med. speed, scraping bowl occasionally. Fold in cranberries and
nuts. Pour batter into greased, lightly floured 10 inch bundt or
tube. pan. Bake at 375 ° for 35 to 40 mino Cool 15 min. and remove
from pan.
Continued Ne xt Page •
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. CRANBERRY POUND CAKE (Continued) o

VANILLA ICING :
1 tsp. vanil·la
2 c. powdered sugar
Pinch of salt
2 T. butter
2 T. light cream
Combine icing ingredients and beat until smooth and ice cakeo

F ROS T I N G S

Mrs. May�ard Sigdestad
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF ICING
4 T. water
3/4 c. sugar
2 T . white syrup
1/4 tsp. cream tartar
6
marshmallows
h
salt
Pinc
1 egg white
Beat in double . boiler over boiling water � 5 min. Add cut
marshmallows arid beat untii smooth, about 2 min.

Mrs. Maynard Sigdestad
WHITE DECORATOR FROSTING
3 c. powdered sugar
3 T . cream
1 egg white
1/4 tsp. salt
l tsp. vanilla ( preferably white)
3 T. white shortening
Place ingredients in mixer, beat several min. · until light and
fluffy. If part is to be used for decorating take it apart and
add coloring and perhaps more powdered sugar. Can be used o,q any
cake.

Noel Ander�on
ANGEL !.QQQ. FROSTING
4 T. white sugar
1/4 tsp. cream of tartar
2 T. water
Boil for 1 min •.
2 egg whites (beat until stiff )
Add hot syrup t o egg whites and beat.
Add :
2/3 .c. white vegetable shortening (Crisco)
1 tspo vanilla
1 lb. powdered sugar
For flowers, add more powdered sugar until stiff enough so
that petals will stand.
.
"It isn ' t your position, but your disposition that makes you happy
or unhappy o ••
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Kathy · Jacobson
· Barbara Raap

QUICK CHOCOLATE FROSTING

1/4 c. milk
1 c. white sugar
1/4 c • . margarine
Mix well � Br:ing to a rolling boil. Add 1/2 c. chocol ate chips
and 1 tspo . vanilla. Stir until chips are dissolved. Let cool
slightly and spread. You may use other flavor chips.

Noel Anderson

CHOCOLATE FROSTING

• --- - ---II
• ---- - --•
•
•
•
•

3 T. flour
1 1/2 c. sugar
3 T. cocoa
1/2 C o milk
Cook until soft bal l stage (about 2 min. ) .

CARRO? CAKE FROSTING

1/4 C o butter
4 oz� .cream 1 cheese
1 tsp vanilla
1 3/4 C o powdered sugar
Mix �ll o

Beat and spread •

Hilda Loken
1 2 c. pecans or nuts (chopped )
1
1/2 c. coconut
1/2 C o raisins (ground)

CARAMEL FOR ROLLS

Noel Anderson

1/2 c. butter
2 Co brown sugar
1/2 c. milk
Bring to a good boil and pour in pans. This will not harden •

TOPPING � ANGEL E2QE.
Mrs. Oscar Loken
Pineapple chunks
1 box white frosting mix
2 bananas
1/2 Co cultured sour cream
Make the frosting as directed on the pkgo Add rest of
ingredients and serve on calce o (May also add fresh strawberries when
in season or well drained frozen strawberries ) o

II

Kay Espeland
ORANGE CREAM SAUCE !Q! ANGEL E2QE. �
Orange juice (two oranges )
1 ·c. sugar
Orange rind (grated ) (to taste)
2 eggs
4 T 0 flour
Cream (whipped)
Combine sugar 9 flour, eggs i juice and rind in double boiler o
Cook until thick ; cool o Before serving, add whipped cream., Serve
over slices of angel food cakeo
"The load is light when everybody l ifts. "
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Mrs. Edward J. Olson
EGYPTIAN FILLING
2 egg yolks
2/3 c. cream or evaporated
1/2 c. dat�s (chopped)
milk
2/3 c. sugar
Cook over low heat until slightly thickened. Stirring constantly
6 to 7 min. Remove from heat and add :
1/2 tsp. vanilla
1/2 c. almonds or walnuts
(toasted, choi,ped )
COCONUT FROSTING

Beth Sigdestad

1/2 c. butter
1 c. sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
1 c. evaporated milk
1 1/3 c. coconut
3 egg yolks (slightly beaten)
Cook and stir over medo heat until thickened, about 12
min. Remove from heat and add 1 1/3 c. coconut.

CANDY CREAMS

· ·· C A N D Y

1/4 lb. butter
2 lbo powdered sugar

Noel Anderson

1 c. condensed milk or cream
1 pkg. flaked coconut"9
Nuts

Form into balls and cool.
Melt:
1/2 bar paraffin
1/2 pkg. chocolate chips
1/2 bar German sweet chocolate
Dip balls into chocolate mixture which is kept hot in ·a
double boilero

MINTS
Gw-en Gross
1/4 Of an 8 0Zo pkgo
coloring
cream cheese
1 2 /3 c. powdered sugar
1/4 tsp. flavoring
(vanilla, rum, etc. )
Mash cheeseo A dd flavoring and color. Mix in sugar, finally
kneading with hand like pie dough. Roll in balls size of marbles.
Place one side in granulated sugare Press sugar. aide down in mold.
Unmold at once on waxed papero
"A good deed is never lost. ••
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BEST EVER DIVINITY

Esther Anderson

4 Co sugar
1 c. white syrup
3 egg whites
3/4 c� water
Mix sugar 9 syrup and · watero Stir until sugar is dissolved.
Cook until . it forms a hard ball in cold watero Beat egg whites and
pour syrup over egg whites and keep beating. Add chopped nutmeats
and 1 tspo vanillao Beat until it ho.lds its shape when dropped
by spoonfulso
0 1 HENRY BALLS

1 1./2 c. Rice Krispies
1 Co peanut butter
2 T. margarine
1 c. powdered sugar
Mix above ingredients. Make into balls; chill well.

FROSTING :
1 large pkg. milk chocolate
chips (6 oz.)
Melt chocolate and wax •
FIVE MINUTE FUDGE

Myrna Mork

1/5 bar paraffin wax

Dip balls and dry on wax paper.

Hilda Loken

1 1/2 c. marshmallows
1 1/2 c. chocolate · chips
1 tsp. vanilla
1/2 c. nuts
Combine sugar, milk and salt in saucepan over low heat. Heat
to boiling and boil 5 min., stirring constantly. Take from heat.
stir in diced marshmallows, chips, nuts and vanill�. Beat for
1 or 2 min. Pour into buttered 9 inch pan. Cool, cut in squares •

. 2/3 c. evaporated milk
1 2/3 c. sugar
1/2 tsp. salt

FUDGE

1/4 tsp. cream of tartar
2 c. sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
1/2 C o cream
1/2 c. nuts
1/2 c. syrup
4 T. chocolate
Bring sugar, cream and syrup to a boil, add 4 T. chocolate
and boil to soft ball stage. Remove and add cream of tartar,
vanilla and nuts. Beat until creamy.

Beth Sigdestad
POPCORN BALLS
1 lb. powdered sugar
3/4 c. brown syrup
1/4 Co margarine
1 Co marshmallows
5
3 To water
. qts. popcorn
Cook ingredients until boiling. Pour over 5 qts. popcorn.
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CRACKER --JACK -OR CARAMEL --CORN
----

Esther A nderson

RAINBOW POPCORN BALLS

Lorene Anderson

1/4 C o light syrup
1 · c. brown sugar
1/8 c. molasses
1/2 c. butter or oleo
10 c. popped corn
1/8 tsp o soda--1/2 tspo salt
Mix sugar, butter, syrup and molasses and bring to a boilo . Boil
for 5 min. Add soda. Have corn and salt placed in a large pan and
pour over the syrup. stir to coat corno Bake in a 250 ° oven for
1 hr. stirring every 15 min. Remove from pan and cool.

9 c. popcorn
1 c. light corn syrup
1/2 c. nuts .
1/2 c. sugar
1 pkg. Jello (cherry or lime)
Mix corn syrup and sugar in saucepan; bring to a rolling boil.
Remove from heat. Add Jello. Stir until dissolved. Put popped
corn and nuts in cq)ce pan. Leave for min. and shape into balls.

CARAMEL CORN

Karen Johnson

Mak� _ a syrup of:
4 T. butter
3 c. brown sugar
2 T. corn syrup
1/3 c. water
Boil to 254 ° . ·Remove from heat and add 1 tsp. soda.. Mix
well and pour over 4 qts. of slightly salted popped popcorn
which has been placed in a greased pan. Mix well. Stir occasionally
while the corn cools.

BUTTERSCOTCH ---TOPPING FOR ICE --CREAM
------

Edith Barton

1 1/4 c. brown sugar
4 T. butter or oleo
2/3 c. corn syrup
3/4 c. creamMix together the brown sugar, syrup and butter. Boil to
"soft ball" stage • . Add the cream. Blend thoroughly. Cool.
Makes 1 pint.

!!!£ CHOCO�TE SAUCE
1 c. (6 oz. ) pkgo semi-sweet
chocolate pieces
1/2 c. light corn syrup
1/2 c. hot water
1 c. sifted powdered sugar

4 T. butter
1 tsp. instant coffee
1 tsp. vanilla
Dash salt
Continued Next Page.

Bernice Holden
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RIO CHOCOLATE SAUCE (Continued) •
Melt the chocolate pieces with butter in heavy saucepan. Beat
in the remaining ingredients until smooth and slightly thickened.
Remove from heato Serve warm or cold over ice cream , pudding or
cake.
Eunice F osheim

CHOCOLATE SYRUP
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2 To white corn syrup
1 1/2 c. sugar
3/4 c. hot water
1
COCOa
2 tsp. vanilla
1/4 tsp. salt
1/2 c. hot water
Combine s ugar , cocoa and salt. Ble nd . in 1/2 c. water and
syrupo Add 3 /4 c. hot water. Boil 3 min. , stir in vanilla.

• • • • •
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ADDITIONAL RECIPES
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COOKI ES
KRISPY .DATE COOKIES

Clara Jordanger

1 c. margarine
1 (1 lb. ) pkg. dates (p�tted, cut)
2 T� vanilla
l c. sugar
4 c. Rice Krispies
2 eggs (slightly beaten)
Melt margarine, add sugar, eggs and ·dates. Simmer 5 min. ,
stirring constantly. Cool until l·uk:ewarm, add vanilla and Rice
Krispies. Mix well. Form small ba�ls and roll in chopped pecans
or coconut.

UNBAKED BARS
Mrs. Sherrill Sigdestad
1 pkg. miniature marshmallows
1 c. peanut butter
1 pkg. (1 2 oz. ) butterscotch
1 c. salted peanuts
chips
1 pkg. (12 oz. ) chocolate chips
Melt chocolate and butterscotch chips, pe anut butter; add
peanuts. Pour over marshmallows in greased . pan.
UNBAKED COOKIES

Laura Simonson
Marge Brandlee

Pinch salt
2 c. white sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
4 T. cocoa
3
c. quick oatmeal
1/3 c. butter
1/2
c. coconut
1/2 c. milk
Mix in saucepan, 2 c. · sugar, cocoa, butter, milk, salt
and vanilla. Boil together 2 min. Pour it over oatmeal and
coconut and mix well. Drop by teaspoons onto waxed paper and cool.

Hilda Loken
CHOCO SCOTCH �
5 c. Rice K rispies
1 /4 c. butter or margarine
6 to 10 oz . regular marshmallows 1/4 c. peanut butter
. (about 40, or 4 c. small
marshmallows)
Melt butter, add marshmallows in double boiler until melted .
Stir in peanut butter; add Krispies, mix until well coated. Press
firmly into buttered 9xl3 inch pano Melt 1 c. chocolate chips
and 1 Co butterscotch chips. Blend well, add . 3 T. peanut butter
spread over K rispie mixtu re. Cool and cut into barso
"A good deed i's never lost. 11
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NO BAKE Of OW �IN COOKIES

Mrs. Reuben Brandlee

2 1/2 c. chow mein noodles
1 · (6 oz. ) pkg. butterscotch
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
chips
1 ( 6 oz. ) pkg. chocolate chips
1/2 c. shortening
Melt over double boiler, the chips and shortening. Remove
from stove, add noodles and nuts. Drop by spoonfuls onto waxed
paper.
BAKE COOKIES
-NOlbs.
almond bark ( grate and

melt)
Add:
2 c. Fruit LOops
2 c. peanuts
Cool.
Add:
5 c. small marshmallows
Drop by teaspC>Onful onto waxed paper.
2

ALMOND BARK

Renae Brandlee

COOKIES

. Julia Plepp

2 c. miniature marshmallows
2 1/2 lbs. almond bark
l c. peanuts
2 c. Fruit LOops
2 c. Alphabits
Melt the almond bark in double boiler. Pour this mixtu re
over the Fruit Loops and. Alphabits. cool slightly. Add the
marshmallows and chopped peanuts. Drop by teaspoon on waxed paper.
Store in tight container after �hey are cooled.

CCX:ONUT REFRIGERATOR COOKIES
Mrs.· Reuben Brandlee
4 3/4 c. flour
l 1/2 c . shortening
4 tsp. baking powder
3 c. brown sugar
1/2 tsp. salt
2 eggs
2 c. shredded coconut
2 tsp. vanilla
Cream shortening and sugar. Add eggs and flavoring. Mix well.
Sift together flour, baking powder and salt ; add to creamed mixture
and mix well. Add coconut. Shape dough in roll. Chill, when firm
slice. Bake at 350 ° for 10 to 12 min. M akes 10 dozen.
"Be careful of your thoughts ; they may turn into words."
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Ingeborg Saarheim

OVERNIGHT COOKIE

Sift:
1 tsp. soda and pinch ·of salt in
3 1/2 Co f lo\lr
1 c. nuts (chopped)
Mix in order giveno Mak e into 2 rolls and store in refrigerator
overnight. Slice and bake in 350• oven.

2 Co brown sugar
l Co butter
2 eggs

Alice Simonson

PEANUT BUTTER REFRIGERATOR COOKIES

· 2 eggs
butter £E_ margarine
2 3/4 c. sifted flour
brown sugar
white sugar
2 tsp . soda
creamy-style peanut butter
Mix shortening, sugars together. Add eggs, peanut butter ,
flour and sodao Shape into 2 rolls and refrigerate overnight •
Bake at 3 75 ° for 8 min.

1 c.
1 c.
1 c.
1 Co

Sylvia Fosheim

PUMPKIN COOKIES

1 tsp. vanilla
1 c. sugar
1 tsp. baking powder
1/2 c. shortening
l tsp. soda
l Co pumpkin
1 tsp. salt
1 c. dates (chopped)
1 tsp. cinnamon
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
2 c. sifted flour
1 egg
Bake in moderate oven for 12 min. Drop dough from spoon onto
greased baking sheet.

Ellen Williamson
POWDERED SUGAR COOKIES
1 1/2 c. powdered sugar
l tsp. cream of tartar
1 tsp. soda
1 c. margarine
l egg
1/8 tsp. salt
2 1/2 C o flour
Vanilla
cream sugar and margarine , add egg. Sift flour , tartar,
soda and salt together. Add to creamed mixture. Add vanilla.
Roll into balls , flatten on cookie sheet with glass dipped in
sugar.
SUGAR COOKIES

2 c. sugar
1 Co butter
3 eggs

Ingeborg Saarheim

1/2 c. sour cream
1 tsp. soda
About 4 c . flour
Continued Next Page.
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SUGAR COOKIES (Continued) .
cream sugar, butter, add eggs and cream again. Add soda in s9ur
cream and add to creamed mixture with flour . Roll out very thin.
Sprinkle with white su gar on top. Bake in hot oven until light brown
around edgeso
DROP SUGAR COOKIES

Mrs . Osvald ·Sparby
Ethel Fosheim

Sift together:
3 /4 tsp. sal.t
2 1/2 c. flour
1 /2 tspo soda
Cream together :
1 tsp. vanilla
1/2 c. butter £E_ margarine
Add:
1/2 c. Spry or Crisco
1 egg (unbeaten)
1 c. white sugar
Cream until mixture is fluffy, stir in dry ingredien ts .until
smooth, blend in 2 T. milk.
Drop on ungreased cookie sheet, flatten with bottom of water
glass. Bake in 400 ° oven for 12 min.

SUGAR COOKIES
1 c . margarine or butter
Sift together:
4 c. flour
1 c. Crisco � shor tening
1 tsp. soda
1 c. white sugar
1 tsp. cream of tartar
l c. powdered sugar
2 eggs
Flavori ng (vanilla, lemon or almond)
Cream butter and shortening; add sugar and eggs . Add dry
ingredien ts , sifted together. Add flavoring. · Roll into s mall balls,
flatten on cookie sheet with gl·a ss bottom dipped in sugar. Bake
at 350 ° .
Submitted by: Mrs. Bertha Kambestad, Mrs. Andrew Brandlee,
Edith Olson, Emma Orness , Laura Simonson and Mrs. Reuben Brandlee.
MOLASSES SUGAR COOKIES

Noel Anderson

o

C

2 c. sifted flour
3/4 c. shortening
1 c. su gar
1/2 tsp . cloves
1/4
molasses
1/2 tsp o ginger
l tspo cinnamon
1 egg
1/2 tsp. salt
2 tsp. baking soda
Melt shortening in saucepan over low heato Remove from heat 9
let coolo Add sugar, molasses and egg. Beat wello Sift together 9
flour, sod a 9 . c loves, ginger, c innamon and salt. Add to first
mixture . Mix welL, Chill. Form in balls Cl inch), roll in white
Continued Next Page.
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MOLASSES SUGAR COOKIES (Continued).
sugar and place on greased cookie sheet.
10 min.
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Bake at 375 • for 8 to

COWBOY CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES

Margaret wattier

2 c. sifted flour
2 egg s
1 tsp. soda
1 tsp. vanilla
1/2 tspo s alt
2 c. oatmeal
1 /2 t�p. b �ing powder
1 pkg. chocolate chips
1 c. shortening
1/2 c. nuts
l c. white sugar
1 C o brown sugar
Mix sifted flour, sod a , salt and baking po�er. Cream
shortening, sugar,: brown sugar. Add eggs and beat until fluffy.
Add flour mixture and then mix in the vanilla , oatmeal , chocolate
chips and chopped _ nuts.
Bake 15 min. at 400 ° . Makes 7 dozen cookies. They !!!:. deliciousl

Renae Brandlee
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES
2 eggs
. 2/3 C o shortening
1 tsp. baking soda
2/3 c. butter
1 /2 tsp. salt
l c. white su g ar
1 tsp . vanilla
1 c. brown sugar
6 oz. pkg. chocolate chips
3 c. flour
Mix shortening, butter, sugars and eggs. Stir in sifted flour,
soda and salt. Add vanilla, chocolate chips and mix well. Bake
in 350 ° oven •

Joan Skaare
CHOCOLATE � COOKIES
3 eggs
1 1/2 c. shortening
1 1/2 c. brow n sugar
4 c. flour
2 tsp.baking soda
1 1/2 c. whi te sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
1 tsp. salt
1 1/2 c. chocolate chips
1 tsp. water
Gream sugars and shortening. Add eggs, v an illa and water.
Add sifted dry ingredients and chips. Drop by spoonfuls, flatten
a b it with sugar dipped glass. Bake at 350 • •
" o ur lives are God ' s gift to us and what
gift to God. ••

we

do with them is our
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ORANGE DROP COOKIES

eggs
orange (juice and grated rind)
c. dates (chopped)
1/2 C o flour
c. nuts (chopped) (optional)
Cream shortening and sugar. Add eggs, rind and juice and beato
Sift flour, soda and salt. Add dates and nuts. Drop by spoonful
onto cookie sheet. Bake at 3 75 ° until light brown o

· 1
1
1
1

1/2 c. brown sugar
C o shortening
tsp. soda
tsp. salt

ORANGE COOKIES

2
1
1
2
1

Gina Skaare

Mrs. Reuben Brandlee
Clara Jordanger

1 c. buttermilk
1 1/2 c. white sugar
3 1/2 c. flour
1 c. shortening
1 tsp. each soda, baking powder,
3 eggs
Juice and rind of 1 orange
vanil�d salt
Cream sugar, shortening, eggs. Add juice and rind. Add
buttermilk, alternately with sifted dry ingredients. Add vanilla.
Drop by teaspoonful onto baking sheet. Bake at 350•.
FROSTING:
Juice and rind of 1 orange
4 T. butter
Vanilla, if desired.

Add:
Powdered sugar to spreading
consistency.

Mrs. Glenn (Avis) Brockel
1 c. sugar
2/3 c. crushed pineapple (dra.i'ned)
1/2 c. shortening
, 1 c.' flour (or a little more)
2 eggs
2 tsp. baking powder
1/4 tsp. soda, salt and vanilla
Measure dry ingredients and sift together. Cream shortening i
sugar and vanilla. A dd unbeaten eggs. Beat well .- Stir in
pineapple. Add half of dry ingredients. Mix well. Add . rest of
dry mixture. Drop from teaspoon into well-greased cookie sheet o
Bake at 375 ° for 10 min. or until light brown 0

PINEAPPLE DROP COOKIES

MINCEMEAT COOKIES
Gina Skaare
1 C o shortening
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. soda
1 1/2 c. sugar
3 eggs
1 1/2 C o soft mincemeat
Drop- by spoonful on greased cookie sheet. Bake in 350° oven
until brown. · Remove from oven while still soft and cover before
cool. They stay soft a long time.
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Alfia Williamson

PINEAPPLE COOKIES

1 1/2 c. brown sugar
1 tsp. soda in l T . pineapple juice
2 eggs (beaten)
Sift togethe�
2/3 c. shortening
1 tsp. baking powder
1 c. crushed pineapple
1 /2 tsp. salt
( drained)
2 1 /2 c. flour
1 tspo vanilla
1/2 Co nuts
Mix in order giveno Drop from teaspoon on greased cookie
sheet in 375 ° oven for 10 to 1 2 min,.
TURTLES

Melt:
2 squares chocolate
set aside.
Beat:

Mrs. Joel ( Clarice) Sigdestad

1/3 c. butter

Add:
l tsp. vanilla
3/4 Co sugar
l c. flour
Add eggs, sugar, flour and vanilla to ch ocolate mixture.
· orop by teaspoon on waffle iron.
2 eggs

CHOCOLATE FROSTING:
Melt :
1 square chocolate
Add:
1/4 c. Crisco
1 c. sugar
Boil hard 1 min.

1/3 c. milk
Dash salt
Cool before stirring.

Mrs. Bertha Kambestad
CHIP COOKIES
1 c. crushed potato chips
1 c . butter £E_ margarine
1/2 Co crushed walnuts
1 Co powdered sugar
l tsp. vanilla
1 egg yolk
1 1/2 Co flour
cream first 3 ingredients together. Mi x together and add
remaining ingredients and chill dough. Form into balls and flatten
slightly and bake 350 ° for 15 min •
POTATO

"Food without seasoning is like talk without reasoning . ..
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Vi Fosheim

PEANUT BUTTER COOKIES

1 C o peanut butter
1 C o White sugar
l tsp. soda in warm water ·
g
1 C o brown SU. ar
3 C o flour
1 C o butter or shortening
2 egg (beaten)
Cream shortening and sugarso Add rest of ingredients.
in balls and press flat with fork. Bake 12 mino at 350 ° 0

Roll

Hi;lda Loken
Pierpont 9 So D.

PEANUT BLOSSOMS

1 3/4 C o flour
1/2 C o shortening
Vanilla
1/2 c. peanut butter
1 tsp. soda
1/2 C o white sugar
Pinch salt
1/2 C o brown sugar
1 pkgo chocolate candy kisses
1 egg
Cream shortening 9 peanut butter, sugar and add 1 beaten egg,
flour, soda and salt. Shape into small balls and dip in sugar. Do
not press down too mucho Bake 12 min. at 325 ° . Press a candy kiss
into each hot cookie. Makes about 40.

Mrs. Walter Winson
SPICY GINGER SNAPS WITH RAISINS
2 1/4 c. sifted flour
1 1/2 c. raisins (chopped or
ground)
2 tsp. soda
1 tsp. salt
3/4 c. shortening
1 tsp. ginger
l · c. sugar
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1 egg
1/4 C o molasses
1/4 tsp. cloves
Chop raisins. Cream sugar, shortening ; add egg, molasses. Blend
in sifted dry ingredients, add raisins. Chill. Make into small
balls, roll in sugar, if desired ; place on greased cookie sheet.
Bake at 375 ° for 8 to 10 min. Makes 3 dozen. Stay soft.

· oATMEAL COOKIES
2 eggs (beaten)
1 1/2

sugar
shortening

1 c. raisins
2 c. oatmeal
1 tsp. nutmeg
3/4 c. sweet milk
2 c. flour

3/4 C o
Pinch salt
1 tspo cinnamon
1 tspo soda
Mix ingredients and drop by teaspoon onto greased pan o
at 350 ° 0
Cc

Donna Raap

Bake
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OATMEAL-NUT COOKIES
o

o

C

o

C

Mrso Marie Eliason
2 tsp. cream of tartar
1
shortening
1
tspo v anilla
2
brown sugar
1
tsp.
lemon
2 eggs (well beaten)
1/2
c.
nutmeats
(optional)
1 1/2
oatmeal
2 tsp. soda
2 1/2 � 3 c. flour
Cream shortening, sugar and eggs. Sift together flour, soda and
cream of tartar, add to creamed mixture. Add flavoring and oatmeal
and nutso Shape into balls, the size of walnuts, press down with a
fork and bake at 350 ° about 10 min. · or until doneo
C
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COCONUT OATMEAL· COOKIES

1
1
1
2
1

Beth Sigdestad

c. shortening
1 tsp. soda
white sugar
1/2 tsp. salt
1 1/2 c. · flour
c. Qrown sugar
eggs
3 c. oatmeal
tsp. baking powder
l c. coconut
Form into balls; flatten with a gla.ss. Bake 12 min. at 350 ° .
Ce

CARAMEL SANDWICH COOKIES
1 c. butter
1 egg
2 1/4
3/4 c. brown sugar
Mix all together, roll into balls
at 350 ° until light brown. Frost with
two together •
FROSTING:
2 T. butter (browned)
3 T. cream

Betty Lou Ronde

yolk
c. sifted flour
and press with fork. Bake
following frosting and press

1 tsp. vanilla
1 1/2 c. P?wdered sugar

Evonne Wietgrefe
SUGAR PUFFS
Sift:
1/4 c. sugar
2 c. flour
1 tsp. salt
3 tsp. baking powder
Add:
1 tsp. nutmeg
1/4 C o oil
3/4
c. milk or Carnation
1 egg
drop
by
t
aspoonfuls
int;-hot oil. Fry
e
Stir with fork,
and
cinnamon.
Drain,
roll
in
sugar
until golden brown.
"The right angle to approach any problem is the TRYangle. "
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OATMEAL RAISIN COOKIES

Mrs. John R o Skaare

l C o raisins
2 eggs
l C o sugar
5 T. raisin water
2 c. oatmeal
1/2 Co butter
2 C e flour
1/2 Co lard
1 tspo cinnamon
1 tsp. soda
1 tsp. salt
l tsp. (scant) nutme g
Boil raisins. Cream sugar, shortening, salt; add egg s and
raisin water . Add oatmeal, flour , soda and spices and boi led raisins.
Drop on greased cooky tins and bake at 400 ° .•

PECAN FINGERS

Evonne . Wietqrefe

1 c. pecans (chopped)
2 C o flour
1 T. water
1 c. butter
1 /2 tsp. salt
1 /2 c. powdered sugar
ng
powder
1/4 tsp. baki
Roll in finger form and bake at 350 ° about 12 min. or until
lightly brown.

Mrs. Daniel . Sigdestad
4 c. sifted flour
3 eggs
2 tspo soda
1 c. sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
1 tsp. nutmeg
1 /2 tsp. sal·t
2 tsp • . anise seed
1 · C o hone y
1/4 Co butter (melted)
Beat eggs 8 min. Add sugar and beat again ( about 5 m in. ). Fold
in honey and vanilla. Add dry ingredients alternately with melted
buttero Mix and refrigerate overnight. Roll out and cut 1 inch
thick with doughnut cutter. Require very little flour to roll out.
Bake at 340 ° for 10 mino on well greased pan, on top rack. Do not
open oven while cookies are raising.
VARIATIONS:
Instead of anise seed, use grated rind of l orange and l tsp. lemon
extract.

HONEY JUMBLES

STRAWBERRY COOKIES
Beth Sigdestad
1 can sweetened condensed .
1/4 lb o almonds (ground)
milk
1 tspo almond or vanilla flavoring
1 lbo coconut (ground)
2 pkg. strawberry Jello
2 To sugar
Mix all ingredients together � except 1/2 pkgo Jello o Let stand
for 1 hr o or moreo Shape like strawberrieso Roll in left over Jel10 0
Trim with green icingo You can dye toothpicks for stems. They can
be fro�n.
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� FILLED COOKIES

Mr·s. Sel mer R. Sandal
1 tsp. soda and
1/2 tsp. baking powder sifted in
4 c. flour

l Co whi te sugar
l c. brown sugar
l Co 'butter
3 eggs
Mix ingredients in order given. Roll dough into rectangle
shape o Spread filling on dough and roll like j elly rol l.
Refrigerate overnighto Cu t in slices and bake, or rol l out dough
and cut with cookie cutter. Put fil ling between 2 cookies and
bake in moderate oveno
FILLING:
Combine 1 lb. cut up dates
l c. water
Cook until thick. Cool.

1/2 c. sugar

DATE FILLED TRIBBIES

Donna Raap

Cream well:
1 c. brown sugar
3/4 c . butter
Sift:
2 c. flour
2 tsp. baking po�er
Dissolve:
l tsp. soda in 1/2 c. sour cream
Add:
1 tsp. vanill a
2 c. rolled oats
Dissolve soda in sour cream and add alternately with rolled
oats. Sift flour and baking powder together. Mix until well
blended. Turn out on floured board and roll thin, cut into desired
shapes. Place spoonful o f date mixture on each cookie and cover with
another cookie; seal edges. Bake at 350 ° .

DATE FILLING:
1 lb. dates (cut fine)
3/4 c. sugar
Cook until dates are soft.

1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
1 c. water
Cool and add nuts.

The real problem of your leisure is how to keep other people
from using it .,
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KOOKIE BRITTLE

Mrso Maynard Sigdestad

1 c. sugar
2 Co sifted flour
1 (6 oz. ) pkgo chocolate chips
1 Co walnuts (chopped)
Preheat oven to 3 75 ° . Combine margarine, vanilla, salt and
blendo Gradually beat in sugaro Add flour, 1/2 of the chips and
nutso Press evenly in ungreased 15xl0xl inch pan. Sprinkle
remaining chips, over all. Bake at 3 75 ° about 20 mino or u�til
light golden brown. Cool until cold. Break like peanut brittle.

1 Co margarine
1 1/2 tspo vanilla
1 tspo salt

FORK COOKIES
1 c. white sugar
1/2 c. brown sugar
3/4 c. lard
2 eggs
Pinch salt
3 T. sweet milk
350 ° .

· Donna Raap

1 tsp. vanilla
1 1/2 tsp. · soda, (dissolve in a
little water)
1 1/2 tsp. baking powder
4 c. flour (add more to make very
stiff)
1 c. raisins (ground)
Drop by teaspoon; flatten with fork. Bake in greased pan at

Es.ther Anderson
SALTED PEANUT COOKIES
1 tsp. vanilla
e .c. brown sugar
1 1/2 c. peanuts (chopped )
1 c. shortening
3 eggs
1 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. soda .
3 c. corn flakes· (crushed
after measuring )
3 1/4 c. flour
Form in balis the size of a walnut and pat down with glass
dipped in sugar. Bake in 375 ° oven.
CINNAMON COOKIES

Mrs. Warren Brandlee

l c. shortening
1 tsp. soda
1 c. white sugar
1 1/2 tsp. cinnamop
1 c . brown sugar
i tsp. (scant ) salt
2 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
2 1/2 c. flour
Blend shortening, sugars and eggs; mix in remaining ingredients;
roll into balls the size of a walnut, then roll in sugar. Bake at
350 ° .
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RICE KRISPIE COOKIES

Ethel Fossum
1 tsp. cream of tartar
1 c. white sugar
1 tsp. soda
1 Co brown sugar
1 c. Rice Krispies
1 c. margarine
1 c. flake coconut
1 Co cooking oil
1 c. oatmeal
1 egg
1/2 c. nuts
1 tspo vanilla
3 1/2 c. flour 1 tsp. salt
cream sugars and margarine and oil. Add rest of ingredients.
Roll in balls, dip in sugar and press down with fork on cookie sheeto
Bake for 15 min� at 350• or until brown. Makes a large batch.
Donna Raap

CHERRY WINKS

Sift together :
2 1/4 Co sifted flour
1/2 tsp.· soda
1 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. salt
Cream together :
2 T. milk
3/4 Co shortening
1 tsp. vanilla
1 c. sugar
2 eggs
At last add :
1 c. dates { chopped)
1/3 c. maraschino cherries
( chopped)
1 C o pecans { chopped )
crush :
2 1/2 c. corn flakes { to roll each cookie in)
Combine shortening, sugar, eggs, cream well. Add milk
and vanilla. Blend in sifted dry ingredients and mix well. Add
dates, pecans and cherries. Shape into balls, using a level
tablespoon of dough for each cookie. Crush 2 1/2 c. corn flakes.
Roll each ball of dough for' each cookie in corn flakes. Place on
greased baking sheet. Top each cookie with 1/4 maraschino cherry.
Bake in moderate oven at 375 ° for 10 to 12 min. Do not stack or
store until cold. Makes 5 dozen cookies.
MILLION DOLLAR COOKIES
1/2 c. brown sugar
1/2 Co white sugar
l· c. shortening
1 egg
l tsp. vanilla

Ethel Fossum

1/2 c. nutmeats { chopped)
2 c. sifted flour
1/4 tsp. soda
1 /2 tsp. s alt
Continued Next Page.
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M.ILLION DOLLAR COOKIES (Continued) o
Cream sugars with the shortening. Add egg, salt and vanilla,
then the sifted flour with the soda and last the nutmeats. Roll in
balls, and roll in granulated sugar. Press down with a glass
dipped in sugar. Bake at 350 ° .

Donna Raap

WHOOPIE PIE COOKIE

1 c. hot water
tsp. soda
1 tsp. baking powder
4 c. flour (scant)
1 c. cocoa
1 tsp. salt
Combine hot water and soda. Mix all together. Drop by
teaspoon, bake at 350 ° . When cool, fill with marshmallow filling •

1
2
2
1
2

c. shortening
eggs
c. sugar
c. sour milk
tsp. vanilla

2

MARSHMALLOW FILLING:

2 egg whites
4 tsp. flour
1 box powdered sugar

Beat together and spread.

APPLE BARS
2 1/2 Co flour
1 T. sugar
1 tsp. salt
1/2 c. margarine
1/2 c. vegetable shortening

1
5
2
1

c.
T.
T.
T.

BARS

oleo
milk
marshmallow cream
vanilla

Mrs. Ted Swanson

2/3 Co milk
1 c. Rice Krispies
5 c. apples
1 1/2 c. sugar
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 egg
Mix flour, sugar, salt shortening, yolk of egg and milk.
Divide dough in half. Roll size of cookie sheeto Spread Krispies on
unbaked crusto Add apples, sugar and cinnamono Cover with remaining
dough. Beat egg white very stiff and spread over crust o Bake 40
mino at 400 ° . While hot, ·dribble on l c. powdered sugar and 2 T o
lemon juice, mixed.
" The family that prays together stays together & "
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APPLE BARS

Mix like pie . crust:
2 1/2 c. flour
1 To sugar
Beat:
l egg yolk

Mrs . Earl Fossum (Barb)

1 c. lard
1 tspo salt

2/3 c. milk

Apples . (as many as desired)
Sugar
Beat egg yolk and milk with fork i add to flour-lard mixture •
Use half to roll out in 15xl0 inch pan. Roll, thinner the better.
Do not grease Pano P ut layers of sliced raw apples on top of dough.
Sprinkle with 1/2 c. sugar (or more) and a little cinnamon. Roll
out other half of dough and put' on top. Pinch edges together. Beat
egg white and brush over top crust. Sprinkle sugar over top. Bake
at 400 ° for 30 min •
PUMPKIN BARS

.

Evonne Wietgrefe

Cream together:
· 1 med. can pumpkin
2 Co sugar
1 c. oil
4 eg gs
Sift together:
l tsp. soda
2 c. sifted flour
1/2 tsp. salt
2 tsp. baking powder
Add to 'creamed mixture.
Add:
1/2 c. walnuts
Bake in bar pan in 350 ° oven for 25 to 30 min.
'

CREAM CHEESE FROSTING:
3/4 stick butter
1 tsp. vanilla
PEANUT BUTTER BARS

3 oz. Philadelphia cream cheese
2 1/2 c. powdered sugar

Elsie Sigdestad

1/2 tsp. salt
1 c. brown sugar
3 T. peanut butter
1 C o butter
1 c. oatmeal
2 c. flour
1 tsp. soda
Mix al� ingredients; press into cookie sheet pan (lOxlS).
Bake 15 mino at 350 ° . Frost with chocolate frosting •

Take time to think -- you can do more work with your head than
with your feet!
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Eunice Fosheim .
Barbara Raap

BROWNIES

1 c. plus 2 T. flour
1/2 c. butter
1/2 tsp. baking powder
1 c. sugar
Nuts (if desired)
4 eggs
1 can chocolate syrup
c1 · 2;3 c . )
Cream butter, sugar and e ggs. Add rest of ingredients. Bake
in large greased jelly roll pan 15 l/2x10 1/2xl inch at 350 ° for
25 min. Cool and frost.

FROSTING:
1 1/2 c. sugar
6 T. butter
6 T. milk ( 3/8 c.)
3/4 c. chocolate chips
Boil 30 seconds, remove from heat, add chips. Cool.
until spreading consistency.
BROWNIES

2 c.white sugar
1 1/2 c. oleo (3
2 eggs (beaten)
1 c. milk
3 /4 c. cocoa
Cream sugar
cocoa and s alt.
Grease and flour

sticks)

Beat

Hrs. Ronald (Eunice) Hanson

2 C o sifted flour
1/2 tsp. salt
l - li2 tsp. vanilla
l c. nuts

and oleo. Add beaten eggs and blend. Sift flour,
Add alternately with milk. Add vanilla and nuts.
llxl5 inch pan. Bake at 350 ° for 25 min.

ONE BOWL ---BROWNIES
1/2 squares chocolate·

Mrs. Selmer R. Sandal

1 tsp. vanilla
2
1 c. flour
1 c. shortening � 1 ard
4 eggs
l tsp. baking powder
1 Co brown sugar
1/2 tsp. salt
.
1 C o white sugar
l c. walnut meats (broken)
Place in a 2 qto size bowl, which can be heated, the chocolate
and shortening to melt. Let cool. Add eggs, beat well. Add sugars,
vanilla, bak ing powder and salt in flour (sifted). Add walnuts and
mix well. Pour into greased and floured 12xl8 inch pan. Bake 40 to
45 mino in 350 ° oven. Frost while slightly warm with the following
frosting.
LAZf CHCX:OLATE FROSTING:
Melt in a 1 qto saucepan 2 squares chocolate and 2 T o butter. Add
1/4 Co milk and stir until it thickenso Remove from heat 9 add l 1/2 c o
sifted powdered sugar and 1 tspo vanillao Mix wello Cold milk or
more powdered sug ar may be added for j ust right spreading consistency o
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GOOD BROWNIES
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Esther Anderson

3/4 Co f lour
1 tsp. baking powder
1 c. sugar
1/2 tsp. salt
2 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
1/2 c. nuts
Melt chocolate with the shortening. Beat in sug ar and eggso
Sift flour , baking powder and salt and add. Lastly add nuts and
vanilla. Put in 9x9 inch greased pan and bake at 350 ° for 35 min.

1 square chocolate (melted)

1/3 C o shortening

BROWNIES

3/4 c. flour
l 1/4 c. sugar
1/2 tsp. baking powder
1/4 tsp. salt
1/2 C o cocoa

Mrs . Norman Holden

· 1/3 c. dry milk
�/2 c. shortening (soft)
2 eggs (unbeaten)
2 T . water
1 tsp. vanilla
1/2 c. nutmeats (broken)
In a 2 qt. bowl, sift flour, sugar, baking powder, salt,
cocoa and dry milk. Add all .at once, the shortenipg, eggs, water
and vanilla. Mix until well blended then beat hard for 1 min.
Stir in the nuts and spread in 8xl2 inch pan and bake at 350 °
for 25 min. Cool in pan.

BUTTERSCOTCH BARS
1 c . sugar
3/4 C o oleo

2 eggs (beaten)

Edith Sandvik

2 1/2 c. graham cracker crumbs
1/2 c.coconut
2 c. miniature marshmallows
1/2 c. nut s

TOPPING:
2 T. peanut butter
1 pkg o butterscotch chips
Beat eggs o Add sugar and butter. Boil slowly for 2 min.
Coolo Add crushed graham crackers to mixture. Add coconut, nuts
and marshmallows. Press into a 9xl3 inch pan. Top with a pkg.
of butterscotch chips , melted with peanut butter. Yields 36 bars.

Irene Hagen
APRICOT COCONUT BALLS
2/3 c. Eagle brand sweetened
1 1/2 c. dried apricots
condensed milk
(ground)
Confectioners • su g ar
2 c o coconut (shredded)
Combine apricots and coconut. Add Eagle brand milk. Blend
wel l . Shape i n small balls and roll in confectioners • sugar. Let
stand until firm. Makes 32 balls 9 1/4 inch in diameter.
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Noel Anderson
GRAHAM CRACKER BARS
Cover cookie sheet with whole graham crackers
1 C o butter
1/3 C o milk
1 C o brown sugar
Boil 4 1/2 min.
Add :
1 C o coconut
1 c. graham cracker crumbs
Boil 1/2 min.
Spread on cookie sheet and add more graham crackers on top.
FROSTING:
3 T . milk
3 To brown sugar
3 T. butter
A dd powdered sugar to spreading consistency.

Eunice . Hanson
GINGER CREAM BARS
1 tsp. soda in cream
1 c. sugar
1/2 tsp. cinnafflOn
1 c. sour cream
1/2 c. oleo
1/2 tsp. ginger
1/2 tsp. �utmeg
2 eggs
2 c. flour (scant)
1/2 c. molasses
Flour enough to make a stiff-like dough. Spread with spoon and
bake in hot oven (350 ° -375 ° ). Frost and cut in squares. (Use cookie
sheet pan. )
FROSTING :
1 · s·tick oleo, whip well; add cream, vanilla and powdered sugar to
spreading consistency.

SOFT CHOCOLATE DROP COOKIE
Evonne Wietgrefe
1/2 c. soft shortening
l egg
1 tsp. vanilla
l c. sugar
Mix well.
1 3/4 c. flour with
1/2 c. (scant) cocoa
1/2 tsp. soda�
1/2
--tsp. salt
Sift and add -1.ternately with 3/4 c. buttermilk. Add 1/2 c •
walnuts.
Drop by spoonfuls onto greased cookie sheet. Bake at 325 °
·about 10 min. Frost, if desired.
Housework is something you do that nobody notices unless you don ' t
do it!
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COCOA DATE BARS

-- -

1 c. dates or raisins
1 C o boilin�water
1 tsp. soda
1 c. sugar
3/4 Co shortening
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Kay Espeland

2 eggs (b�aten)
1/4 tsp • . salt
l tsp. vanilla
1 1/3 c. flour (sifted)
l T. cocoa (rounded)

Walnuts
1/2 Co chocolate chips
Pour hot water over dates and .soda. Let stand while you mix
other· ingredients. Pour into 9xl3 inch pano Sprinkle· 1/2 Co
chocolate chips and walnuts over the batter. Bake at 350· for 30 to
40 rnino

TOPPING :.

FUDGE NUT BARS
---

-

Mrs. Andrew Brandlee

3 c. oatmeal
C o margarine
2 1/2 c. flour
c. brown sug ar
l tsp. soda
eggs
1 tsp.· salt
tsp. vanilla
Cream butter, sugar until light. Mix in eggs , vanilla and
dry ingredientso Spread 2/3 of this mixture in bottom of greased
jelly roll pan. Pour fillin g over this and cover with l/3 · of
oatmeal mixture. Bake at 350 ° about 25 to 30 min.

1
2
2
1

1 (12oz. ) pkg. chocolate chips
1 c. sweetened condensed milk
2 T. butter
Melt chips , butter and salt
add vanilla and nuts.
FILLING :

FUDGE �
2 c. sugar
1 c. cream
3 T. GOCOa
1 pkg. miniature marshmallows
3 T. butter
Cook sugar , cream and co coa
Add graham cracker crumbs , nuts,
9xl3 inch pan. Cut into squares

1/2 tsp. salt
1 c. nuts (chopped)
1 tsp. vanilla
in a double boiler.

When smooth ,
Myrna Mork

3 c. graham cracker crumbs
1/2 c. nuts
2 tsp. vanilla

to soft-ball stage. Cool slightly.
vanilla and marshmallowso Pour into
when cool.

If . more people would drive right, more people would be lefto
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SAUCE � OR CAKE
1 c. sug ar
l 1/2 c. applesauce
1/2 C o shortening
2 eggs

APPLE

2 C o flour

Gina Skaare

1 c. raisins (steamed in a little
water)
2 tsp. soda
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 /2 tspo nutmeg
1/4 tsp. · cloves
1 tsp. salt

One bowl method mix:
P lace flour 7 sugar, soda 7 spice and salt in sifter and sift
into mixing bowlo A dd shortening i applesauce and _eggs 7 one at a
Beat with e lectric beater until smooth. Add raisins and walnuts
desired) . Bake in 15 1/2 x 10 1/2 inch pan at 350 ° for 35 to 40
Spread with following before pl.:c.eci .: "' in oven&
1/3 C o sugar
2/3 c. crushed corn flakes
2 To soft butter
Cool and cu t in bars.
May use the same recipe for cake, bake in 9xl3 in:ch pan and
with brown sugar frosting.

CHOCOLATE MARS�LLOW �
1 c. shortening
4 eggs
1 1/2 c. flour
1/2 tsp. salt

thru
timeo
(if
min.
frost

Esther Anderson

1 1/2 c. sugar
1/2 tsp. baking powder
4 T . cocoa
2 tsp. vanilla
1 c. nuts
Small marshmallows
and sugar, add eggs. Then add all the dry
add vanilla and nuts. Bake in a greased
min. at 3SO ·. Remove from oven and cover with
to oven for 3 min. Let cool and cover with the

Cream shortening
ingredients . Lastly ,
jelly-roll pan for 15
marshmallows. Re turn
following frosting:
1 c. brown sugar
3 squares chocolate
1/2 c. water
Bring to a boil and cook for 3 min. Add 3 C o powdered sugar.
Spread on bars.

COCONUT BARS

1/4 lbo butter or oleo (melt)
1 can sweetened�ondensed milk

II
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Mrs. Blanche Anderson
2 c . graham crackers (crushed)
1 c. flaked coconut
6 hershey bars
Continued Next Page.
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COCONUT BARS
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(Continued) •

Mix melted butter and graham cracker �rumbs and pat in pan.
Bake 10 mino at 350 ° 0 Mix milk and coconut, pour on crust. Bake
until speckled brown. Cover with the Hershey bars, or make a
boiled frosting of 1/2 C o su gar, 1/2 c. brown sugar,V2 c. cream
and 1 square chocolate. Boil and add vanilla and a lump of butter.
MATRIMONIAL CAKE BARS

3/4 Co butter
1 c. brown sugar
1 1/2 Co flour .

Mrs. Oscar Kambestad

1 . 1/4 c. oatmeal
1 /2 tsp. soda
1 /4 tsp. salt

FILLING:
1/2 c. sugar
l pkgo dates (cut)
1 T. butter
1 Co water
Boil dates, water, sugar and butter. Let cool. M ix dry
ingredients, and butter. Mix as for pie crust. Put about 3/4 of
dry mixture in bottom of greased pan; then spread all of date
filling on cru�t. Put rest of dry mixture on top and bake in
moderate oven 25 to 30 min.

Mrs. Robert Loken

TOOTSIE --ROLL --BARS
----

1 3/4 c. flour
1 c. brown sugar
1 3/4 c. quick oatmeal
3/4 c. shortening
1 tsp. vanilla
2 eggs
1/2 tsp. salt
1 tspo soda
Cream shortening and sugar, add eggs and vanj lla. Add dry
ingredient s. Pat 2/3 of this mixture into cookie sheet pan(llxlS
size) . Melt the following in a double boiler over hot water:
1 can Bordens sweetened condensed
9 oz. chocolate chips
milk
Mix well and spread on dough. Put remaining dough on top of
chocolate mixture in dabs. Nuts can be added. Bake 20 min. at
350 ° 0 When cool cut into bars.
QUICK � � �
1 pkg. cake mix
1 c. coconut
1/2 c. brown sugar
1/2

oatmeal

Bake 30 min. at 350 ° .

Co

Mrs. Sherrill Sigdestad
1/3 c. water
2 eggs
1 T. white sugar

Use lOxlS inch pan.
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Jeanne Skaare
Bristol i So Do

SPECIAL BARS
K ----

1/3 c. butter
1 C o White sugar
1 pkg. chocolate chips
1 Co white syrup
1 pkg. butterscotch chips
1 1/2 c. peanut butter
7
c.
cereal
·
Bring sugar and syrup to lx?iling, remove from heat, add 1 1/2 c.
peanut butter o Pour over 7 Co cereal , $pecial K 9 Cherrios, Bran Flakes,
Rice Krispies.
Frost with butter , chips (melted together). Or use chocolate
chip frosting with 3 T. peanut butter addedo
CHERRY �

1 c. flour
1/4 c. sugar
Mix together.

1/2 c. butter

Mrs. Lyle Johnson

Bake in 350 ° oven for 10 min. in 9xl2 inch pan.

TOPPING :
1/2 c. maraschino cherries (chopped)
2 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
1 c. sugar
1/2 tsp. salt
1/2 c. coconut
1/2 tsp. baking powder
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
1/4 c. flour
Pour over first mixtu re and bake at 350 ° for 20 min. · Frost
with 1 c. powdered sugar mixed with cherry juice.

RAISIN BARS
Mrs. R ay (Bernice) Spiering
3/4 c. butter 2.£ margarine
l 1/4 c. oatmeal
1 1/2 c. flour
1 Cc brown sug ar
Pinch salt
1 tsp. soda
Mix dry ingredientso Melt butter and mix in until crumbly o
Boil filling ingredients until , thick. Put half of crumbly mixture
in 9xl3 inch pan, cover with raisin filling , then top with rest of
crumbly mixo Bake 25 min. in 325 ° oven. FILLING : 2 c. raisins 9 l/2 · c .
water 9 2 T . cornsta rch, 1/2 c. sugar.
Mrs. Ray (Bernice)Spiering
O'HENRY �
4 c. oatmeal
1/2 c. dark syrup
1 Co brown sugar
3 tsp. vanilla
- 1/2 c. butter or margarine
Mix ingredients wello Bake in greased 9x12 inch pan in 375 ° oven
for 15 mino
Melt 1 (6 oz o ) pkg. chocolate chips and 1/2 c. peanut butter o
Pour over top of O'Henry Bars. Cut into bars.
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LEMON BARS

1 c. flour
1/2 c. butter
1/2 c. powdered sugar
Mix together and pat into an 8xll inch pan.
350 ° oven.

11111
1111

Mrso Lyle Johnson
Bake 10 min. in

FILLING:
2 eggs · (beaten)
3 + • flour
1 c. sugar
1/2 tsp. baking powder
Juice of 1 lemon
Mix together and pour over baked crust. Bake 25 min. more in
350 ° oveno
FROSTING:
1 T . milk
1 T. butter

1
1

powdered sugar

tsp. · vanilla
Co

APRICCYr PINEAPPLE BARS
Iva Anderson
3/4 c. butter
1 112· c. oats
1 tsp. salt
1 c. brown sugar
1 can a�ricot-pineapple filling
1 3/4 c. flour
1 /2 tspo soda
Mix the 1st 6 ingredients together. Press half of mixture in
9xl3 inch pan. Spread with the filling. Put rem�ning mixture
on top 7 patting lightly. Bake 25 min. at 400 ° . Let cool and cut�

Beth Sigdestad

BANANA BARS

1 1/2 Co flour
eggs
1/2 tsp. soda
1 c . sugar
1/2 tsp. salt
1/2 c. vegetable oil
1 ripe banana
1 / 3 c . milk
1 tspo lemon juice
Combine eggs, sugar 7 oil, milk, lemon juice and beat well.
Add flour 7 soda 7 salt and 1 medo ripe banana. Bake in lOxlS inch
pan 9 25 or 3 0 mino at 350 ° 0 Top with banana frosting.
2

BANANA FROSTING :
2 T . soft oleo
2

powdered sugar

1/2 tsp. salt
Co

1 tspo almond flavor
1 small ripe banana

The promise of some people to be on time c�ries a lot of wait.
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RHUBARB �

Mrs. Osvald Sparby

1 1/2 c. oatmeal
1 1/2 c. flour
1 c. brown sugar
1/2 tsp. soda
1 c. shortening
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
Dissolve cornstarch in watero Mix rhubarb, sugar and vanilla
together, add to cornstarch and water mixture. Coot until thick.
set aside.
Mix together the oatmeal, flour, brown sugar,. soda, shortening
and nuts, until crumbly. Pat 3/4 mixture into bottom of a 9xl3 inch
pan. Pour in rhubarb mixture and sprinkle · remaining crumbs on
top. Bake at 375 ° for 30 to 35 min. Cool and cut into bars.

3 c. rhubarb (cut up)
1 1/2 c. sugar
2 T. cornstarch
1/4 c . water
1 tsp. vanilla

ORANGE BARS
---

Elsie Sigdestad

1/2 c. butter
l c. buttermilk or sour milk
1
tsp. soda
1 c. sugar
2 eggs
2 c. flour
1/4 tsp. salt
1 orange
1 c. raisins
1/2 c. nuts
Grind orange with peel, raisins and nuts. Hix ingredients;
pour into lOxlS inch pan. Bake 35 min. at 350•.
FROSTING :
2 T. butter
1 c. powdered sugar
2 T. orange juice

CARROT BARS
Donna Raap
4 eggs (beaten)
2 1/2 c. flour
2 c. sugar
2 tsp. soda
3 jars carrot �aby food
1 1/2 tsp. cinnaRK>n
1/2 c. Wesson oil
1 c. nuts
1 tspo salt
.
Bake o n one 9xl3 inch p an 20 or 30 min. Cool and frost.
FROSTING :
1 ( 3ozo ) pkg. cream cheese
3 C o powdered sug ar
1 tspo vanilla
1/2 c. butter
Cream butter and sugar 9 add softened cheese and vanilla 0
Beat and spread.
No girl is too dull to have "bride" ideas.
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CARROT BARS
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Mrso Enna Orness

4 eggs
1 tsp. sal t
2 C o sug ar
2 tsp. cinnamon
1 1 /2 C o salad oil
3 c. carrots (ground)
2 C o flour
1 1/2 Co coconut
1 tsp. soda
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
Beat eggs, sugar and oil . together. Add flour, soda , salt and
cinnamon, beat well. Add carrots, coconut and nuts. Spread on
large cookie sheet. Bake at 350 ° for 30 to 40 - min.
FROSTING:
1 stick butter or margarine
1 (8 oz . ) pkg. cream cheese
3 c. powdered sugar
1 tsp. vanilla -Frost while warm. May add chopped nuts, raisins and coconut.

TOFFY BARS

Mrs. Don (Shirley) Jorgenson
1 egg yolk (beaten)
1 tsp.. vanilla

1 c . oleo margarine
l C o brown sugar
1 1 /2 c. flour.
Mix margarine, sugar, egg yolk, vanilla and flour. Spread
mixture into greased 10xl3 inch cookie s�eet . Bake a t 350 ° for
15 min. (don • t let it get brown) while still warm lay six 5 cent
Hersey bars on top. Put in oven for 1 minute. Take out and spread
candy bars. Sprinkle with chopped nuts .

Mrs. Blanche Anderson
ORANGE SLICE BARS
1 tsp. baking powder
2 C o flour (sifted)
1/4 tsp. salt
1 c. candy orange slices (cut)
4 eggs
1/2 c. walnuts (chopped)
1 tsp. vanilla
2 Co brown sugar
Mix altogether and pour onto greased cookie sheet. Bake at
300 ° to 350 ° oven until golden brown.

ICING:
3 c. powdered sugar
1 c . milk (scalded)
2 T . melted butter
1/2 tsp. vanilla
Mix and spread over the baked cookie sheet. Cut when cool.

one of the mysteries of life is how a bo y Who wasn ' t good enough to
be married to your daughter can be the father of the smartest
grandchild in the world.
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Pamela Kirchmeier

ALMOND JOY BARS

1 c • ., sweetened condensed milk
8 almond chocolate bars
(crushed)
1/2 c .. butter
2 c. flaked coconut
Combine crumbs and butter. Spread in 8xl2 inch pano Bake
at 350 ° for 10 min. Mix coconut and condensed milk. S pread on
cracker mixture. Return to oven for another 10 mino Remove and
cover with bars. Cut into bars or squares. Yields 15 bars.
2 c. graham crackers

MOUND ----CHOCOLATE BARS
--1/4 c. oleo

Cora Williamson Schauer
1 c. graham crumbs
g
1 c. coconut
1/3 c. su ar
1 egg '
1 c. nuts
Cook until thick, the oleo, sugar and egg and add to the
next three ingredients. Chill, pat in 8xl0 pan.
1/4 c. milk (heated)
1 1/4 c. powdered sugar
Vanilla
1/3 c. Crisco
S pread powdered sugar ·mixture on top of first crumb layer in
pan.
Melt big Her�hey bar. Add milk to make it of spreading
consistency. S pread over white layer. Cut into bar·s.
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1/4 c. shortenin g
3/4 Co flour
1/2 tsp. salt
Cut shortening into flour.
Add: 1 egg yolk to 2 T. water and 1/2 tsp. vinegar
Mix togethei:°and add to flour mixture.
PIE CRUST
1/2 (8 o zo ) pkgo cream cheese , 3 c. flour
1/2 lbo oleo
Cut oleo into flour and add softened cheese.
until you use ito

MARSHMALLOW MERINGUE

Noel . Anderson

Donna Raap
Can be refrigerated

Mrs . �aynard Sigdestad
1/2 c.· sugar
Rind of 1 orange (grated)

8 marshmallows
2 egg whites
Pinch of salt
Melt marshmallows with orange rind in top of double boiler .
Cool slightly. Be at egg whites with salt. Add sugar . Fold into
marshmallows, put on your pie and brown slightly under broiler.

NEVER FAIL CORNSTARCH MERINGUE

Luella Holden

Pinch salt
1 T . cornstarch (cold water)
6 T o sugar
1/2 Co boiling water
l tspo lemon j uice
3 egg whites
Mix cornstarch in s mall amount of cold w ater. Stir into 1/2 c.
boiling water and cook until thick and clear o Cool. Whip egg
whites 9 add pinch of s alt and sugaro seat in cooled cornstarch
mixture until like marshmallow crearno Add lemon juice. Spread
over pie and bake until browned. 350 ° for 15 min.

Mrs . Blanche Anderson
PECAN PIE
2/3 C o brown sugar
1/4 Co butter
Pinch salt
3/4 C o dark syrup
3 eggs (beaten)
l C o pecan halves
1 unbaked pie shell
1 tspo vanil la
Mix altogether and pour into unbaked pie shello B ake 10 min.
at 450 ° j then bake 45 min . at 350 ° .
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· RASPBERRY PIE ROYAL
Crust :
2 c. coconut
2 T. sugar

1 T. flour
2 T . butter

4 c. apples ( peeled and sliced)
1 c. sugar

1/2 c. water
1 tsp. vanilla

Hilda Loken

FILLING:
Red food coloring (few d�ops )
4 c. marshmallows
1 pkg. frozen raspberries
1 c. heavy cream (Dream Whip)
To make crust,
press
ingredients
into pan and bake 10 �no
·
·
•
at 350 .
To make filling, melt miniature marshmallows in 1/2 �- ra�p
berries *and whipped cream. Pour into cooled shell and chill.
•juiceoChill u�til thickened.Fold in raspberries& whipped cream.
Mrs. Don ( Shirley) Jorgenson
DEEP DISH APPLE �
TOPPING:
1/2 c. butter
1 c. flour
Pinch of salt
1/2 c . brown sugar
Combine apples, sugar, water and vanilla in a 8xl0 inch
buttered baking dish •
.Mix topping of butter, brown sugar, flour and salt. Sprinkle
over apples. Bake at 350· about 30 min. or until apples are tender.
CHERRY PIE
Mrs. John R . Skaare
1 can pie cherries
1/8 tsp. salt
1/3 c. cherry j uice
1 c. sugar
Butter
2 1/2 T. tapioca
Drain cherries. In a bowl, mix sugar, tapioca, salt, cherry
juice . Put into unbaked pie shell. Cover with crust and bake 10
min. at 450 • , reduce to 375 ° for 30 min. , until done.
RHUBARB PIE

Mrs. Oscar Simonson
2 Co rhubarb (chopped)
1 heaping To flour
1 C o sugar
1 T. butter
2 egg whites for top
3 T. water
4 T. sugar
2 egg yolks
Put rhubarb in boiling water for 5 mino Mix all ingredients
except egg whiteso Pour over rhubarb in unbaked pie shell and bake
for 45 min. in 350 ° oven. Remove and cover with meringue and bake
until browno
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1 1 · SNOW-CAPPED RAISIN �

Margaret Fosheim

l j 3/4

L

I

C o sugar
2 egg yolks
2 To cornsta�ch
1 Co dairy sour cream
1/4 tsp o salt
1 C o raisins
1 1/2 tsp. lemon j uice
1 tspo cinnamon
1/2 tspo nutmeg
1/.2
c. walnuts (chopped)
.
1/4 tsp o cloves
Combine sugar , cornstarch, salt and spices in top of double
boilero Blend in egg yolks. Add _ sour cream, raisins and lemon
juiceo Cook oyer low heat until thicko stirring constantly. Coolo
Stir in nuts • . Pour into an 8 inch baked pie shell. Top with
rneringueo Bake at 350 ° , 15 to 18 mino or until delicately browned.

MERINGt,JE :
1 /4 Co .sugar
2 egg whites
1/4 tsp. cream of tartar
To make meringue , beat egg whites until frothy. Add cream of
tartar and continue beating until peaks be gan to form. Gradually,
beat in sugar , beating until stiff and ' glossy .

LOrinda Sigdestad

CREAM PIE

2 T . cornstarch
(in lukewarm water, enough to
2 eggs
dissolve)
1/3 Co sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
Whip egg yolks and sugar until smooth. Mix cornstarch , mix
with eggs and sugar. Bring milk to boiling and stir while adding
the thickening mixtureo When thick, remove from burner. Add
1 tsp. vanilla. Cool , covered. Put into baked pie shell. Make
meringue and cover pie fillin g. Bake at 350 ° for 15 min. until
golden brown. May add coconut or bananas to pie filling.
MERINGUE :
2 eggs whites
1/4 tsp. cream of tartar

� PITTED PRUNE E_!!
1 bOx (12 oz.) prunes (pitted)
l 1/2 c. water
3/4 c . sugar

4 T. sugar

Mrs . Walter Winson

3 T. cornstarch
1/4 c. lemon j uice (� grated rind of
1 lemon)
Continued Next Page.
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TART PITTED PRUNE PIE (Continued) o
Cut prunes in quarters, bring prunes and water to a boil; drain,
reserving liquid. Mix sugar, cornstarch and stir into prune liquid;
stir until thick and remove from heato Add prunes, lemon rind or
juice and cool o Prepare pie shell. Pour prune mixture into unbaked
shell, cover with lattice top 9 crimp edges together. Bake 425 ° for
30 to 40 rnin o Good with whipped cream toppingo

Myrenf!! Brockel

RHUBARB PIE

PIE CRUST:
1/2 c. margarine � butter
1 c. flour
1/2 tsp. salt
Add .salt to flour. Add butter.· Pat into pie pan and
bake 15 min. at 350 ° .

FILLING:
3 egg yolks (beaten)
3 c. rhubarb (uncooked,
cut up)
Drop red food coloring and
cinnamon to fl·avor, (ifdesired)
1 1/2 c. sugar
3 T. flour
1/2 c. sour cream
Cover rhubarb with hot water, let stand 20 min. Drain. Cook
rhubarb and 1 Co sugar until it is soft. Add flour to remaining
1/2 c. sugar and add it to hot sauce. Fold beaten egg yolks into
sour cream. Add to hot sauceo Cook over low heat until filling is
thick. Stir in coloring and cinnamon. Pour into baked cooled
shell. T op with meringue.
MERINGUE:
1/4 tsp. cream of tartar
3 egg whites
6 T. sugar
Beat whites and cream of tartar until they are very stiff o A dd
sugaro Put pie and bake 20 mino at 350 ° 0

COFFEE CREAM PIE
Ahn Marie Sigdestad
NUT SHELL:
1/4 c. sugar
1 egg white
1/8 tsp. salt
1 1/2 c. nuts (finely chopped)
Combine egg white and salt, b�at' until stiff. Gradually add and
beat in sugar until stiff, flossy peaks form, fold in nuts. Press
into 8 inch pie pan. Prick well with fork. Bake at 400 ° for 12
min. Cool.
Continued Next P·age.
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COFFEE CREAM PIE (Continued ) o

FILLING :
2 1/4 Co miniature marshmallows 1 egg yolk
1 Co heavy cream (whipped)
1/4 c. water
1 To Taster's Choice Coffee
1/4 tsp. almond extr�ct
Combine and place over med. heat, marshmallows, water and
coffeeo Stir constantly until marshmallows melt. Beat egg yolk
slightly 9 slowly add hot mixture 9 stirring rapidly. Return to
saucepan and cook over med o heat for one mine• Beat slightlyo Fold
whipped cream and almond extract into mixture. Pour ·into
cooled nut she°Ilo Chillo Decorate with nuts or whipped cream 9 if
desired o • ( CMISSION ) Chill till ,thickened , bu� not set.
PARADISE PUMPKIN PIE
1 (8 ozo ) pkg. cream cheese
1/4

sugar

Carol Sigdestad

1 1/4 c. pumpkin (canned or cooked)

2 eggs (beaten)

l c. evaporated milk
1/2 c. sugar
1/4 tsp. each ginger and nutmeg
--1 tsp. cinnamon
Dash salt
Combine softened cream cheese, sugar and vanill a. Mix until
well blended. Add egg and mix wello Spread in bottom of pastry
shello Combine remaining ingredients, mix well. · carefully pour
over cream cheese mixtureo Bake at 350 ° for 1 hr. and 5 min. or
until done o Cool. Brush with maple syrup and garnis h with nuts ,
if desiredo
1/2 tsp. vanilla
1 egg
1 (9 inch) pie crust (unbaked)
Co

Noel Anderson

PUMPKIN DREAM PIE

1 Co canned pumpkin
1 C o cream (whipped)
3/4 tsp . pumpkin pie spice
2/3 Co milk
1 pkgo instant vanilla pudding
Beat slowly with egg beater, 1 mino Chill until set, 2 hrs.
or better if overnighto Top with whipped cream, sprinkle with nuts.
Put into pie plate or 8x8 inch pan with gr aham cracker crumbs on
bottom and topo
CRUMBLE PEACH PIE
4 C o peaches (peeled , sliced )
. (4 or 5 )
1 C o sugar
1/4 Co flour

Hilda Loken

1/2 tspo cinnamon
1/2 Co butter .2::. margarine
1/2 C e sugar
3/4 C o flour

Continued Next Pageo
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CRUMBLE PEACH PIE ( Continued).
Put peeled sliced peaches into mixing bowl. Mi x gently so
peaches won ' t break up with sifted sugar, flour and cinnamon mixture.
Put into unbaked 9 inch pie crust. Cream butter, sugar �d flo�ro
Spread on top of peaches. Bake 10 min. in 450 ° oven and 30 min.
in 350 ° oven.
STRAWBERRY FREEZE

1 1/2 C c, sugar
3 egg· whites
3 To lemon j uice

Myrna Mork

2 c. strawberries (frozen, thawed)
1/4 tsp. salt
1 1/2 C o cream

CRUMB MIXTURE :
1 1/4 C . flour
1/2 C o butter
3/4 c. brown sugar
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
Bake in oven until brown, stirring often. Cool.

Mix together all ingredients in filling, except cream. Beat with
electric mixer until thick. Whip cream and add to strawberry mixture.
Put in 9 xl3 inch pan with crumb mixture on top and bottom. Freeze.

FRESH STRAWBERRY ' PIE
Luella Holden
1 baked pie shell
4 T . cornstarch
1 tsp. lemon juice
2 1/2 boxes fresh strawberries
g
c.
ar
l.
su
Red food coloring
Pick out and mash 1 c. small berries, add 1 c. sugar, 4 T.
cornstarch and cook until thick and clearo (add water if necessary)
Add 1 tspe lemon j uice and a little food coloring. Put remaining
berries into pie shell; pour cooked mixture over them and cool. Top
with whipped cream.
DELICIOUS STRAWBERRY PIE
Marilyn Edman
1 baked or crumb pie shell
1 1/4 c. boiling water
1 reg. size pkg. strawberry
1 pkg. frozen strawberries
Jello
Combine J ello and boiling water to dissolve. Add frozen
strawberries, stirring to . dissolve berries. Chill until syrupy.
Pour into crust and allow to set firm in refrigerator o To serve,
top with a generous amount of sweetened whipped cream.
Temptation becomes sin when you yield to it o
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STRAWBERRY PIE

Edith Olson

1 C o sugar
3 T o strawberry flavored gelatin
1 C o water
About 1 · Pt o f�esh strawberries
Whipped cream or Kool Whip
1 T o (heaping) cronstarch
Mix the sugar, water and cornstarcho Bringto boilingo Cook
until clearo Remove from stove and add the gelatine · stir until
dissolvedo Coolo Place fresh sliced strawberries in cooled pastry
shello . Pour cooked mixture which has been cooled over berrieso
Chill j at least 9 3 hrso Cover with whipped cream ££. Kool Whipo

STRAWBERRY GLAZE PIE
Leona Wattier
1 (10 ozo ) pkgo frozen strawberries
3 T. cornstarch
1/2 c. sug ar
·2 T o butter
Cook over med. heat until thick and clear. Cool. Slice one
pint box fresh strawberries (unsweetened) and place in bottom of
baked pie shell o Pour first mixture over fresh berries. Top
with whipped cream.

Mrso Phyllis Metzinger
JELLO STRAWBERRY PIE
1 pkg. strawberry Jello
1 c. boiling water
1 pkg . frozen strawberries
(partially thawed)
Have ready a graham cracker crumb crust or a · baked pie shello
Dissolve the Jello in the boiling water. Stir in the partially
thawed strawberries. When it jells, .pour into the c rust and chill
until firm. Serve with whipped topping.
STRAWBERRY SHORTCUT �

D' E S S E R T S

Margaret Wattier
Sprinkle 1 c. miniature marshmallows

Grease bottom of 13x9 inch pano
over bottom of pano
Combine and set aside :
2 c. (t'NO 1 0 ozo ) pkg. strawberries
(frozen, sliced, in syrup and
completely thawed)
l pkgo (3 oz. ) strawberry gelatin
Continued Next Page.
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STRAWBERRY SHORTCUT CAKE (Continued) o
Mix together the following:
2 1/4 c. flour
1/2 c. shortening
3 tsp. b aking powder
1 1/2 C o sugar
1/2 tsp o salt
1 c. milk
· 3 eggs
l tsp. vanilla
Blend at low speed until mostenedo Beat 3 mino at med. speed.
Pour batter over marshmallows. Spoon strawberry mixture evenly
over batter. Bake at 350 ° for 45 to 50 mino until golden browno
Serve with whipped creamo
RHUBARB DELIGHT

Mrs. Delbert (Eileen) Halverson

CRUST:
1/2 c. butter ££_ margarine
l c. flour
2 T. sugar
SECOND LAYER :
2 T. flour
l 1/4 c. sugar
3 egg yolks (beaten until thick)
2 1/4 c. rhubarb (chopped £E,
1/3 c. cream £E, evaporated milk
diced)
MERINGUE:
1/2 c. sugar
3 egg whites
C ombine flour, sugar and butter. Press into 9x9 inch . pan.
Bake at 350 ° for 20 to 25 mino Cool. Combine sugar, rhubarb,
flour, egg yolks and cream or milko Cook and stir constantly
until thickened. Cool and pour on baked crust .
For meringue beat egg whites until stiff gradually add sugar
while beating and pile on dessert o Bake until light brown at
375 ° .
Note: Double ingredients for a 9xl3 inch pan.

Lorene Anderson
APPLE OR RHUBARB DESSERT
1 c. sugar
4 c. appies or rhubarb (cut
2
T. butter
finely)
1/2 tsp. salt
1/2 c. sugar
2 tsp. baking powder
1/3 tsp. cinnamon
1 c. flour
2 eggs < well beate.n )
Slice apples or rhubarb into buttered 9xl3 baking pan. Sprinkle
with sugar and cinnamon. Cream together; sugar , eggs , butter o Sift
flour 7 salt and baking powdero Add to egg mixture. Spread over
apples. Bake 30 min o at 350 ° .
Ice cream makes a good topping, also 7 whipped cream or plain 0
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RHUBARB CINNAMON CRISP

Julia Pleep

3

C o rhubarb (cut in 1 inch
1/3 Co brown sugar
length)
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
3/4 C o sug ar
3/4 c. flour
1 egg
4 T. butter
3 To flour
Scald rhubarb in hot water and draino Combine sugar, egg and
3 T o flour o M ix with rhubarbo Place in shallow pan (8x8) . Combine
brown sugar, cinnamon 9 flour and ·work in butter to m ake a coarse
crumb mixture o Pour crumb mixture over rhubarb. Bake uncovered in
350 ° oven for 30 to 40 rnino Serves 6.

RHUBARB DESSERT
Crust: ·
1 c. butter
1 1/2 c. flour
Press in 9xl3 pan.

2 T. sugar

Marlys Simonson

Bake at 350 ° for 10 min.

FILLING:
2 c. sugar
3 c. rhubarb (cut in 1 /4 inch
chunks)
2 T. cornstarch
1 /4 tsp. salt
6 egg yolks
1 c. milk
Mix rhubarb, sugar, cornstarch, salt, yolks and milk. Boil
until thick. Add 2 T. butte� and 1 tsp. vanilla. Add mixture to
crust. Make meringue of 6 egg whites and 1 c. sugar. Bake un til
brown.

RHUBARB CRUNCH
Gale Skaare Haun
1 c. sugar
1 Co flour
2 T. cornstarch
3/4 c • . oatmeal
1 c. water
1 C o b�own sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
1/2 C o melted butter
1 tsp. cinnamon
4 C o rhubarb (diced)
Mix flour , oatmeal, sugar, butter and cinnamon to make crunch.
Press half into greased baking disho Cover with rhubarb . Cook sugar,
cornstarch 9 water and vanilla until thickened o Pour over the rhubarb
and sprinkle rest of crunch over the mixture o Bake 1 hr. at 350 ° 0
The only food that never goes up in price is the food for thoughto
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APPLE GOODY DESSERT

Luella Holden

1 tsp o cinnamon
6 C o apples (sliced )
1 1/4 c o white sugar
1/2 Co water (pour over apple
1 T o flour
mixture )
Mix together and place in 9xl3 inch pan or casserole.
1/3 c. melted butter
1 c o oatmeal
1 c. flour
1/4 tsp. soda
1/4 tsp. baking powder
1 C o brown sugar
Mix the above ingredients as for pie crust.
Place crust mixture over apples and bake. serve with whipped
creamo Bake 45 mino at 350 ° e
APPLE CAKE

Mrs. Ge rald Fossum

2 c. flour
2 c . white sugar
1/2 Co butter � oleo
2 tsp. soda
2 eggs
2 tsp. cinnamon
4 c. apples (unpeeled,
2 tsp. nutmeg
chopped )
1 tsp. salt
1 c. nuts
Cream sugar, butter, add eggs. Blend in apples and nuts.
Add dry ingrediepts sifted together. Bake 15 min. at 350 ° then
25 min. at 325 ° in 9xl3 pan. serve with butter sauce.

BUTTER SAUCE:
1/2 c . butter or oleo
1 c. half and half
l c. white sugar
Sinuner above together 1/2 hr. Add 1 tsp. vanilla after
removing from stove. Serve hot over cake servings.
APPLE SAUCE PUDDING

Mrs . Norman Holden

1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1 c. sugar
1/2 c. butter or oleo
1/2 tsp. nutmeg
Pinch salt
2 eggs (well beaten )
3 raw apples (diced )
1 tsp. soda
l 1/2 c. flour
Nuts (chopped )
Mix sugar, butter, eggs, soda,·flour, cinnamon, nutmeg, salt,
apples and nuts t�gether. Bake in an 8xl2 inch pan at 350 ° for
30 to 35 mine
SAUCE :
l C o brown sugar
2 T. flour
1/2 co butter or oleo
1 c. cream (half and half )
Cook until thicko serve either hot or cold over the apple cake • .
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APPLE CRISP

Alfia Williamson

TASTY APPLE PUDDING

Mrs. Marvin Raap

Co sugar (blended with
1 1/2 tsp. baking powder
little cinnamon)
1/2 � o brown sugar
Co flour
1/2 Co shortening
Co oatmeal
Grease pano Fill small pan 3/4 full with apples · (7)o Mix
together the ingredients and pour over apples. crumble and pack
over appl eso Bake at 350 ° for 30 to 40 mino or until apples are
tl'on:>ughly cooked.

1/2
a
1/2
1/2

lco sugar
· 1/2 tsp. nutmeg
1/4 c. butter or oleo
.1 tsp. soda
1 egg
1/4 tsp_o salt
2 large apples (unpeeled,
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
shredded, 2 c.)
1 c. flour
1 tsp. cinnamon
cream sugar, butter and . egg well. Add shredded apples. Blend
in dry ingredients, sifted together. Stir in 1/2 c. nuts. Bake
in 350 ° oven in 8 or 9 inch square pan (greased), 40 to 45 · min.
Serve with hot sauce.

SAUCE:
Combine 1/2 c. butter, 1 c. sugar and 1/2 c. l ight cream. Heat
very slowly, 10 to 15 min. , stirring occasional ly until slightly
thickened. Add 1 1/2 tsp. vanilla. Dash of nutmeg. Makes 1 1/2 c.
Serve warm o�er cake.

Mrs. Earl (Barb) Fossum
STRAWBERRY ANGEL FOOD DESSERT
2 1/2 C • boiling water
1 angel food cake
1 pt. whipping cream or 1 pkg o
2 small pkg . frozen straw
prepared Lucky Whip-berries
2 small pkgo strawberry Jello
Break up angel food in 9xl3 inch pano Dissolve Jello in water.
Add strawberrieso Cool until syrupy o Whip cream or Lu�y Whip
topping and add to Jello mixtureo Pour over cake and refrigerate.
LEMON CHEESE CAKE DESSERT
1 (8 oz. ) pkg. cream cheese
(softened)
Blend.
Add : 1 1/2 Co mil k

1/2 Co milk

Hilda Loken

1 lemon instant pudding mix
Continued Next Page.
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LEMON CHEESE CAKE DESSERT

( Continued) o

Beat with beater and pour at once into an · 8 inch square pan
with graham crust, chill until seto Save some of graham crust for
toppinge
PINEAPPLE DESSERT

Marge Brandlee

2 c. sugar
2 Co whipping cream
6 egg whites
2 cans apricot pineapple
2 c. miniature marshmallows
pie mix
Beat e gg whites, until stiff. Gradually add sugar and
continue beating until very stiff and glossyo Sp read evenly
on a well-greased cookie sheeto Bake at 275 • for 1 hr. Cool.
Spread meringue with pie filling. Whip cream, add marshmallows and
gently spread over top. For variation ; toasted coconut or nuts may
be added.

LIGHT DESSERT
Noel Anderson
2 c. flour
1 tsp. baking powder
1 1/2 c. soda crackers
1 c. melted butter
( crushed)
1 c. brown sugar ·
Press mixture into a 9xl3 inch pan, saving some for toppihgo
Pour 2 cans apricot-pineapple pie mixture on the layer. Put rest
of crumbs on. Bake 30 min. at 350 • . · Serve with whipped cream.

flour

Mrs. · Eaa orness
3/4 C o powdered sugar
1 can apricot pie filling
1 c., sugar

CHERRY DESSERT

Mrs o Ida Fossum

DESSERT

3/4 c. shortening ( half butter
or oleo)
1 1 /2

egg whites
Cream shortening and powdered sugar. Blend in flour. Press
mixture in bottom of ungreased baking p an, 13x9x2. Bake 1 2 to 1 5.
min. Spread the can of pie filling. on crust , top with the 4 egg
whites, stiffly beaten which have had the l c o sugar added o Bake
1 hr. at 325 ° .
4

Co

Graham cracker s
l can cherry pie mix
1 cherry Jello
Make graham cracker crust in llx7 inch pano Mix l pkg. cherry
llo
with l C o hot watero Let congeal i then mix with 1 can cherry
Je
pie mix. Spread over graham cracker crusto serve with Cool Whip or
ice cream.
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� MINUTE DESSERT
1 pkgo white cake mix (small)
1/2 Co melted margarine
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Mrse Phyllis Metzinger

1 can pie filling (apple , cherry ,
blueberry)
1 /4 Ce nu ts (chopped)
Butter an 8 inch square pan. Add the pie fillingo Mua t be
a pie filling 9 not plain fruito Sprinkle the white cake mix over
the· fillingo Pour over the me lted margarine and the nutso Bake for
35 min� in a 350 ° oveno Serve warm or cold with whipped toppingo

APPLE-DATE DREAM

Mrso Emma Orne ss

2 Co sifted �11-purpose flour
1 c. sugar
l tsp. salt
1 1/2 tspo baking soda
. 1 tspo ground allspice
1 tspo cinnamon (ground)
1 (21 oz. ) can apple pie filling
2 eggs (slightly beaten)
1/2 Co cooking oil
1. tsp o vanilla
1 Co dates (chopped)
1/4 Co walnuts (chopped)
Sift together flour 9 su gar, soda, salt, cinnamon and allspiceo
Combine egg, pie filling, oil and vanilla. Stir into flour mixture
and mix well. · stir in dates and nuts. Pour into greased and floured
1 3 l/2x 8 3/4 x 1 3/4 . inch baking disho Bake in 350 ° for 40 to 45
mino Coolo Cut in squares. Serve with· a dollop of whipped cream 9
if desired. Makes 12 servings.
Mrs. Delbert '(Eileen) Halverson
PINEAPPLE FLUFF
1/2 pkg. lemon gelatin
1/3 Co plus 1/2 c. sugar
24 vanilla wafers (crushed)
4 eggs . < separated)
1 small can crushed pineapple
1/4 Co melted butter
Add sugar, pineapple and juice to beaten egg yolks, cook in
double boiler until thickenedo Add Jello. Cool. Add 1/2 Co sugar
.
to stiffly beaten egg whiteso Fold into pineapple mixture. C ombine
crumbs (graham crackers may be used) and butter. Press into pan
and cover with filling. Top with remaining crumbs. Chill 4 hrs.
(9x9 inch pan. ) Yields 10 to 12 servings.

Ethel Fo s sum
APFICOT PINEAPPLE DESSERT
2 pkgo orange Jello
l (Noo 2)can crushed pineapple
1 Co apricot juice
2 Co boiling water
1 (Noo 2 1/2) can apricots
1/2 Co pineapple juice
Drain juice from apricots and pineapple, run apricots through
5u eve or blendero Mix all above ingredients together � Put in a
9xl3 inch pan to seto Cover with minature marshmallowso
Continued Next Page o
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. APRICor PINEAPPLE DESSERT

(Continued).

TOPPING :
2 T. butter
1/2 C o apricot juice
2 To flour
1/2 Co pineapple j uice
1/2 c. sugar
1 egg (beaten)
Boil until thick. Cool. Mix with one c. whipped creamo
Cover dessert after it has set. Refrigerate.

JELLO DESSERT

Mrs. Norman Holden

1/3 C o butter (melted)
20 graham crackers (crushed)
1 box red J ello
1 (Noo2) can crushed pineapple
1/2 pkg. miniature marshmallows
1 Co whipped cream -or 1 pkg o
Dream Whip
1/3 Co brown sugar
Make a crust of the cracker crumbs , brown sugar and melted butter.
Pat in a 9 x 13 pan 9 reserving some crumbs for top. Drain the juice
from the pineapple and heat. Pour over - the Jello and stir until
dissolved . Pour in pan and let set. Whip the cream and add pineapple
and marshmallows. Pour over Jello · and top with the crumbs.
RIBBON DESSERT
Pamela Kirchmeier
1 pkg. red gelatin
1 pkgo lime gelatin
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
l c. apples (chopped)
1 can crushed pineapple (drained)
l pkgo lemon gelatin
l (8 oz. ) pkgo cream cheese
Juice from pineapple
Prepare red gelatin according to pkg. directions; a
. dd apple
and let seto Prepare lemon gelatin; add cheese; mix well. Pour
over red gelatin. Let set. Prepare lime gelatin, using pineapple
juice as part of liquid. Fold in nuts and pineapple, pour over
cheese layero Chill until thoroughly set. Yields 18 servings.

LEMON PIE DESSERT
Mrs. Lauren (Kathy) Johnson
1 pkgo lemon Jello
1 C o sugar
Juice and rind of l lemon (grated)
1/2 C o boiling water
Dissolve Jello in water 9 add sugar , lemon juice and chill •
Chill 1 large can . Carnation milk 9 whip and add Jello mixture.
CRUST :
3 T. butter
2 dozen graham crackers
Crush graham crackers and add butter. Line bottom of 9x9 inch
pan with cracker mixtureo Put Jello mixture in pan and top with a
few cracker crumbs saved for that purposeo Chill in refrigerator 0
Serve.
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RAINBOW DESSERT
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Be th Sigdestad

1 pkg o coconu� macaroons mix
1 pkg. Dream Whip
Rainbow sherbet
Bake macaroons according to directions. Whip topping and combine
with finely broken macaroons o Spread half of mixture in pano Chill.
Spread softened rainbow sherbet over thiso Add remaining macaroon
mixtureo Freeze until ready to serveo Keeps a long time. (9x9
inch pan. )

ANGEL PIE

Gladys Pilot

, 1 C o sugar ( add 1/4 C o at a time)
4 egg whites
1/4 tspo cream of tartar
Beat until very stiff. Spoon into buttered pie pan. Bake
20 min. at 275 ° then increase to 300 ° for 40 min.

FILLING:
3 T. lemon j uice ( I usually use
4 egg yolks
more . juice, approx. 6 T.)
1/2 c. sugar
1/2 pt. whipping cream
2 tspo lemon peel ( grated)
Cook the egg yolks , sugar, peel and j uice in double boiler
until thick. Cool. Whip cream and add to lemon custard. - Pour into
cooled meringue shell. Set in refrigerator for approximately 24 hrso

Esther Anderson
EASY REFRIGERATOR DESSERT
10 graham crackers
1 C o whipped cream
4 To butter
1/2 tsp. vanilla
1/2 c. milk
2 squares bitter chocolate
28 to 30 large marshmallows
(grated)
crumble graham cracker$, mix with melted butter, pat into
pie plate. Chill. Melt marshmallows in milk in double boiler.
Let coolo Fold in whipped cream 9 vanilla and grated chocolate.
Pour into pie shell and put crumbs on top. Refrigerate until
ready to serveo Instead of adding the 2 grated chocolate squares 9
4 Hershey bars may be folded into hot melted marshmallow-milk
mixture. cool and add whipped cream •
For variation; add fresh crushed strawberries or p ineapple
and maraschino cherries to plain melted marshmallow and whipped
cream mixtureo

The happiness of your life depends upon the quality of your thoughts •
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RASPBERRY SWIRL

Harriet Sigdestad

2 c. graham cracker crumbs
1 Co juice of 2 boxes frozen
raspberries (drained)
1/2 c o melted butter
1/4 Co sugar (press into
1/2 lbo marshaallows
1/2 Co milk
9xl2 pan)
1 pkgo raspberry Jello
1 Co whipped heavy cream
1 Co boiling water
2 T. sugar
Dissolve 1 pkg. Jello in boiling watero Add raspberry juiceo
Chill until partly set, add berries. Combine marshmallows and
milk in double boiler, heat until melted and cool thoroughly� Whip
cream, add sugar and add to marshmallow mixture o Put Jello mixtu re in
pan , add cream mixture and swirlo Add whipped cream on top. Garnish
with nutso
Beth Sigdestad
LEMON CRUMB DESSERT
1 c. shortening
2 c. corn flakes
1 Co coconut
2 c. brown sugar
2 c. flour
1 pkgo lemon pie filling (cooked)
1 tspo salt
Pat 2/3 of crumb mixture in 9xl3 pan. Pour over lemon pie
filling, and add �emaining crumbso Bake at 350 ° for 40 mino
CRANBERRY PECAN DESSERT

JIii

-

Sylvia Fosheim

3 c. fresh cranberries
3/4· C o sugar
1/2 Co pecans (chopped )

2 eggs (well beaten)
3/4 Co sugar
3/4 Co flour
3/4 Co melted butter (part oleo)
Butter a 10 inch pie plateo Add cranberrieso Sprinkle 3/4 c.
sugar and pecans overo Stir and smooth out in pan o Beat eggs
until lemon colored, add sugar gradually and flour o Then melted
butter o Spread this over cranberries and bake at 325 ° for 45 min o
until crust is brown o

CHOCOLATE-DATE DESSERT

12 Hydrox cookies (crushed)
1/4 C o melted butt�r
1 Co dates (pitted, cut up)
2 Co miniature marshmallows

Esther Sigdestad -

1/2 c. walnuts (chopped )
1 Co whipping cream
1 tsp. vanilla
Continued Next Page.
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CHOCOLATE-DATE DESSERT

. 1T

(Continued)o

Combine crumbs and buttero Spread in 8x8 inch pan. Mix dates
and 3/4 Co water and 1/4 tspo salt o Bring to a · boil 9 reduce heat
and simmer 3 rnino Remove from heat and add marshmallowsc Stir to
melt and cool. A dd nutso Spread on crumbs. Whip cream with vanilla.
Swirl over dates and top with cookie crumbs. Chillo
BLUEBERRY OR CHERRY DESSERT

Noel Anderson

16 graham crackers
1/4 Co butter
1/2 Co powdered sugar
Put graham crackers in pan for crust. Mix other ingredients
together and pour mixture on topo Bake 35 mino at 3 50 ° . Coolo
1/2 C o sugar
8 oz. cream cheese
2 eggs (beaten)
Top with blueberry or cherry pie mix and 1 T. lemon juicec
Serve with whipped creamo

CHERRY DELIGHT

Lorene Anderson

1 (8 ozo) cream cheese (softened)
1 c. co nfectioners • sugar .
1/2 tspo va nilla
1 pkgo Dream Whip (whipped)
Mix crumbs, butter and sugar for crusto Put in 8x8 inch pan.
Chill. Use mixer and heat cheese 9 sugar 9 vanilla and whipped Dream
Whip all together. Spoon gently into crumb crust. Spread 1 can
cherry pie mix over the filling and refri gera te overnight.

1 1/4 Co graham cracker crumbs
1/4 Co melted butter
1/4 Co white sugar

Carol Sigdestad
CHOCOLATE VELVET CREAM
1 1/2 c. chocolate wafer crumbs l (6 oz.) pkgo chocolate chips
(melted)
1/3 Co margarine (melted)
3/4 c. pecans (chopped)
1 (8 oz o ) pkg. cream cheese
Shaved chocolate (if desired)
1/2 Co sug ar
1 C o heavy cream whipped
2 eggs (separated)
l tsp o vanilla
Combine crumbs and margarine. Press into 13x9 inch pan. Bake
10 min o at 325 ° 0 Combine cream cheese 9 1/4 c. sugar an d vanilla 9
mixing until well blended. Stir in beaten egg yolks and chocolate.
Beat egg white mixture until soft peaks formo Gradual ly beat in
remaining 1/4 Co sugar. Fold into chocolate mixture. Fold in whipped
cre.arn o Garnish with chocolateo
If you know the greatest sum in addition, count your blessingso
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BUTTER BRICKLE DELIGHT

(Continued) o

30 min o or until golden browno
cream or ice cream o

PUDDING CAKE

Coolo

serve topped with whipped
A lice Bakken

1/2 c. cocoa
2 c. miniature marshmallows
.
2
C o hot water
Walnuts
1 regular chocolate cake mix
1 Co brown sugar
Place marshmallows and walnuts in 9xl3 pano Mix brown sugar 9
cocoa and hot water; pour over marshmallowso Mix regular chocolate
cake mix and spoon over the above rnixture o Bake at 350 ° for 40 min o

Hilda Loken
LEMON CAKE RHUBARB DESSERT
4 Co rhubarb (cut fine) spread in bottom of large 9xl3 ,-,ell-buttered
cake pano Sprinkle with 1 1/2 Co sugar and 1 pkg o Jello (mixed)
ted Jello adds color) o Take · 1 lemon cake mix and mix according
to directions and pour over rhubarb mixture. Bake for 40 mino
at 350 ° 0 Serve wi th whipped creamo Freezes real well�
� FAVORITE BREAD PUDDING

Mrso Edwar� Olson

3 Co bread crumbs (soft)
1/4 tsp. salt
2 Co milk ( scalded � 1/4
1 tspo cinnamon or nutmeg
C o butter )
1/2 C o seedless raisins
1/2. c.sugar
2 egg (s lightly beaten)
Heat oven to 350 ° 0 Place bread crumbs in 1 1/2 qt. baking
disho Blend in remaining ingredients. Place baking dish in pan
of hot water (1 inch deep) o Bake 40 to 50 rnino uncovered 9 or until
silver knife inserted comes out clean. Serve warm with cream
or milk and sugar o

CREAM PUFFS

Mrso Lyle Johnson
Webster 9 So D o

1/2 Co butter
1 Co water
Heat to rolling boil in pano
Stir in at once:
1 Co flour ( sifted )
Stir vigorously over low heat until mixture leaves pan and
forms into a ball (1 min o ) o Remove from heat o Beat in 1 at a time
4 eggso Beat until smootho Drop from spoon on ungreased pan o Bake
until dryo Cool slowly o 400 ° oven for 45 to 50 rnin 0 Makes 8 large
puffs or can be made in miniature sizes o
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GLORIFIED RICE
Mrso Mayn a rd (Lorinda) Sigdestad
1 lbo rice
1 c. sugar
1 pkg o lemon J e llo
1 C o crushed pineapple
1 pto whipping cream
Set lemon Jello until slightly jelled. Beat in the sugar ,
whipped cream and pineapple with juiceo Mix in the rice 9 which has
been boiled in salt water 9 drained and washedo Put in cold place
to seto ·

Mrs. Edward J. Olson

HOMEMADE ICE CREAM

1 3/4 c. sug ar
· 1 1/2 to 2 T. imitation vanilla
c. milk
(less , if pure vanill a)
Mix well and chill before pouring into freezere

6 eggs (beat real well)
1 qt. cream

• • • • •
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ADDITIONAL RECIPES
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C A S ·s E R O L E S

COMPANY CHICKEN SPECIAL
1 chicken (cut up)
Salt
Pepper
Sage
Flour

Ann Marie Sigdestad

1 chicken bouillon cube
1 c. hot water .
1/2 c. dry cooking sherry
Optional: 4 Oz. _ . can mushrooms or
fresh ones, pi'miento slices
·and green olives ( pitted)
Dust chicken with flour and spices. Fry in margarine. Add
chicken broth and sherry. Cook �ntil. tender in electric fry pan,
simmering slowly. Add mushrooms, pimiento and olives , if desired.
Add thickening to j uices for gravy� If not enough j uices, add
more chicken broth and sherry while cooking. ·
CHICKEN BREASTS WITH ORANGE SAUCE

Alice Fosheim Hanson
dry- mustard
cinnamon
ginger
·orange juice

3 large whole chicken breasts
1/4 tsp.
1/2 tsp. salt
1/4 tsp.
1/8 tsp.
1/4 c. butter
2 T. flour ·
1 1/2 c.
2 T. sugar
Halve breasts. Sprinkle with 1/4 tsp. salt. Brown in butter
in skillet. Remove breasts from skillet. Add flour, sugar, spices
and remaining 1/4 tsp. salt to drippings in skillet; stir to a smooth
paste. Gradually add orange j uice. Cook, s·tirring constantly,
until mixture thickens and comes to a boil. Add chicken breasts.
Covero Sinuner over low heat until chicken is tender, about 45 mino
Makes 6 servingso

A lice Simonson
BARBECUED CHICKEN
1 (3 lbo ) chicken (cut)
1 c. water
1/4 Co lemon j uice
1/4 Co shortening
2 T o brown s ugar
1 C o onion (chopped)
1/2 Co celery (chopped)
.2 T. mustard
2 To vinegar
1 Co catsup
Brown chicken in shortening f place in roaster. Add all other
ingredients in pan and simmer together. Pour sauce over chicken
and bake in a slow oven 300 ° for 1 1/2 hro Baste and turn occasional
lyo

The smallest good deed is better than the grandest intention.
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SWEET -AND SOUR ----SPARERIBS
---

Linda House

1/2 tspo ginger
1/2 C o Vinegar
1 tspo salt
1/2 c. water
1/2 C o sugar
1 To soya sauce
Combine above ingredients for marinade. Pour over 2 lbs.
country-style spareribs in shallow dish and leave overnight. Drain.
Bake ribs uncovered on rack for 1 hr. at 350 ° 0 Add 2 To cornstarch
. to reserved marinade and bOil about 5 min. for sauce to serve with
ribs. Good served with buttered rice.
RANCH �

Terry Sigdestad

1/2 c. vinegar
3 to 4 lbs . beef ribs
1 T . sugar
1 c7 catsup
1 c. water
1 tsp. s alt
Boil all ingredients, except ribs, together. Season ribs with
salt and pepper, place in shallow pan, meaty side down. Roast 30 min.
Pour off. grease, then pour over above mixture. · Cover and bake at 350 °
for 1 hr. Baste every 1 5 min.
GRILLED STEAK
MARINATE :
1 c . salad oil
1/3 c. vinegar

Noel Anderson

1 tsp. salt
2 crushed garlic
cloves or 3 tsp. garlic salt
Soak steak 1/2 hr. before grilling.-Trim off steak and slash around edges. Rub fat from meat on
grill to grease grill. Place 3 to 5 inches from hot coals.
1 to 2 inch thick steaks -10 to 15 min. rare
1 to 2 inch thi�k steaks - 1 5 to- 20 min. med. well •.
Spread the grilled steak with butter and season to taste.

RICE ---AND --PORK --CHOPS
-----

Ida Kambestad
Pork chops
1 can beef consamme • soup
Rice
2 c. water
Cover bOttom of pan with rice. Lay pork chops over rice.
Cover wi th beef consomme • and 2 c. water . Bake in oven at 325 °
for 2 hrs . Cover with foil part of the time. T hen take foil off
in order to brown pork chops. Don' t use too much rice.
ROUND STEAK

Mrs . Ida Fossum
Oil� melted margarine

1 round of steak
1 pkg . onion soup mix
Rub round of steak with oil on margarineo Sprinkle the onion
soup over steak. Roll up as for jelly roll. Wrap in foil. Bake
at 325 ° for 3 hrs.
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� �· CHEESE ROLL

2 lbs . lean ground beef

Mrs o Fay Prince

2 eggs
1 pkg o meat loaf seasoning mix 1 clove garlic (minced)
6 oz o Mozzarella che ese ( shred- 8 thin slices boiled ham
ded)
1 small onion (minced)
3 slices Moz zarella cheese
(halved diagonally)
Soft bread
crumbs or crushed corn flakes
.
Combine eggs , grou nd beef , s easoning mix , crumbs (enou gh to
hold meat together) 9 garlic and onion and mix wel L, 01'.l wax paper or
foil � pat the meat mixture to a rectangle (12xl0) . Place the ham
slices on the top of the meat rectangle , leaving about an inch margin
on all sides and having the ham Slices overlapping o Sprinkle the
shredded cheese over the ham slices. Starting from the narrow edge
of the rectangle , carefully roll the meat. u sin g the wax paper to lift.
the meat . seal the edges and ends, place seam down on a 13x9x2 inch
baking pano Bake at 350 ° for about 1 1/4 hrs o or until done o Put
cheese on top of roll, retu rn to oven 5 min o to melt cheeseo Makes
about 8 servings.

-

BEEF ROAST IN FOIL

Minnie Loken Sievertsen

Cut a large enough sheet of alu minum foil to cover roast wello Place
roast in center of sheet o f foil . Pour A-1 sauce over roast spread
over entire roast o Add 1 pkg. dry onion soup mix • . Add 1 can
mushroom soup (no milk or water added). Seal aluminum foil to kee p
juice in. Bake in 300 ° oven until meat is tender o Time depends
upon the size of roast o The j uice makes a delicious gravy , j ust add
potato water and thicken�

RUMP -POT ROAST
--

Jeanette Sigdestad

3 or 4 pieces bay le a f
3 1/2 to 4 lbs. rump roast
3 1/2 C o water
1/�c. catsup
1 med o onion (cut up)
3 T o onion soup mix
Roast meat slowly 2 1/2 to 3 hrs o Chill roast completely.
Slice meat then pour above mixture ov er. Bak e in slow oven , 250 ° ,
for 1 1/2 hrs. Ma ke gravy from j uice o

S ALMON �
2 C o flaked salmon
1/2 Co fine bread crumbs
4 T. o butter

Bernice Holden

2 eggs (slightly beaten )
1 T o parsley (minced)
Salt and pepper (to taste)
Continued Next Page o
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SALMON LOAF (Continued) o
Combine ingredients o Steam 1 hr. in buttered loaf pan in a pan
of hot water in a 375 ° oven.
Mrs. Harry (Tillia) Svien

BARBECUED PORK CHOPS
1 T. lemon juice
1 T. butter
1 To worchestershire sauce
1/3 C o onion (chopped)
l To borwn sugar
1/4 Co celery (chopped)
1/4 Co water
1/2 T. salt
1/2 C o catsup (or all chili sauce )
1/8 tspo pepper
2 T. vinegar
add
onions
and
celery,
cook until tendero Add
Melt butter,
remaining ingredients. Simmer 20 mino Brown chops and place them
in flat disho Cover with sliced onions and green pepper. Cover with
sauce in covered dish o Bake until chops are tender, about 1 hr. at
325 ° or less.

Gina Skaare
PORK CHOPS WITH CREAM OF MUSHROOM -SOUP
chops in fry pan until brown. In bottom of shallow cake pan
Brown
9
add some mushroom soup o Place chops over this and pour rest of
mushroom soup to which a little water has been added. Cover the
chops and bake in oven until done o This gravy is very good with
baked potatoes which can be baked at the same time. Place potatoes
on bottom rack and pan with chops above.

SWEET --SOUR --BEEF --BALLS
--1 lb. ground beef
1 egg
1 T. cornstarch
1 T o onions (chopped)
Few grains of pepper

Vi Feller

1 T. oil
1 c. pineapple juice
1 T. soy sauce
3 T. water
3 T. cornstarch
1/2 c. sugar
Pineapple chunks
Green pepper
Mix the first 4 ingredients and form into small balls, brown
in a small amount .of oil and drain. To 1 T. of oil , add the
pin eapple juice and heat over low heat. Add the mixture of soy
sauce, water , cornstarch and su gar . Cook until sauce thickens,
stirring constantly. Add meat balls , pineapple chunks and green
pepper . Heat thoroughly. serve hot.
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Vi Fosheim

� BALLS IN INSTANT GRAVY

e

1/4 tsp. sage
1 lbo ground beef
1/2 Co dry bread crumbs
1/4 tsp. dry mustard
l egg (beaten slightly)
1/4 tsp. pepper
1 can cream of chicken soup
1/2
milk
1/4 Co onion (rninced)
Mix all ingredients, except chicken soup. Form into meat balls.
Brown on.all sides. Pour off excess fat; pour soup over meat balls .
Reduce heat and simmer 30 min. or until meat is tendero Yields 5 to
6 servings.
C
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CHOW MEIN

·
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C

1 (No. 2) can bean
4 co chicken broth
6 . T. soya sauce
1 c. onion ( chopped)
1
mushrooms
3 Co celery
2 c. chicken ( cut
1 1/2 tsp. salt
4 T . cornstarch
1/2 tsp. pepper
Cook broth, onions, celery until d�ne and add
ients. serve over cho.,mein noodles. You may also
water chestnuts.

Betty LOU Rohde

sprouts
up)

remaining ingred
add a can of

Mrs. Darold Holden
BEEF STEW
1 pkg. frozen peas
2 lb. beef stew meat
1/4 to 1/2 c. cooking sherry
8 to 10 carrots (cut in 1
4 T.tapioca
inch pieces)
1 T. sugar
1 Co celery (cut in 1 inch
1 T. salt
pieces)
1/4 � 1/2 pkg o Liptons onion soup
1 (No.2 1/2) size can whole
mix
tomatoes
(
sliced
)
(optional)
1 onion
2 slices of bread (cubes)
Dash of pepper 9 thyme, rosemary � marjoram
Bak e at 250 ° for 6 hrso Peas are to be added the last 20
min o Cut tomatoes up a little. Potatoes may be added the last
1 1/2 hrs.

HAMBURGER �

l lb. hamburger
1 T. fat
3 tspo onion (chopped)

Noel Anderson
Clara Erdahl

1 c an tomato soup
1 can green beans or mixed
vegetables (drained)

Continued Next Page .
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HAMBURGER PIE (Continued) G
Brown hamburger and onions in fato Put in buttered casserole,
layer of tomato soup, then vegetables and rest of soup o Top with
mashed potatoes or tater totso Dot with butter, cover. Bake 30
_ min. at 325 ° 0 .

Monica Oberle

SALMON PADDIES

Salt
Pepper
1 small onion (chopped)
1/3 c. milk
Drain and chop salmon. Add eggs and 3/4 c. crumbs. Mix well •
salt,
pepper and milk. Add onion, rest . of crumbs. Add more
Add
milk, if needed. Shape into paddies. Broil at 350 ° . Can also be
made into a loaf and bakedo Bake at 350 ° for 45 to 60 min.
2 eggs
1 large can salmon
1 1/4 c. cracker crumbs

MEAT LOAF
-

Myrna Mork

MEAT LOAF
-

Marge Brandlee

1 tsp. salt
l lb. hamburger
1/2 tspo pepper
1/4 lb. ground pork
l egg (beaten)
l T o Worcestershire sauce
l small onion or 1/2 pkg o onion l T o green pepper (chopped)
soup mix
l can tomato paste
c
.
bread
crumbs
l
Mix all ingredients. Bake at 325 ° for 45 min.

3/4 lb� ground beef
1/2 tspo salt
l 1/2 slices bread (torn into
1/8 tsp. pepper
pieces in 1/2 Co milk or 1/2 1/8 tspo dry mustard
C o dry bread crumbs in""'2/3 C o
1/8 tsp o celery salt and
milk)
garlic salt
l egg (beaten)
1 1/2 tsp. Worchestershire sauce
2 To onion (Iii.need)
Combine all ingredients o Bake at 350 ° for 1 hr.

� � !:!£E. DISH
1 lb o hamburger
1 small onion (sliced)
Heat 1 can stewed tomatoes

Mrs o Christ Kambestad
l can cream of mushroom soup
1 can whole kernel corn
Peeled potatoes
Continued Next Page.
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VERY GOOD HOT DISH

(Continued) o
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Brown hamburger and sliced oniono Heat ste�d tomatoes and
cream of mushroom soupo Pl ace hamburger p onions p raw potatoes (sliced
thin) and corn in alternate layers in casserole. · Season with salt and
peppe ro Pour over the hot soupo Bake until done in 350 ° oveno
" MOTHERS BEST" MEAT LOAF

3
1
1
l
4

Luella Holden

lbso ground beef
1/2 C o onion (chopped)
3 tspo salt
lbo ground pork
1/2 Co dry bread crumbs
1 · 1;2 tsp. sage
Co milk
1/2 tspo pepper
eggs (beaten)
. Thyme or marjoram (optional)
Soak crumbs in milko Add rest of ingredients and mix well by
hando Pack int o 2 loaf tinso Invert onto shallow pan. Score top
with wooden handlec, Bakeo Last 15 mino ·pour chili sauce over top
and bakeo Freezes well, either before baking or aftero Bake 1 hro
at 350 ° 0

MEAT LOAF

Elsie Sigdestad

2 tsp. salt
1 1/2 lbso ground beef
1/4 tsp. · pepper
3/4 Co oatmeal (uncooked)
1 c. tomato juice
2 eggs (beaten)
1/4 Co onion (chopped)
Combine all ingredients thoroughly and pack f irmly into loaf pan.
Bake l hr. at 1 350 ° .

-

Mrs. Darold Holden
BEEF STRCGANOFF
2 lbso round steak (cut in bite 2 cans cream of ch icken soup
2 C o sour cream
size pieces)
1/2 tsp. pepper
2/3 c. onion (minced)
1/4 tspo salt
1 tsp. garlic salt
8 ozo can mushrooms (drained)
Paprika (to taste)
Saute • onions and meat in a little butter 9 add the seasonings.
Add mushrooms and soup 9 mix thoroughlyo Cover and sinuner for 1 hr.
Add the sour cream a few minutes before serving. serve over cooked
noodles or baked riceo Serves lO o
EASY HAMBURGER STRCGANOFF
2 · lbso ground beef
Salt and pepper (to taste)
1 small onion (minced)
1 C o SOUr cre am

Mrso Fay Prince
1 clove garlic (minced)
1 small can . mushrooms (sliced)
1 can cream of mus hroom soup
Continued Next Pageo
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EASY HAMBURGER STROGANOFF (Continued) o
Brown meat, add salt and pepper 9 onion, garlic and mushrooms and
cream of mushroom soup o Simmer , stirring occasional ly o Add sour
cream 9 he at but do not boil o Serve hot over noodleso
Me at mixture may be prepared ahead of time and reheated for ·
later use o If this is done 9 do not add the sour cream until heating
to serve o
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Margaret wattier
Esther Sandve
Mrs o Carmen (Ruby) Sakariason
1 can either celery, mushroom or
l Co raw rice in bottom of
chicken soup
buttered roaster
1 chicken (cut up on top of rice)
2 C o water ( 1 or 2 chicken bouillon
l pkg . dry onion soup mix
cubes) (optional)
(sprinkled over chicken)
Bake in covered pan for 2 hrs. at 350 ° 0

CHICKEN CASSEROLE

DOUBLE SHRIMP CASSEROLE

Vi Fosheim

JI

1 T. onion (chopped)
4 OZo (3 c . ) noodles
1/4 tsp. salt
l can frozen condensed shrimp
1/3 c. Cheddar cheese soup
soup (thaw) or cream of
1 Co shrimp cocktail (cooked, · drained : .
shrimp soup
3/4 c. milk
1/4 c. chow mein noodles
1/2 c. sal ad dressing
1/4 Co celery (chopped)
Cook noodles and drain. Combine the soup, milk, sal ad dressing,
celery , onion and salt. St ir in the Cheddar cheese soup and
shrimp. Add the noodles . Pour in casserole. Bake at 350 ° for
35 to 40 rni n o Remove from oven, add the chow mein noodles and bake
10 min o longero
TURKEY POTATO CHIP CASSEROLE
Viola Stratton
2 1/2 C o turkey (cooked)
3 Co potato chip crumbs
4 To shredded sharp cheese
1 (10 1/2 oz. ) can cream of
mushroom soup
Paprika
1/2 tsp o salt
1 C o mil k
Combine turkey with mushroom soup , milk and salt o Heat to
boilingo Crush enough potato chips to make 3 Co crumbs o Sprinkle
1 1/2 C o crumbs in the bottom of a buttered 2 qto c asserole o Pour
the turkey mixture over the crumbs o Top with remaining crumbs and
sprinkle with 4 To shredded cheese and some paprika o Bake at 350 °
for 25 to 30 mino Serves 60 Can vary by using chicken or 2 cans tuna $
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SPANISH RICE

Mrs o Robert Loken

C

1 lbo ground beef
1/2
raw rice
1/2 tsp. salt
1/2 Co onion (chopped)
2 tsp o Worcestershire .
1 can tomato soup
Gene
1 Co water
rous dash of pepper
I n skillet 9 cook beef and onion until onion is tendero Pour
off fat. Add remaining ingredientso Bring to a boil. Cover , cook
over low . heat 15 mino or until rice is tendero Yields 4 servingso
BOLOGNA HOT DISH
Alice Bakken
e

•11
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1
1
2
2
4

ring bologna ('ground)
1 can cream mushroom soup
med o 9nion (ground)
1 c an corn
· Potato chips
T. butter
Co noodles
Co boiling , salted water
Brown ground bologna and onion in butter. Combine with cooked
noodles 9 can cream of mushroom ( or chicken) so up , corn. Put into
greased baking disho Sprinkle with crushed potato chips. Bake . at
325 ° for 45 min.

Alice Simonson
1 can red kidney beans
Potatoes (sliced , raw)
1
tsp. salt
Celery (chopped)
1/4
tsp. pepper
(sliced)
onion
1
can
tomato soup
Hamburger (raw)
1 can water
Layer a greased 4 qt. baking dish with potatoes , then celery 9
hamburger 9 onion and kidney beanso Sprinkle salt and pepper .
Dilute soup with e qual amount of water and pour over l ayered mixture o
Bake in 350 ° oven for 1 1/2 ,hrs.
I u sed a pto of string beans or carrots in place of kidney beans
and they 9 re good too.

SHIPWRECK HOT DISH
-----

HOUR CASSEROLE
-25 lb meat (cubed)

Esther Sandve

1 pkgo frozen peas or beans
o
1 C o carrots (sliced)
2 small onions (chopped)
1 can tomato soup
2 1 arge potatoes (sliced)
l. tsp o salt
1 can cream of mushroom �
Dash pepper
celery soup
1 can water
1 bay leaf � 1 ts p o paprika
Combine all i ngredients without browning meat. Put in covered
casserole and bake at 275 ° fo r 5 hrso
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STEW -HCYr DISH
1 lb hamburger

Norma Raap

1 can cream of mushroom soup
1 can cream of chicken soup
raw potatoes
3 T o flour
1
2 raw carrots (sliced)
2 C o milk
l/4c .. onion
:Salt
Brown ground beef and oniono While browning meat , add together
in large baking dish , the soup , flour and milko Mix we ll ; add
sliced carrots, and cubed potatoes and browned meato Season to
your tasteo Bake 350 ° for 1 1/2 hrso
4

or

or

o

5

HAMBURGER DISH

Ciara Reinertson

1 tspo salt
1/ 2 lbs o hamburger
1/2 c. slivered almonds
small onion
1 can cream of chicken soup
Co celery (cut fine)
1 can mushroom soup
c. rice
Chinese noodles
C o water
tspo soy sauce
Brown meat and onion. Add celery, rice , water p soy sauce and
salto Cook 15 min. (This will get thicko) Coolo Add almonds and
soups. Put in bak�ng dish and cover with Chinese noodles. Bake
at 350 ° for 25 min.
1
1
1
l
3
1

ONE DISH MEAL - CASSEROLE
-----

Lois Olson

1/2 c .. raw rice
1/2 Co onion (chopped)
1/4 c. green pepper (chopped)
2 c. raw potatoes (sliced)
(optional)
1 1/2 lbso hamburger (browned in
2 C o tomatoes
1 T o butter)
1 tsp o salt
1 Co carrots (diced)
1/4 tsp. pepper
Put in layers in buttered . large casserole. Pour in 1 C o water
(hot) over this and bake for 2 hrso at 325, 0 o Uncover the la st 15 rnin o

HAMBURGER BAKE

Monica Oberle

1 small onion (diced)
1 lbo hamburger
1 can cream of chicken soup
1/2 tsp. salt
Pepper
(undiluted)
Shoe string potatoes
1/3 c. milk
Combine hamburger , salt , pepper 9 onion and milk o Pat into a
9x9 inch baking dish o Pour over the meat , 1 can undiluted soup 0
Bake 30 min o at 350 ° 0 Remove from oven and top with shoe string
potatoes c Return to oven 10 to 15 min o

•
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BAKED CHOW MEIN HAMBURGER Hor DISH
1
1
1
1

-- --

-- ---

lbo hamburger
can cream of . mushroom soup
can cream of chicken soup
Co onion (_cho:pped �
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Mildred McKittrick

1 C o Celery (chopped)
1/4 c ... raw· rice
1/4 Co soy sauce
1 can water
1 can chow mein noodle �
Brown hamburgero Put in baking dish and a dd remaining ingred
ientso BaJce in 325 ° oven for 2 1/2 to 3 hrs ... Stirring occasionallyo
Sprinkle 1 can chow mein noodles on top during last 15 min.

RICE CASSEROLE

1 lbo ground . beef
1 small onion
1/2 Co celery (diced)
1 1/2 Co Minute Rice
Brown meat 9 onion, celery,
ingredientso Bake 45 mino to 1

Kay Espeland

1 cream chicken soup
1 cream mushroom soup
1 · 1/ 2 c. water
Salt and . pepper
with salt and peppero Add remainin g
hr . at 350 ° .

- --- ----- ---- -----

MAKE AHEAD HAMBURGER MACARONI CASSEROLE .
1 To onion (chopped)
1 lbo hamburger (crumbled up)
1/2 c . celery (diced)
1 Co macaroni (uncooked)
1 can tomato soup
1/2 Co green pepper (chopped)
2 tspe sugar
1 can Cheddar cheese soup
Dash pepper
Scant tspo salt
1/4 tspc, basil
Mix together in a bowl. Cpver and put in refrigerator for
several hrso or overnighto Bake 1 hr ... at 350 ° . Serves 6 to 8.

MINNESOTA -HOT -DISH
----1
1
1
1
1

Lola (Mrs. Jim Klein)
1 can cream of mushroom soup
1/2 soup can water
1/2 to 3/4 pkg . chow mein noodles

lbo hamburger
medo onion
can mixed vegetables
Co cooked rice
can chicken with rice soup
Brown hamburger and onion in frying pano Add mixed vegetables,
cooked rice, soups and watero Add chow rnein noodles. Sprinkle soy
sauce on topo Place in oven and bake at 350 ° for 20 to 30 min.

The difference between listenin g to a radio sermon and going to church
is almost like the difference between calling your g i� l or spending
the evening with here,
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Myrna Mork

DISH
TATER-TOT
Hor -----

1 lb o pkg 0 tater tots
l can cream of chicken soup
1 can carrots (diced)
2 lbo hamburger
1 can mushroom soup
1 small onion
Brown hamburger and oniono Place layer of hamburger mixtu re in
·casserole 9 layer of carrots, layer of tater tots, hamburger, tater
tots o Cover with mushroom and chicken soupo Bake 2 hrso at 300 ° 0
BEEF AND TATER TOTS
1 lb. ground beef

Mrs. Ida Fossum

1 pkgo frozen tater tots
1 med. onion (chopped)
1 can mushroom soup -or
chicken soup
(optional)
Layer ground beef 9 onion, tater tots and mushroom soup twice in
casserole. Bake in 350 ° oven for 45 min to 1 hro Soup may be
diluted slightly , if desired. Yields 4 to 6 servings.

DISH
CHINESE ---NOODLES Hor ---1 lb. hamburger

Alice Bakken

1 can Chinese noodles
1 can chicken rice soup
l c. celery
1 can cream of mushroom soup
1 small onion
1 soup c an water
1/4 c. shortening '
Brown meat with chopped celery and onion. Mix all
ingredients. Pour into casserole. Bake 1/2 hr. covered and bake
1/2 hr. uncovered.

- - --

CORNED BEEF HOT DISH
1 (8 oz. ) pkg. med. noodles
(cook ed)
1 (12 oz. ) can corned beef
1 c. cheese (cut up)
Mix all together and cover
45 min.

V iola Stratton
1 can cream of mushroom soup
1 can cream of chicken soup
1 c. milk
1/2 c . onion ( chopped) or less
top with crumbs. Bake at 350 ° for

HOBO DINNER

Hamburger pattie
Carrots (sliced)
potatoes (raw , sliced)
Onion (diced)
Wrap in foilo Bake in moderate oven for 1 hr 0
An act of kindness is well repaid o

Lois Olson
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GROUND BEEF-NOODLE CASSEROLE

1 to 1 1/2 lbo
1 can cream of
1 can cre am of
1/2 Co mil k (a
needed)

Marge Brandlee

ground beef
mushroom soup
chicken soup
little more 9 if

1 small onio.n (1/2 C .s ) (cut · up)
1/2 C o celery (cut up)
1/2 C o green peppe r (chopped)
1 c. carrot (shredded)
1 pkg o ( 6 to 8 O Z o ) narrow thin
noodles Break · up beef and browno Combine soups and milk. Add the
onion 9 celery, green pepper and shredded carrots to meat, or use
2 c� frozen vegetables with some greeh pepper and onion • . Place all
ingredients together in a 9xl3 inch glass pan and stir in noodles.
Bake unco vered at 350 ° for 45 min •

HAMBURGER Hor DISH

.

Myrna Mork

1 (16 oz.) pkg. noodles
2 lb. hamburger
1 can whole kernel corn
ll
onion
1 sma
1
can carrots ' (diced)
ge
cheese
1 large carton cotta
2 cans tomato sou p
1 tsp. s alt
. 1/2 tsp. pepper
1 C o sour cream
Brown hamburger and o n ion. Cook noodles. Place layer of
hamburger, then corn, noodles, half cottage ·cheese; hamburger.,
carrots, cottage cheese , noodles. Top with tomato soup and sour
cream. Bake 2 hrs. at 300 ° .

HOI' DISH
• 1 lb��und beef
2 cans mushroom sou p
2 C o milk
• 1/ 3 lb. Velveeta cheese

•
•
•
•
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Mrs o Harry (Tillia) Svien

1/2 C o ripe olives { chopped)
Small can mushrooms
1/2 lbo (8 OZo ) egg noo dles
Chow mein noodles
Mixed nuts
Brown meat, cook noodles . Heat soup, milk and cheese. Simmer
over low heato Do not boilo Place in casserole. Bake 30 min. at
350 ° 0 S prinkle top with chow mein noodles and mixed nuts. Bake 20
min o longero Serves 12 to 18 peopleo

Nelvina Donat
EMERGENCY !:!2!:, �
1 can onion rings
2 pkgs . fro zen green beans
1 Co shredded cheese
or 2 cans
1 can cream of mushroom soup
1 can corned beef hash
Cook beans i draino Add soup 9 place in a 8 inch pano Spoon in
contents of corned beef ha sh. Top with onion r ings and cheese. Bake
at 375 ° for 15 to 20 mino
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Mrso Bertha Kambestad
THREE BEAN CASSEROLE
1/2 to 1 lbo bacon
1 can butter beans
1/2
Co brown sugar
1 can kidney beans
1 can B & M beans
1/2 Co c atsup
. 1 onion
3 T. vinegar
Drain butter and kidney beanso Brown onion and bacon (diced)
until crisp. Drain off fato Mix brown sugar with catsup and vinegaro
Put in casserole. Bake in 350 ° oven for 1 hr. Keep beans moist
by adding water, if necessaryo
BEAN BAKE
-23 cans kidney beans (drained)

Margaret Wattier

2 can large butter beans
(drained)
2 cans Van Camps beans
(do not drain)
Mix and put in a pot. Add the following:
10 strips of bacon (cut and browned)
1/2 c. catsup
1 c. brown sugar
2 tsp. mustard
1 small onion (diced)
Bake at 250 ° ' for 3 to 4 hrs o covered. Stir 2 or 3 times during
baking.
DRESSING - FOR FOWL

1 loaf toasted bread
1/2 c.onion (diced)
1/2 Co celery (diced)
2 tspo Srige

Jeanne Skaare

1 T. salt
1/4 tsp . pepper
1/2 lbo melted butter
or oleo
·
3 c. hot milk
2 eggs
Boil giblets until tender in water with onion addedo Grind
giblets, add giblet water to milko Dip bread into liquid , combine
rest of ingredient s. Mix well .
CHILI CON CARNE
1 1/2 lb o ground beef
1 pkg. onion soup ·m1x

Mrso Ida Fossum
1 1 /2 tspo chili powder
2 cans kidney beans
1 can t omatoes
Brown meat well , then stir in onion soup mix and all other
ingredients o Simmer covered for 30 to 40 mino 9 stirring occasionallyo

Take war n i ng from the misfortunes of others.
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BREAD DRESSING FOR 10 LB. TURKEY � - CASSEROLE
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Mrs. Maynard Sigdestad

1 loaf dry bre ad
Add:
1 c. onion (diced)
1/4 tsp. pepper and
1/2 c. celery (diced)
1/4 tsp. salt --2 tspo sage
2 eggs
Heat to boiling :
4 c. milk
1/2 lb. butt er
crumble bread after toasting and spread out on p a n in oven
until light brown and dry. Add onion 9 celery, eggs and seasonings.
Pou r hot milk and butter mixture over crumbs. Add little hot
water 9 if dressing is dryo Bake in fowl or in casserole. Bake
covered 1 1/2 to 2 hrsG at 350 ° / Wrap bOttom outside part of
casserole in foil to prevent dressing from crust ing.

Wallace Kambestad

POTATO SAUSAGE

1 1/2 lbs. onions (chopped, finely
1 lbo g�ound pork
3 lbso ground beef
o r g�ound )
1 tspo ground allspic e
6 lbso potatoes (peeled ,
Salt and pepper (to taste)
ground or grated)
Combine ground meat, potatoes, onions and spices. Mi� wello
st uff in casings (about 1 1/2 inch in diameter) and not too full.
Then seal the casing, either tie or knoto Cook in boiling water
at a gentle boil for 35 min. Makes approximately 12 lbs.
BACON-CHEESE OMELET
4 slices bacon
4 eggs
1/4 Co milk

Janet Aaberg

Dash pepper
1 c. Cheddar or American cheese
( shredded )

Fry bacon in fry pan until crispo Drain reserve 3 To drippingso
crumble bacono W ipe fry pan so no particles remain; return
drippings to it o Place over low to medo heat. Beat eggs, milk and
pe ppero Pour into hot fry pan. L ift edges of omelet as it cooks.
Allowing uncooked egg to flow to bottom of fry pan. Do not stir.
When eggs are set, top with bacon and cheese, cover fry pan until
cheese meltso Fold omelet and serveo Makes 4 servings.

• • •• • •
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ADDITIONAL RECIPES
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SOUPS

SAUCE � � (Dip for vegetalbes or shrimp)
1 c. sour cream
1 c. mayonnaise Mrso Erwin Fossum
1/2 c. chili sauce
1 T. horseradish
1 T e A-1 sauce
1/2 tsp. salt
1 T. onion (grated)
Mix well and set overnight. Suggested ve_g et�les ;· CAI.U iflower,
carrots , celery. _
DILL DIP FOR VEGETABLES .

ozo dairy sour cream
oze mayonnaise or salad
dressing
1 tspo gill weed
1 tspo Bon Appetit seasoning
Mi� together. Refrigerate
cauliflower, green pepper , eta.
Yields 2 cups.
8
8

Ill

�-�.9.

. Jane Goehring

1 1/2 T . parsley flakes
· 4 . shakes Worcestershire sauce
.
Little onion (grated)

and serve · with raw c ele ry, carrots ,
Also good with chips and snacks.
E lsie Sigdestad

BEANS

1 tsp. salt
1 1/2 lb. hamburger
1 1arge can pork and 'beans
1 med. onion (chopped)
Brown hamburger with onion. Add beans, pour sauce over and
bake 1 hr.

Ii

SAUCE:
1 bottle catsup

i

1

Ill

1

Co

brown sugar

ZUCCHINI SOUFFLE
4 c. zucchini (parboiled)
(in order to get 4 c.
you must cut up twice as
much)
1 small onion (chopped)
3 eggs (be aten)

1/4 c� vinegar

Ethel Fosheim

2 T . flour
1/ '3 c. mil k
1 c. Cheddar cheese
· (cut into small pieces)
Salt � pepper (to taste)
Continued Next Pageo
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ZUCCHINI SOUFFLE

(Continued).

Combine the zucchini and rest of ingredients togethero Pour into
a buttered casserole and bake uncovered at 325 ° for 1 hr. and 15 mine
or until set o A knife inserted into center will come out clean when
done. Cooking too long will make it dry.

Mrs. Gerald Fossum
BARBECUED GREEN BEANS � �
1 med. onion
1/4 c. catsup
1 can green string beans (drained)
2 T. shortening (Crisco)
1/2 tsp. worchestershire sauce 1 can whole kernel corn (drained)
Mince onion and saute • in shortening. Add sauce and catsup.
Add beans and corn, simmer at least 1/2 hr - • before serving.
CORN PUDDING OR CASSEROLE

Mrs. Bertha Kambestad

1 can cream style corn
1 T. sugar
1 tsp. salt
1 can whole kernel corn
3 eggs (beaten)
1/4 tsp. pepper
2 T. green peppers (finely
1 c. milk
cut)
1 T. melted margarine
2 T. flour
Combine flour, sugar, salt and pepper. Add milk. Blend in
melted margarine. Combine with beaten eggs, corn and green peppers.
Beat well. Pour in greased 1 1/2 qt. casserole. Bake 1 hr. and
15 min. at 325 ° or until knife inserted comes out clean.
CALICO BEANS

Vi Fosheim
Lorene Anderson
1 (No. 2) can lima beans (drained)
1 (No. 2) can red kidney beans
(drained)

1/2 lb. hamburger
1/2 lb. bacon (diced)
l c'"� minced haan (cut up)
1 (No.2) can pork and beans
Brown hamburger. Fry bacon (pour off grease).
with ham and beans.

Mix together

SAUCE:
1/4 c. brown sugar
1 tsp. salt
1/4 c. white sugar
1/2 c. catsup
1 T. dry mustard
2 T. vinegar
Mix sauce ingredients and pour over bean-meat mixture.
3/4 to 1 hr. at 350 ° .
Honesty is still the best policyo

Bake
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HOME BAKED BEANS

Mildred - McKittrick

1 qto beans
1 small onion (diced)
1 c. bacon (cut up) (2.!:,- ham
1 T o s alt ·
or side pork)
1/2 tsp. pepper
1/�co brown sugar
water to cover
1 can tomato soup
Soak beans in water overnight. In morning, parboil for 20 min.
Put beans in baking dish, add remaining ingredients and water enough
to cover o Bake in 350 ° oven for 3 to 4 hrs o
FAVORITE GREEN BEAN CASSEROLE

Mrs e Art · (Pauiine) Fosheim
, 1 tspo basil or dried dill
1/2 c . sharp Cheddar . cheese
· , (g:rated)
. 3 slices· bacon (partially cooked)

1 can (1 lbo ) French style
green .beans
1 can ( 3 1/2 Qz .) French
fried .onions .
1 can cr:eam of chicken soup
1/2 Cornilk
Pu� alter:nate layers of drained beans and onions in a casserole.
Mix soup 9 milk and basil. Pour o ver beans and onions o Sprinkle
cheese over topo Arrange 1 inch pieces of bacon on top of cheese .
Bake in moderate oven 375 ° about 30 min.

Minnie Loken Sievertsen
BAKED ONIONS
Boil enough small onions to fill. your baking disho · Onions may be
boiled the day before . Place boiled onions (drained).in b.aking
dish. Stir 1 C o mushroom soup and 1/2 c. milk wello Pour over onions
and bake in oven, slowly (325 ° ).

SCALLOPED --CORN AND
------ CELERY
1 can cream style corn ·
1 C o celery (�inely cut )
1 Co cracker crumbs
1 tsp. salt
Mix in order giveno
moderate oven.

2 To butter
1 c. scalded milk

Jeanne Skaare

Bake in buttered dish 30 to 40 min. in

Agnes Snedigar
SCALLOPED CABBAGE
Shred cabbageo Fill well oiled baking dish with alternate layers of
cabbage and thin white saucee Cover with buttered bread crumbs.
Sprinkle with paprikao Cover. Bake in moderate oven (350 ° ) for
35 mine,
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Jeanne Skaare
CARRors AND ONIONS AU GRATIN
2 T. butter
6 large c arrots
1 c. American cheese (shredded )
1 med. onion
2 T. flour
1/2 c. bread crumbs
1 tsp. s alt
1 c. water
Clean and slice carrots and onion. Combine flour and sal t.
Place carrots and onions in l ayers in greased 1 1/2 qt. casserole,
sprinkling each layer with the flour and salt mixture. Dot with
butter. Sprinkle with cheese and bread crumbs. Pour water over all
and bake in slow oven (325 ° ) for 1 1/2 hr. or until carrots · are
tender. Yields 6 servings.

VEGETABLE Hor DISH
-----

Es ther Sigdestad

1 (No. 2 ) can onions (small, whole )
1 pkg. frozen broccoli spears
1 pkg. frozen cauliflower
l c. American cheese (cubed )
1/4 c. slivered almonds
1 pkg. frozen green beans
Arr ange vegetables in 9xl3 inch casserole. Put larger pieces
on bottom. Heat soup ( celery) until cheese is mel ted. Pour over
vegetables so soup will run down into dish. To p with . almonds. Bake
about 40 min. at 350 ° . Serves 8 to 10.

Luella Holden
� BAKED BEANS
114 c. catsup
2 large cans pork and beans
2 T. molasses
l tsp. prepared mustard
I T. onion (diced)
Sa l t ( to taste)
2 T. (scant) brown sug ar
1/2 lb. bacon
Add above ingredients together. Put in med. baking dish, top
with bacon slices and bake 1 hr. at 350•.
BEAN CASSEROLE

Mrs. Ronald ( Shirley ) Peterson

2 cans green beans
Smal l amount onion (finely chopped )
1 can cream of mushroom soup
2 tsp. butter
1/2 to 2/3 c. milk
Small amount Velveeta cheese
1 can onion ring s (optional )
Mix together soup, milk, chopped onion, cheese and butter. Put
beans in baking dish; pour over other ingredients and mix. Spread
onion rings on top. Bake at 325 ° for 1 hr.

POTATO SOUP
--2 potatoes

1 small onion
Salt � pepper ( to taste )

II
II
II

2 c. whol e milk
Butter
Continued Next .Page.

Lena Sandvik
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POTATO SOUP
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(Continued).

Peel and cut up potatoes and oniono Boil in just enough water
to cover o When done 9 add milk o Season with salt and pe p�r o Add
buttero Heat and serve.

TOMATO SOUP
Lena Sandvik
1 pto tomato juice
1 qto ·whole milk
1/8 tsp. soda
1/8 tspo ·soda
2 To butter or oleo
Flour to thicken
Heat milk and soda in a kettle� In another kettle . heat tomato
juice and soda. Melt butter or oleo and add enough flo ur to thicken.
Add to the tomatoes and mix well., Last add the tomato t o the hot
milk and serve.
Jeanne Skaare

SOUP FOR SKINNIES

2 lbs. hamburger (browned)
(drained)
2 cans tomatoes
2 cans water
Mix together, cook until tender o Add green beans, if desired.
Lean beef stew meat may be used but browning isn't necessary, but
more cooking timee

1 head cabbage (chopped)
2 large onions (chopped)
6 � 8 celery stalks (chopped)

DANISH DUMPLINGS

Mrs. Harry (Tillia)Svien
Webster , S . Do
3 whole eggs
Dash of salt

1 Co milk
1 C o flour
1 T. butter (scant )
Heat the milk with butter to boil. Add flour all at one time
and stir vigorously over low' heat. Remove from heat and add the
eggs , one at a time. Stir well before adding each additional egg o
Drop from �t�lespoon into hot broth and boil on medium heat for
10 to 15 min.

� � FLUFFY DUMPLINGS
1 C o milk

1/2 tsp 0 salt

Bernice Holden

1 tsp. sugar
1 c. flour
1 tspo butter
1 · egg
Heat milk until hot but not boiling. TaJce off stove and add
flour o Stir. Drop in egg and stir until �raootho Add salt, sug ar
and buttero Drop into soups and the likeo

• • • • •
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S A L A· D S
SEAFOOD SALAD

G ladys Pilot
(My favorite)

1 large loaf sliced sandwich
1 can crab
bread
2 cans shrimp (fresh , if desired)
1 C o cel�ry (chopped)
2 Co mayonnaise
1 small onion (chopped)
4 hard boiled eggs (chopped)
Butter each · slice of bread (very ,!!portan t). Remove crust,
cube bread after buttering o Mix the bread cel e ry 9 onion and eggs .
Refrigerate overnight o Next morning ; add the c r ab 9 shrimp and
mayonnaiseo Refrigerate 9 at least R 2 hrso
ORANGE SALAD

Marlys Simonson

1 can chunk pineapple
1 pkgo vanill a tapioca pudd ing
l can mandarin oranges
1 pkgo orange tapioca pudding
in
3 bananas
1 envelope Knox gelatin -1 /4 C o water
Drain juice from fruit and add prepared f r ozen orang e juice t o
equal 3 C o Cook pudding mixes in this juice o A dd the Knox · gelatin
mix ture and coolo A dd fruit and refrigerate 0

Harriet Sigdestad
ORANGE TAPIOCA DESSERT
l can fruit cocktail (drained)
1 pkgo orange tapioca pudd ing
1 pkg. Dream Whip (2 Co )
mix
2 Co colored marshmallows
l 1/2 Co milk
l can mandarin oranges (drained) (Graham cracker crust , optional)
1 can crushed pineapple (drained)
Cook pudding mix and milk until thick, let cool o A dd oranges,
pineapple and fruit cocktailo Blend in marshmallows and whippe d
Dream Whip. Put in bowl or pano Chill overnighto

Mrso Art (Pauline) Fosheim
1 pkgo (3 ozo ) orange J ell o
(cubed)
1 can mandarin oranges (drained)
1 C o miniature marshmallows
Set the Jell o with only 1 1/2 Co boiling water and set in a
flat pan until firmo Cook pudding accordin g to directions and l et
Continued N e xt Page o
ORANGE SALAD
1 pkgo orange tapioca pudding
1 pkgo Dream Whip
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ORANGE SALAD

(Continued) o

set until cold before adding prepared Dream Whipo
Jello cut into small cubes and marshmallowso

Add cut up oranges;

Esther Ander.son
PEACH AND CREAM SALAD
1 Co orange j uice
1· (3 oz. ) pkg. lemon Jello
1 (2 O Z o ) pkgo topping mix
1 c. boiling water
1/4 C o pecans (chopped )
1 pkgo (3 oz o ) cream cheese
(softened)
Dissolve Jello in bOiling water and add orange juiceo Ch ill
until slightly thickenedo Beat cheese with just enough milk to be
able to spread. Prepare topping mix. Beat in cheese until smooth
and add pecans. Combine with Jello and pour in 9x9 inch pan. Chill
until firm.

PEACH LAYER:
l pkgo lemon Jello
1 c. boiling water
l can peach pie filling
Dissolve Jello in water and stir in pie fillingo Chill slightly.
Pour ov�r cream layer in pan. Chill until firm and cut in squareso
GOOD FRUIT SALAD

Wallace Kambestad

1 can cherry pie filling
Small marshmallows (as many as you
1 can fruit cocktail (drained)
like)
1 can . mandarin oranges (drained) 2 bananas (sliced)
Mix ingredients in order given. Refrigerateo Can be served
plain or topped with whipped cream.

APRICor FRUIT SALAD
Mrso Delbert (Eileen) Halverson
1 can apricot pie mix
1/2 C o nu ts (chopped )
l can mandarin oranges
1 Co seedless grapes
1 can pineapple chunks
' 1/4 Co maraschino cherries
1 c. apples (diced)
1/2 bag miniature marshmallows
1/2 Co celery (cut quite fine)
Makes a large bowlo Mix togethero Chill and serve.

CRANBERRY SALAD
Mrso Earl ( Barb) Fossum
Grind 1 pkgo cranberries; add 2 Co sugar 9 let stand overnight o Next
morning add : 1 pkg. small marshmallows, 1 large can crushed
pineapple (drained), 1 pt. whipping cream (whipped).
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CRANBERRY SALAD

Esther S igdestad
Rapid City
2 Co raw cranberries
1 3/4 Co boiling water
1 C o White sugar
l Co celery (diced)
1/2 Co nutmeats
1 pkgo lemon Jello
Dissolve Jello in water and coolo Run cranberries through
food choppero Mix with celery , sugar and nutso Add to Jello When
coolo
CHRISTMAS SALAD

9xl2 pan
Mix 1 large pkgo · Cherry Jello (use less amount water)
Grind:
1 pkgo cranberries
2 C.o sugar
1 orange
Let set overnight o
TOPPING:
1 Co whipped Lucky Whip
1/4 Co
8 oz. cream cheese
1 tspo
1/2 Co salad dressing
' 1/2 Co
Put half of a maraschino cherry on

Noel Anderson

powdered sugar
orange peel (grated)
nuts
eac� squareo Refrigerateo

Cora Williamson ·schauer
HEAVENLY FRUIT SALAD
_ Prepare 1 pkg. lemon Jello pudding mix according to pkgo directionso
Cool completelyo Add 1 small can fruit cocktail and 1 small can
pineapp le tidbits, bOth well drained. Then add miniat ure marsh
rnallows i as desiredo Fold in a pint of whipped creamo Chill 3 to
4 hrso before serving.
FRUIT SALAD
1 large can fruit cocktail
3 small cans orange sections
3 small cans grapes (white)

Lila Taplin

l medo bag marshmallows
1 small pkgo coconut
Maraschino cherries and nuts
(if preferred)

DRESSING FOR SALAD:
Juice of 1 lemon
2 eggs
2 To sugar
1/4 Co cream
Cook until thick. Coolo Add 1 C o whipped creamo
. Mix cocktail, orange sections , grapes , marshmallows , coconut,
cherries and nuts togethero Fold in the dressingo
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Ida Kambestad

MACARONI FRUIT SALAD

3 large delicious apples
Co sugar
(cut in chunks)
T. flour
1 Co whipped cream (Dream Whip)
Juice of 2 lemons or
2 cans mandarin oranges
7 To Realemon
(drained)
4 eggs (well beaten)
2 bananas "( sliced)
1 pkgo "ring macaroni"
(cooked � cooled)
1 Co crushed pineapple
(drained)
Cook sugar , flour , lemon juice and eggs in double boiler until
thicko While hot, add cooked and cooled macaronio Add drained
pineapple and cut up apples. Mix and let set in refrigerator
overnighto Next day before serving add whipped cream, drained
oranges and s liced bananaso Mix all together with macaroni o This
makes a large salado Can be cut in half o
1
2

I rene Hagen
FRUIT SALAD
1 box wedding ring macaroni
2 T. flour
2 cans pineapple tidbits
1 can fruit cocktail
Juice of 1 lemon
1 pto whipping cream
2 eggs
1 pkg. miniature marshmallows
1 C o sugar
· Cook and drain macaronio Drain the pineapple. Squeeze juice
of lemon and add eggs. Combine pineapple juice , lemon juice and
add sugar and flouro Boil to thicken and let stand overnight o Next
day 9 add to macaroni rings , the pineapple 9 thickened juice, fruit
cocktail (drained), whipping cream and miniature marshmallows . Serves
24 0
SALAD
3 pkg. lemon Jello
4 C o boiling water
1/2 tspo salt
2 tspo onion or onion salt
1 C o cream (whipped)
1 Co mayonnaise

6 eggs (hard boiled)
1 c. cheese (diced)
6 c.. celery
3 Co chicken (cooked)
Sprinkle nuts on top

1 box shell macaroni (cooked)
1/2 lbo American or Velveeta
cheese (diced) --1/2 small bottle stuffed olives
, (diced)

1 can Spa'ln (diced)
1 tspo onion (minced)
4 eggs (hard boiled , chopped fine)
1/2 Co almonds (slivered)
1 Co celery (chopped)

CHUNK SALAD

u� " ... ,. 1

4,-,..,...,,.,._ � _:u,d add l r

Noel Anderson

Mrso Emma orness

rrtavonnai c;,a d ressi n
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� MACARONI SALAD

Mrso Oscar Loken
l 1/2 Co macaroni rings (cooked) 3 T o pimiento (minced)
1 can t�na, chicken or ham
2 To onion (grated)
1/4 C o sweet pickle (chopped)
1/4 C o carrots (grated)
3 /4 Co celery (diced)
1 To green pepper (chopped)
Mix ingredients with salad dressing to moisten.

CHICKEN- FRUIT SALAD
Agnes Snedigar
3 Co chicken (diced)
2 T 0 salad oil
.
2 T • wine vinegar
1 Co celery (diced)
1 Co mandarin oranges (drained) · 2 To frozen orange juic e conceptrate
1 Co pineapple chunks (drained) 1/.2 c 0 mayonnaise
Ripe olives (sliced 9 optional) 1/2 C o slivered almonds
Combine chicken 9 celery 9 oranges, pineapple and olives. Mix oil ,
vinegar and orange juiceo Marinate chicken · mixture for 1 hr o or
overnighto Add mayonnaise and olives before serving. Makes 8
servingso You can substitute low-cal mandarin oranges and pineapple.
CHICKEN SALAD (Serves 40)
10 Co chicken (bite size)
1 c. slivered almonds
Mixo

4

4

Mrs o Oscar Loken

Co
Co

seedless green grapes
celery (cut fine)

DRESSING:
·2 1/2 C o Kraft mayonnaise
2 1/2 c. Kraft Miracle Whip
Blend with l 1 /2 c. coffee cream and 1 /2 tsp. peppe r
Le t stand 9 at least, 2 hrs. before serving.

Noel Anderson
APRICOI' SALAD
1 large orange Jel�o dissolved
in 1 1/2 c. water
Add: 2 1/2 c. apricot nectar
Let seto
Cook:
1 egg
1/2 c. sugar
1
c. apricot nectar
flou
2 T.
r
Dash salt
Cook until thick and cool.
Fold in 1 envelope Dream Whip (prepared for topping).
Scatter sunshine wherever you goo

1 10

Mrso Carol Raap

ORANGE SALAD

1 can mandarin oranges
1 box orange Jello
2 bananas
1 C o hot water
1 pto orange sherbet
Mix Jello, water and sherbet. Place in refrigerator until
slight ly seto Add oranges, drained and bananas j sliced. Chill

STRAWBERRY SALAD
2 pkgso strawberry Jello
2 Co boiling water
1/2 carton sour' cream

Mrs. James Anderson

1 large £E_ 2 small pkg.. frozen
strawberries
2 bananas (mashed)
1 (Noo 2) can crushed pineapple
(drained) ·
Dissolve Jello in boiling water 9 add frozen strawberries and when
melted p add pineap�le and bananaso Pour half mixture in mold and when
set j spread with the creamo Pour remaining mixture on top and chillo
For 1/2 recipe use half of everything, except bananaso

ROSY SPRING SALAD

Marge Brandlee

4 c. raw rhubarb (diced)
1 c. orange juice
1 1/2 c. water
1 tspo orange rind (grated)
1/2 Co sugar
l Co fresh strawberries (sliced )
2 (3 ozo ) strawberry Jello
Combine rhubarb, water, sugar and cook until tendero Pour
over Jello, stirring until dissolvedo Add orange juice and
rindo Chill until thick and syrupyo Add strawberries. rour
into lightly oiled 6 Co moldo Chill until seto Serves So

STRAWBERRY RHUBARB SALAD
Linda House
4 Co rhubarb (diced)
2 Co sugar
Combine and allow to stand until some of the juice is extracted;
cook over moderate heat until the rhubarb is tender.
Meanwhile p soften 2 T . unflavored gelatin in 1/2 Co cold water 0
Add gelatin to hot. rhubarb with a dash of salto Stir until gelatin
is dissolvedo
Add 1 Co sliced fresh strawberries and chill unt il mixture
begins to thickeno
F old in l Co whipping cream (whipped)o Chill until firm o
Every tub must stand upon its own bottom.
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FRUIT SALAD
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Mz;'S o ·Ronald (Shirley) Peterson

l large can fruit cocktail
3 c .. miniature marshmallows
2 cans mandarin oranges
1 or 2 bananas (optional)
2 cans pineapple (crushed or
tidbits)
Drain fruit and save juice·.

DRESSING :
1 T. cornstarch
1 1/2 co juice from cocktail
3 eggs
1 c. sugar
Beat eggs slightlyo Mix cornstarch with sugar and stir into
egg and juice mixture. Cook over low heat, stirring constantly
until it coats spoon and begins to thicken. Coolc. Mix fruits
and marshmallow. Whip l pkg. Dream Whip and mix with about l C o
or more of the salad dressing. Combine with fruit mixture. Let
stand 24 hrs. or more.
I

Jeanne Skaare
COTTAGE CHEESE SALAD
2 sticks . celery
l lemon Jello
. 1 small carton cottage cheese
1/2 C o boiling water
1/2 c. salad dressing
l med .. carrot
1 med . cucumber (chopped)
1 small onion
Dissolve Jello in hot water. When cool, add remaining
ingredients.
·
COTTAGE CHEESE SALAD

Donna Peckham
C lara Reinertson
can crushed pineapple
1 /2 C o miniature marshmallows
lime Jello (dry)
Let set 12 hrs. o r longer

1
1
1
Mix all ingredients togethero
before serving.
Variations : Other flavors of Jello
Mandarin orang es or fruit cocktail

1 small carton cottage cheese
1 small Cool Whip

LIME SNOW
1 ( 3 oz o ) pkg. lime Jello
3/4 Co very hot water
1 C o unsweetened pineapple
j µice

Mrs. J ames Anderson
3 To lemon juice
3 egg whites
1 /4

Co

sugar

Continued Ne�t Page.
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LIME SNOW (Continued)o
Pour hot water over Jello in a bowlo Stir unti l dissolvedo Add
pineapple juice o Chill until slightly thicker than consis tency of thiclll
unbeaten egg white. If chilled over ice, s tir frequently o If chilled �
in the refrigerator , stir occasionallyo Beat egg whites until frothy,
gradually add sugar , beating after each addition. Continue beating
until rounded peaks are formedo Fold into the chilled Jelloo Pu t in ,•
mold and chill until firm, about 2 1/2 hrs. Serves 60
LIME JELLO

Mrs . Carol Raap •

1 Co cold water
1 (Noo 2) can pears or crushed
pineappie (drained)
Cook lemon pudding according to directions. Add lime Jello ( dry ) ·"
water, pears or pineappleo Chill overnight o
1 bOx lemon pudding
1 pkgo lime J ello

Janet Aaberg
LIME GELATIN SALAD
1/2 Co cream (whipped)
l box (3 ozo ) lime gelatin
1/4 Co nuts (chopped)
l Co ( 8 oz . ) crushed pineapple
2 T. mayonnaise
l pkg . (3 o z. ) c�eam cheese
Prepare gelatin as directed on pkg. , using pineapple juice for
a portion of liquido se t until thickened. �often cream cheese and
beat gelatin into cheese using egg beatero Fold in whipped cream 7
mayonnaise , pineapple (well drained) and nuts. Pour into mold and
refrigerate until firmo

I
I
I
MOLDED SALAD
Mrso Oscar LOken
l C boiling water
I
Mix let set and whip when seto
Add:
drained)
1/2 co nuts (chopped)
I
1 c_o whipped cream
l Co cottage cheese
y
Mold i n a ring. When read to serve , unmold and serve with the
center filled with fresh strawberries.
I
�-APPLE SAUCE MOLDED SALAD
G lenda Bakken
2 boxes lime Jello
l C nuts (chopped)
2 small bottles 7-Up
Noo 2 can applesauce
I
Heat the sauce ; dissolve Jello in ito Let cool Add nut s and
7-Upo
I
1 pkg o lime Jello ( 3
o

0Zo )

1/2

Co

sugar

9

Pineapple ( crushed 9

o

o
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LEMON DELIGHT

H ilda Loken

1 pkgo lemon Jello
1/2 C o nutmeats (broken)
l C o hot water
1/2 C o small marshma llows
1 Co cold water
l c. crushed pineapple . (drained)
1/2 Co celery (diced )
Dissolve lemon Jello i n hot water; add cold water o · chill for
l hro · stir in rest of ingredients. Chill until firmo Serves Go

LEMON -LIME JELLO

l pkg o lemon Jello
lpkgo lime Jello
3 Co boiling water

Mrs. Carol Raap

1 can crushed pineapple· (drained)
C o miniature marshmallows

2

CUSTARD :
1 egg (beaten)
1 Co pineapple juice
1/2 C o sugar
l To flour
Make Jello salad; let it seto Cook custa+d, cool.
whipped cream and cover Jelloo Refrigerate.

Add 1 c.

Mrs. Ronald (Eunice) Hartsori
FROSTED SALAD
1 large pkg. lemon Jello
l (20 oz. ). can crushed pine�pple
l c. miniature marshmallows
2 Co boiling water
2 C o ginger-ale � 7-Up
1/2 c. nuts (chopped)
Dissolve Jello in water, add 7-Up and let chill. until partly
set o Drain pineapple and save juice for the t o pping. Fold in
pineapple , nuts, marshmallows and chill firmly.

TOPPING:
2 T ., butter
1/2 Co sugar
1 c. pineapple j uice
2 T. flour
1 egg (slightly beaten)
Combine sugar, flour in saucepan, stir in juice and egg. Cook
over low heat , stirring well until thick, add butter and chill.
Whip 1 carton whipping cream and add to topping when cool. Pour
over set Jello and sprinkle with 1/4 c. American cheese (grated) .

Jeanne Skaare
LEMON-LIME FRUIT �
l lemon Jello
1 lime Jello
Dissolve in 1 1/2 C o hot water , 1 1/2 C o cold water and 2/3 c.
fruit syrupo
Add :. 1 co crushed pineapple (drained)
1 c o sliced can pears (drained) 1 Co sour cream
Chill Jello until partly thick. Fold in fruit and sour cream.
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CABBAGE SALAD
1 head cabbage (grated)
1 large can crushed pineapple
(drained)
2 apples ( chopped)

Mrs. Reuben Williams

4 bananas (cut up)
1 Co miniature marshmallows

DRESSING :
Juice from pineapple and 1/2 Co lemon juice � Realemono Let come to
a boil and add 2/3 C o sugar and 2 eggs (well beaten) o Let boil and
cool o Add this and 1 C o whipped cream to mixed salad ingredients.

Vi Fosheim
CABBAGE -PINEAPPLE �
3 C o Cabbage ( shredded)
l C o miniature marshmallows
1 ( 9 oz. ) can pineapple tidbits 1/2 Co celery (chopped)
1/2 c. mayonnaise
(drained)
1 C o apples (diced)

Combine , tossing until mayonnaise coats all ingredients. serve
in a bowl lined with lettuce. Crown salad with a rosy wreath of
unpared apple slices. Makes 4 to 6 servingso
CABBAGE SLAW

1 med. cabbage
l small onion
1 green pepper

6 stuffed olives
1/2 c. sugar

"

Marlys Simonson

DRESSING:
l c . white vinegar
l tsp. celery seed
1/2 c. salad oil
l tsp. prepared mustard
1 tspo salt
Prepare vegetables. Sprinkle sugar over. Let stand while
preparing dressing. Mix all d�essing ingredients and boil 3 min o
Add while hot to vegetables. store in refrigerator for , at least,
24 hrs. before serving.
1 med. cabbage
1 small onion (chopped)
1/2 to l c. celery (diced)

JI

Donna Peckham

1 c. white sugar
1/2 c. white vinegar
1/2 tspo mu stard seed
1 · tspo celery seed
Green food color
Mix shredded cabbage, onion and celery. Mix other ingredients
together and mix up with cabbage mixture o
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SALAD OR DESSERT

1 large box Jello ( any flavor)
dissolved in 2 · c. boiling
water
Add:
1 qto ice cream
Chill.

D
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Sylvia Fosheim

Fru it ( well drained)

Esther Anderson
SAUERICRAU'f SALAD.
1 ( Noo 303 , can sauerkraut
1/2 c. green pepper ( chopped)
l C o sugar
1/2 C o celery ( chopped) ·
1/3 C Vinegar
Squeeze out the juice from the sauerkraut, real good. Cook
vinegar and sugar until the sugar is dissolved. Add the ingredients
and chill in the refrigerator. Will keep for several days.
0

•

I
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3 BEAN SALAD
Mrs o Ronald ( Eunice) Hanson
3/4 C o sugar
l tsp. salt
l tsp. pepper
1/3 C o salad Oil
2/3 C o vinegar
Heat and cool.
Add:
l (15 oz. ) can Garbanzo beans ( drained)
·1 ( 15 oz. ) can Pinto beans (drained)
1 ( 15 oz . ) can green beans ( drained)
1/2 C o chopped green pepper
1/2 c. onion ( sliced )
1 C o celery (chopped)
Toss slightly , cover and ,chill overnight. Drain to serve.
Keeps for several weeks.

RASPBERRY SALAD
1 c. boiling water
1 box raspberry Jello
1 small pkg. frozen red raspberries
1 c. sweetened applesauce
3 To Miracle whip
1 C o sour cream
Miniature marshmallows
Dissolve Jello in boiling watero When cool 9 add the applesauce
and raspberrieso Set aside to jello Cover with small marshmallowso
Mix sour cream and Miracle whip and spread over marshmallows or
whip -marshmallows into sour cream and use as a topping on Jelloo
The difficulty in life is choiceo
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SHOESTRING SALAD

1 can tuna
1 Co ce lery (diced)
1 Co carrots (grated)
Mix all ingredients, except
before servingo serves 6 0

FRENCH DRESSING

Mrs o Carol Raap

1 To onion (minced)
1/2 Co mayonnaise
1 (4 oz. ) can shoestring potatoes
shoe string potatoes. Add these just

DR E S S I N G S

Mrs. Marie Eliason

1 c. Kraft oil
1 tsp. salt
1 1/2 c. sugar
1/2 tsp. pepper
1 tsp. celery seed
1 1/2 c. c atsup
1/2 tsp. garlic powder
1 c. vinegar
1 med. onion (m inced)
1/4 c. Re alemon
Beat al ingredients together with egg beater in large bowlo
Cook 1/2 c . water with 1/2 T. cornstarch until thick. Add to
dressing and beat well o
FRENCH SALAD DRESSING

Mrs. Norman Holden

1 1/2 Co catsup
1 1/2 c. sugar
1/4 Co lemon juice
1 Co Vinegar
1 Co salad oil
1 onion (chopped fine)
ltspo pepper
1 tspo sal t
1 tsp. garlic salt
2 tsp. celery seed
1 c. boiling water
1/3 C o cornstarch
Heat all ingredients 9 except cornstarch and boiling water o Heat
and bring to a boil. Lastly 9 add the cornstarch to the boiling watero
Keeps very well in the refrigeratoro
FRENCH DRESSING
1/4 c. sug ar
2/3 Co catsup
1/4 Co vinegar
l can tomato soup
3 T. lemon j uice
1 onion (chopped)
1 tspo s a lt
Clove garlic
l tsp. paprika
1/2 tsp . mustard
Mix in quart fruit jar and fill with salad oil (Mazola works
best ) o
Beware of little expenses; a ...11 leak will sink a great ship o
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SALAD DRESSING

Mrs o Otto Raap

SALAD DRESSING

K ay Espeland

2 egg yolks � 1 whole egg
3/4 Co vinegar
1/4 Co water
1/2 Co sugar

1/2 tspo mustard
1 tsp o salt ·
1/4 tsp o pepper
l T . flour
1 T. butter
Cook and add 1 T o butter at the lasto

1 can tomato soup
2/3 C o sugar
1/2 Co salad oil
1/2 Co Vinegar
Put in j ar and shake wello
SALAD DRESSING

1 egg (beat well)
Add :
1 Co salad oil
1/2 Co sugar
1/4 Co vinegar

11111

1 small onion (grated)
Salt
P�pper

Ellen Williamso n

1/3 Co catsup
Salt (to t aste) .
1 t sp o onion (grated) or onion salt
Mix wello Paprika may be added, if desiredo Make�l pint •
Keep
refrigeratedo
.
HONEY SALAD DRESSING

Ellen Williamson

1/3 Co strained honey
2/3 Co sugar
5 T. vinegar
1 tsp o dry austard
1 tsp o paprika
1 T. lemon j uice
1 tsp o onion (grate d)
1/4 tspo salt
1 Co salad Oil
1 tsp . celery s alt
Mix dry ingredients fir sto Add honey, vinegar and lemon j uice o
Pour oil into mixture beating constantly with rotary beater o Be at
well before using o Good for either lettuce or fruit saladso
TOSSED SALAD DRESSING

Edith Sandvik

1 large onio n (ground)
1 C_o tomato soup
1 tsp o paprika
2/3 Co salad oil
Juice of 1 lemo n
2/3 C o brown sugar
Salt
1/2 Co catsup
1 l arge green pepper (ground)
Mix to gether o Cook 10 mino Cool 9 mix with 1 qt o Miracle
Whip 0 Makes about 2 qts o when all mixed together o
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THOUSAND ISLAND DRESSING
1 (2 oz o ) sour cream
1 (2 oz o ) salad dressing

1 T o powdered mustard
Catsup (to color)
Pickles and j uice about 2 T o
(catsup and pickles)
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P I C K LES

LIME PICKLES

REL I S H

7 lbso cucumbers
2 Co lime
2 gallons water

lllJI
IIJJ
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Vi Fosheim

2 qtso vinegar
4 lbso sugar
1 T. salt
1 tspo celery seed
1 tspo whole cloves
Slice cucumbers- 1/4 inch thick. Soak in 2 C o lime and 2
gallons water for 24 hrs. Rinse well · in cold water and so'.ak 3 hrs o
Drain well and let stand overnight in the vfnegar-sugar mixture
above. In th e morning simmer 30 min. and can. Saal.I whole cukes
can also be usedo
SEVEN DAY SWEET PICKLES

Beth Sigdestad

1 tsp. celery seed
2 . Co sugar
1 · co vinegar
Cucumbers
Salt
1 tspo mixed spice
Pour boiiing water over cucumbers for 6 days o Use same water
and reheat o On the seventh day put salt i� the water.
On the eighth day, drain cucumbers on a towel . Cut in chunks •
Put in jars. Make a syrup of the sugar, vinegar, mixed · spices and
celery seed. Pour over cucumbers and seal.

BREAD AND BUTTER PICKLES
1 galo cucumbers (sliced thin)
1 pt o white onions
1/2 C o Salt
water to cover

Mrs. Walter Winson

6 Co sugar
2
' qt. vinegar
1 To white mustard seed
1 T. turmeric
1 T. celery seed
an
onions
Slice cucumbers
thin ; cove.Jr with salt and water. Let
d
C
Bring to
ombine
sugar
stand 3 hrs. 9 draino
9 vinegar and spices.
a boil. Add vegetables 9 heat slowly to a boil. seal in hot jarso

CRAB ....
APPLE
PICKLES·-- --Co sugar

Mrs . John KaJnbestad

1 stick cinnamo n
2
1 tsp. whole spices
1 c. vinegar
3 Co water
wash apples and add to bOiling syrupo Bring to boil and seal in
hot 9 sterile jarso
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REFRIGERATOR PICKLES

Marilyn Edman
Ida Kambestad

7 c. cucumbers (sliced thin)
1 C o green peppers (sliced thin)
l c. onions (chopped fine)
1 tsp. salt
Let above stand 1 hr.
Mix next ingredients, bring to a boil and cool:
2 tsp. celery seed
1 c. vinegar (white)
2 c. sugar
Pour boiled , cooled mixture over cucumber mixture and refrigerate.
May be kept 2 to 4 weeks in refrigerator.
HAMBURGER � PICKLES
Onion, garlic, cucumber slices ·

A lice Bakken

I
I

I

I

BRINE :
2 c. sugar
1 qt. vinegar
1/2 c. pickling salt
1 pt. water
onion
Place slice of ,
and piece of garlic in bottom of j ar,
half-fill with cucumber slices. Add another slice of onion and 1 head ·•
of dill. Fill j ar with sliced cucumbers. Bring brine to a boil. Pour
over cucumbers and seal. Makes 3 qts.

•
'

Esther Anderson •
GREEN TOMATO PICKLES
1 large onion (chopped)
10 large green tomatoes
1 1/2 c. vinegar ·
4 To salt
1/2 tsp. turmeric
1 1/2 c. brown sugar
1 tsp. dry mustard
1 T. pickling spices
Slice tomatoes , add onion and sprinkle with the salt. Cover and
let stand overnight. I n the morning drain real good. Combine the
rest of the ingredients and bring to a boil o Add the tomatoes and
simmer until tender and clearo Put in sterile j ars and seal.
SWEET PICKLE BEETS

Gina Skaare

1 1/4 C o brown sugar
12 small beets
16 whole cloves
1 C o vinegar
1/2 Co water
1 T o broken cinnamon bark
Cook beets until tendero Plunge in cold water and peel 0 Boil
sugar, vinegar and spices 5 min o Put beets in syrup and simmer 10
min o Put in sterile jars and sealo
Deeds count 9 not boasting words o

I
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Mrso Sherrill S igdestad

CRISP DILL PICKLES

1 C o S alt
13 C o water
1 To sugar to qu ar t
6 c� vinegar
Boil brine 1 5 mine Pack washed cukes 9 dill , 1 T o sugar to a
quarto Seal jars 9 set jars in canner of hot w ater. Replace
cover on canner and let stand until cold o

CHOW -CHOW
-

Ill

Esther Sandve

Grind:
3 green peppers
24 large green tomatoes
8 large onions
3 red peppers
Drain off 2/3 of the juiceo
Mix:
4 C o su g ar
2 T. s alt
2 To celery seed
3 C o vinegar
4 To mustard seed
Add sugar-vinegar syrup to vegetables.· Cook 2 min., can and
seal.

Hilda Loken
RIPE TOMATO PRESERVES
M ix:
4 c. su gar
4 . c. ripe tomatoes (cut up)
Let stand to fo rm juice 2!:. put on real low heat to form juice.
Simmer 15 to 20 min. 9 take off heat. Add 1 pkg. lemon Jello
(3 oz.) stir well. Pour slivered or cut up wax in bo ttom of hot
sterilized jars. Pour hot perserves in and wax will come to the
t�p and seal. Use heavy kettle for cooking preserves.

BEET RELISH
8 C o beets (cooked and ground)
6 C 111 sugar
CUCUMBER AND CARROT RELISH
6 large cucumbers
6 1arge carrots
3 med •. onions
1 1/2 T o salt

Mrs. H arry (Tillia) Svien
2 1/2 c. vinegar
1/2 T. cloves
1 or 2 T. salt
Boil put in jars and seal.
2
1
1
1

Mrs. Reuben Brandlee

1/2 c. sug ar
1/2 c. vinegar
1/2 tsp. celery seed
tsp. ground mustard

Continued Next Page.
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CUCUMBER AND CARROT RELISH (Continued) o
Grind cucumbers, carrots and onions o Sprinkle 1 1/2 To salt
over mixture, let stand 3 hrs o
Add 2 1/2 C o sugar, vinegar 9 celery seed and mustardo Mix and
simmer 20 min o Seal in pint jarso To make tartar sauce; add some
to salad dressing and mix well o
CRANBERRY-ORANGE RELISH

Mrso Oscar S imonson

2 oranges
1 lb 0 (4 Co ) cranberries
2 Co su gar
Put cranberries th.rough food choppero Quarter oranges, remove
seeds and grind. Add sugar, mix well and chill. Thi s keeps well.

STRAWBERRY �
Mrs . Norman Holden
1 qto strawberries
5 Co sugar
Put strawberries in colander and pour boiling water over themo
Add 3 c. sugar 9 boil 5 min. , add 2 more Co sug ar and boil 3 mino
Pour in a shallow �an and stir off and on all day, or until thicko
Following day, seal in jars.
BEET JELLY

Mrs. Glenn (Avis) Brockel

6 la1ige beets
6 1/2 c. beet j uice
8 1/2 Co water
l pkgo Sure-J ell
2 pkg. unsweetened cherry
7 c. sugar
Kool-Aid
Cook large beets until don eo Peel and chopped fine. Cook the
chopped beets and · a 1/2 Co water until beets are discolored o Throw
beets awayo Cook 6 1 /2 Co beet , juice and l pkg. Sure-Jell for
5 mino Then add 7 Co sugar and boil 45 min. Set aside and skim
the top. Add 2 pkgo cherry Kool-Aid.
Different flavors of Kool-Aid can be used o

STRAWBERRY ---RHUBARB JAM
-----·--

Hilda Loken
4 Co rhubarb (chopped)
1 pkgo frozen strawberries
4 Co sugar
1 pkgo strawberry Jello
Let mixed rhubarb and sugar stand, at least, 2 hrs o (or overnight
Add strawberries. Cook 15 mino (A dab of butter will prevent boiling
overo ) Add the strawberry Jello and refrigerate.
For variation: l Co drained crushed pineapple. instead of
strawberries and 1 pkgo of cherry Jello, or cook rhubarb and sugar and
last, add , red Jello.
• • • • •
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FORE I GN
LIVER KLUB

Lena Sandvik

GRAHAM KLUB

Lena Sandvik

Raw liver
2 T. flour
1 small onion
Some water
Salt and pepper (to taste)
Grind raw liver and oniono Add . 2 T o flour and a little water,
salt and pepper , to tasteo Melt 1/2 c. or more bacon or · other
drippings in skillet. Add the liver to this and bake 45 min. in
350 ° oveno Remove cover and brown a few min. Cut and serve.
raw potatoes (peeled and
2 c. white flour
ground)
l 1/2 c. graham flour
2 tspo salt
Grind potatoes. Add rest of ingredi�nts. Make into balls,
the size of a baseball. A small piece of fat may be put in center.
Boil 1 hro in meat broth.
4

Co

Mrs . Erwin Fos sum
ITALIAN SPHAGETTI
1 lb o hamburger
l can mushrooms and liquid
1
tsp.
salt
Olive oil
1 large onion
1 tsp. chili powder
1 clove garlic (minced -or
1/2 tsp. dry mustard
l T. Worchestersbire sauce
1 tsp. g arlic powder)
1 bay leaf
1 T. vinegar
1/8 Co sharp cheese (grated)
2 cans tomato soup
1 can tomato paste
A generou s shake of celery salt ,
sage p and c loves
1 can water (size of paste can)
Brown onion and garlic in olive oil, add meat and brown or
make meatballs and brown. Place in heavy pan and add rest of
ingredients o Cook on high heat until it steams , then on low for
2 hrso Serves 4 adults .

Mrso Sakris Sigdestad
NORWEGIAN MEAT BALLS
1 small onion
1 lb o ground steak
Salt and pepper (to taste)
1 E!gg
2 med o potatoes
Grind potatoes and mix together all the ingredients; make into
balls o Roll in flour. Fry until done in slightly greased pan.
-\

/_
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PIZZA

Jane Goehring

CRUST ::
Bisquick
1 pkg o yeast in 3/4 C o
water
Dissolve y east in watero Add enqugh Bisquick to make kind of
stiff dougho No longer sticky but softo Roll as thin as possibleo
Makes about 3 crus tso

SAUCE :
1/2 tsp. pepper
2 (8 ozo ) cans tomato sauce
1/2 tspo salt
or 1 large can
1 tspo garlic powder
2 Ta oz. ) cans water
1 onion (chopped)
1 large can tomato paste
2 tspo oregano
Mix all ingredients . and cook for 45 mino on low heat. Use as
much as desired and the rest can be refrigerated or frozen o Makes 3
to 4 batches for me. Bake at 425 ° to 450 ° for 10 �no .
I put sauce on first then grated Mozzarella cheese, then meat 9
mushrooms , etc o Then sprinkle with Parmes·• - cheeseo
PIZZA DOUGH
1 1/4 c. flour
1/2 pkgo yeast
1/2 C o water (warm)
1/2 tspo sugar

Norma Raap

1/4 tspo salt
l T. salad oil
1/2 can tomato sauce
. Mozzarella cheese
Hamburger
Onion salt
Combine first 6 ingredients and let dough rise 30 mino Roll
into cookie sheeto Spread 1/2 can tomato sauce on dough , sprinkle
on Mozzarella cheese , hambµrger, onion salt o Bake at 450 ° for
30 mine Also 9 can use 1 can cream of mushroom soup , instead of
tomato soupo Tastes really goodo One-half recipe fills a cookie
sheet.
GERMAN STEW

Myrene Brockel

1 lb o h am (diced in small pieces)
1 medo onion
8 carrots (cut in smali piec�s)
4 potatoes (cut up in small
1/2 head cabbage (cut up)
pieces)
1 small can evaporated milk
Brown meat and onion in small amount of cooking oilo Add enough
water to cover meat and sinuner for 1/2 hro Add potatoes 9 carrots 9
and cabbage o Simmer until vegetables are tender o Before serving 9
qdd the �vaporated milk and heat througho
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DANISH PUFF

Minnie Sigdestad

2 T 0 water
1/2 Co· butter or oleo
1 C o flour (unsifted)
Make into a ball and divide into two equal partso Press with
hands into two long rectangles on cQokie sheet. Strips 4 inches
wide by 12 incheso set aside.

In saucepari, bring 1 C o water. an d 1/2 c . butter to a rolling
boilo Add 1 C o sifted flour and 1 tsp. almond extract, after
removing pan from heat o S tir until smootho Add 3 eggs, 1 at a timeo
Stir well after adding each eggo Spread this mixture over two pastry .
stripso
In preheated 37 5 ° oven 9 bake for 60 mino Tur n off oven and let
cool in oven for 5 mino Remove from oven and let cool in non
drafty place.
Frost with powdered sugar' frosting : (Powdered sug ar, butter,
almond extract, sprinkle with chopped nuts.)
NORWEGIAN PANCAKES

Mrs. Sakris Sigdestad

1/2 tsp. salt
4 eggs (beaten)
1 1/2 c. flour
3 C o milk
1 To sugar
Mix ingredients with egg beater in order g iven. Pour 1/3 c. of
batter all over bottom of heavy hot skillet. Brown on both sides ,
fold into quarters and serve hot with butter and syrup or jamso

NORWEGIAN APPLE �

�nna Raap

1 tspo salt
1/2 c 0 shortening
1 C o sugar
2 tsp. baking powder
2 eggs
1 Co milk
1 tsp e vanilla _
Apples (peeled and cored)
Cinnamon and sugar° topping
2 1/2 C o flour
cream shortening and su gar 9 add beaten eggs and vanilla. Add
sifted dry ingredients 9 alternately with milk. Spread in large
greased and floured pan. Top with apple slices, placed in rowso
Then sprinkle with 2 tspo cinnamon 9 mixed with 1 C o sugar (more or
le ss) o Bake at 340 ° for 4 5 mino

A wise man will make more opportunities tha n he findso
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SPRITZ COOKIES

Jeanne Skaare

1 C o butter � Crisco
1 C o powdered sugar
2
egg yolks
2 C o flour
1
tspo vanilla
1/2 tspo cream of tartar
1/2 tspo soda
Pinch salt
Sift together powdered sugar, flour, cream of tartar , soda
and salt o Cream well butter 9 yolks and vanillao Combine both
mixtures and put through cookie press o Bake at 375 • 0
SPRITS

Clara Erdahl

1 egg (beaten)
1 tsp. almond extract
1 Co sugar
2 1/2 or 3 cups flour
Cream sugar and buttero Add egg and extracto Add enough flour
to make a soft aougho Press through cookie presso
1

Co butter (not too hard
nor too soft)

FATTIGMAND

Ingeborg Saarheim

4 eggs
7 T. sugar
Pinch salt
6 T o cream
1/2 tspo vanilla
Little baking powder
Beat eggs well , add rest of ingredientso . Add flour 9 enough
to handle dough easily and can be rolled out thin. Cut in
diamond shape. Fry in deep hot lard until light browno Drain on
brown paper o

FATTIGMAN
3 egg yolks
1 whole egg
1/2 c. sugar

Alvida Baltzell

1/2 T o melted butter
4 T o sweet cream
2 C o flour
Lemon or vanilla flavoring
Beat sugar and eggs to a cream and--;dd rest of ingredientso
Flavor with lemon or vanilla flavoring o Fattigrnan are rolled out
very thin and cut in s trips 2 inches wide with a knife or pastry
cuttero Cut strips in diamond shapes o Make a small slit in center
and pull one corner through or leave them diamond shape p if desired o
Fry in deep hot lard until golden browno Drain on wrapping papero

I
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SANDBAKKELSE

II

Ingeborg Saarheim

l C o butter
1 egg
l C o SUgar
About 3 Co flour
1 tspo almond flavoring
Mix ingredients in order giveno Use more flour or enough
so the dou.9h will leave the bowl and not stick but can be easily
handledo Press into patty tins o Bake in 350 ° oven until light
brown edge appearso

Hilda Loken
ROSETTES
2 eggs (slightly beaten)
I' c. flour
1 c. milk
2 tspo sugar
1/4 tsp • . salt
1 to 2 tsp. lemon extract
Add sugar to eggs 9 add milk ancr-flour. Stir until smootho
Fry in hot fat ( 365 ° ) 0 Heat rosette iron in fat and dip into batter
and fry .
Myrna Mork

KRUMKAKE

1/2 c. flour
3 eggs (well beaten)
1
tsp. vanilla
sugar
1/2 C 0
1/2 C 0 butter
Add sugar to eggs and beat. Melt butter and add to mixture ;
then
flour and flavoring.
�

I
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Mrs. Rasmus Sigdestad
KRUMKAKE
1 C o milk
1/2 c. butter
1 1/2 c. flour
l c. sugar
2 eggs
Vanilla
Mix all together well and pour batter into iron . C lose
iron tightlyo When thoroughly baked 9 roll up on cone or cylinder
until cool.

KRINGLE

1 C o sugar
1/2 c . shortening (Crisco)

Alice Sim<>nson

1 tsp. soda
2 1/2 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. salt
3 C o flour

1 egg
I tspo vanilla
1 C o . buttermilk
Mix in order given and roll out immediately.
oven for 8 to 10 min.

Bake in 40 0 °

someone who planned to repent at the eleventh hour died at ten-thirty.
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ROMME GROI' ncREAM MUSH tt

Mrso Mikkel Loken

•
•

3 tspo sug ar
2 Co cream
1 1/4 Co cooked rice
1/4 Co flour
1/4 tsp o salt
Cook l/2 Co rice in salted water until softo Bring 2 C o cream to
boil and boil 3 min. 9 then add from a sifter 1/4 Co flour , beatiri, it
in with an egg beater or wire spoon until butter starts coming o
•
Stirring works out the butter o May have to add a bit more . flour to
get the buttero Cream should be a day old and test 36 to 38 (care
must be taken not to use too much flour) o Add cooked rice last and in
the amount you desire 9 depending on how rich you like ito Add sugar •
and let set over very low flame for about 10 mino before serving o
SWEDISH RUSKS

Mrs o Daniel Sigdestad •

1 Co oleo
1 tsp. soda
l 3/4 Co sugar
1 tsp .. salt
5 C o flour (measure before
1 C o cultured sour cream
sifting)
1 Co almonds . (chopped)
2 eggs
1 tspo cardarnon
2 tspo almond flavoring
Cream shortening and sugar. Add eggs 9 beat wello · Add
almond extracto · Add dry ingredients 9 alternately with sour
creamo Add almondso Divide dough into 6 equal partso Shape i�to
15 inch rollso Place 3 on each of two ungreased cookie sheets o
Bake at 350 ° for 30 mino or until light browno Remove rolls from
pan and cut into 3/4 inch slices, at an angleo Place on pans and
toast each side until browno Store in tightly covered container o

ANISE BREAD KRINGLE

Minnie Sigdestad

3 eggs
3 Co lukewarm milk
2 T o dry yeast
l Co sugar
Flour to make soft dough
1 C o melted shortening
-Few drops of anise oil 9 if desired
Pinch of salt
Dissolve y�ast in 1/2 Co warm milk. Combine milk 9 sugar 9
shortening and salto Beat eggs and add to other ingredients o Add
yeast and enough flour to make a very soft dough o Let rise once o
Roll the dough and form into figure 8 shapes o Place on cookie
sheets and bake 9 after baking, dip in folowing mixture:
1/2 tsp. anise oil
2 Co sugar
1 Co water
Boiled ..

•
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FLAT BREAD

Elsi! Sigdestad

FLAT BREAD

Marl·ys Simonson

3 Co whole wheat flour
1 1/2 tspo soda .
3 Co white flour
1 tspo salt
1/2 C o sug ar
1 qto buttermilk
1/2 Co shortening
Roll out very thin 9 and bake on lefsa irono Put in oven on low
heat to keep crispnesso

3/4 Co shortening (lard)
1 Co dark syrup
2 Co buttermilk
2 Co whole wheat flour

2 (level ) tspo soda in 2 tsp.
boiling water
Salt
Add white flour (just enough to roll )

POTATO LEFSA
Elsie Sigdestad
4 Co potatoes (mashed)
2 tspo .sugar
3 To butter
1/2 Co cream
2 tspo salt
Flour to roll
Boil potatoes , mash very fine and fl�ffy. Add cream, but ter,
salt and sugar . Beat until light and let coolo Add flour.· Take
a piece of the dough and roll as for pie crust, rolling as thin as
possibleo Bake on top of stove or lefsa iron untii light brown.
Clara Erdahl

POTATO LEFSE

1/2 c. cream
5 c. potatoes (mashed )
3 c. flour
2 T . suga r
1 tspo salt
Add milk to the mashed potatoes. Cool, add salt, sugar,
cream and flouro Roll real thin 9 bake on lefsa iron.

Lorinda Sigdestad
MILK LEFSA
Heat 1 qto (4 C o ) whole milk and 1/2 Co margarine to boiling hoto
Sift 6 Co flour 9 l T o salt, 1/2 Co sugar into a lar ge bowlo Pour
boiling hot milk mixture into sifted flouro Mix well and make into
small ballso Put on wax paper , cover with damp towelo Roll each
ball real thin and bake on lefsa irono

• • • •

•
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ADDITIONAL RECIPES
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PARTY PUNCH
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M I S CELLANEOUS

Mrso Art (Pauline) Fosheim
orange juice

1 qto cranberry juice cocktail 1 pint
1 pto apple juice
Combine togethero Makes 8 beverage glasses o

PUNCH (Serves 50)
2 ptso orange sherbet
1
1 large can concentrated
orange juice
Put in bowl until softo Pour
ginger-ale. Drop in 4 inch square

PUNCH
2 pkgo lemon-lime Kool-Aid
2 c. sugar
2 C o pineapple j uice

Mrso Joel (Clarice) Sigdestad
large can concentrated
lemon juice

over th is mixture 4 qtso

dry ice.

(Can be .used without) o

Noel Anderson

1 lemon (j uice and rind)
1 orange ·
Ha�f as much water as Kool-Aid
directs
Mix all and add ice cubes. Just before serving 9 spoon in
pineapple sherbet 9 about 1 pto and add 1 /2 qt. ginger-ale o

RED PUNCH
1 pkg. cherry Kool-Aid
1 pkgo strawberry Kool-Aid

Gwen Gross
1 1i1rge can frozen orange juice
1 large can frozen lemonade
1 large bottle 7-Up

ORANGE PUNCH

Gwen Gross
46 ozo can pineapple j uice
1 qto ginger-ale or 7-Up

2 C o sugar

2 qts. water
Mix Kool-Aid and sugar with the watero Add the j uiceso Add
the 7-Up just before servingo Makes a plastic ice cream pail fu llo
2 C o sugar

2 · pkgs. orange Kool-Aid
2 qtso water
Mix the first 4 ingredientso Just before serving 9 pour in the
ginger-ale or 7-Upo Makes about 5 0 9 3 1/2 ozo servingso For an
ice mold or ring, freeze extra pkgso of Kool-Aid and watero

The man who halted on third base to congratulate himself failed to
make a home runo
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Mrso Delbert (Eileen) Halverson
1 lb. Nestles � Hershey Instant
cocoa mix
2 1/2 Co or 1 (8 O Z o ) jar powdered
cream (Pream)
Mix in large container and store in a 5 qto (ice cream) plastic
pail. Use 1 /4 c. of above for each c . hot watero Do not .use boiling
water.

INSTANT Hor CCX:OA
11 Co ££ 1 (8 q�. ) box dry
milk
2 c. powdered sugar

Jane Goehring

RUSSIAN TEA

1 pinch ginger .
l c. instant tea (lemon)
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 jar Tang (1 lb. 3 oz. )
1 c. sugar
1 pkg. dry lemonade
(Wylers 10 c. size)
··�tsp. cloves
Mix and store in airtight jar. Use 2 tsp. to 1 c. hot water.

Minnie Sigdestad

RHUBARB JUICE

4 c. sugar
32 c. rhubarb · (cut up)
1 can pineapple juice
water
Cover rhubarb with water and cook until mushy stage. · orain,
use only clear juice. Add 16 c. water , 4 Co sugar and pineapple
juice. · Bring to a boil. Put into jars and seal .
For variation: Use 1 qt. clear juice when first strained, add 1/2 co
sugar, j uice of 1/2 lemon. Bring to a boil. Add almo nd flavoring
to taste. Put in jars and seal. When serving , mix half and half
with ginger-ale.

MERMAID ' S PARTY DIP
J anet Aaberg
1 can condensed cre am of
1/2 tsp. garlic powder
mushroom soup
Dash of Tabasco sauce
8 oz. cream cheese
Blend until smooth.
Fold in :
1 (6 1/2 oz. )
tuna ·
1 T o parsley (chopped)
(drained, flaked)
Refrigerate 2 hrs. Serve with crackers , Ry Krisp , Bugles ,
chips, etc. Y ield 3 cups. This dip may be frozen o

can

The only time to pray for a crop failure is �hen you have sown some
wild oats.

I
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�-FRANK FONDUE
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Lola (Mrs o J im Klein)

3 c. oil
1 1/2 C o pancake mix
1 tspo salt
1 lb o miniatur€ sa.lSage or w oeners
1 C o water
(you may cut up your own )
Put . oil and salt in fondue pot and heat at highest setting 9
for about 15 min o Mix water and pancake mixo Place in serving
bowlo Spear a w tftlero Dip into batter and fry until golden and
crispy o

Glenda Bakken

CHOCOLATE FONDUE

1/2 C o sugar
1 C e chocol ate chips
1/2 C o half and half cream
Melt the chips; add remaining ingredients , mix well�
marshmallows 9 apples 9 pretzelso

Serve with

J anet Aaberg
CHOCOLATE PEANUT FONDUE
1 can sweetened condensed milk 1/8 tspo salt
2 (1 ozo ) squares unsweetened
1/2 to 1 c. hot water
chocolate
1/2 tspo vanilla
1/4 c. peanut butter
In top of double boiler put milk and chocolate. Cook . over hot
. water 9 stirring until chocolate melts o Add peanut butter and salt.
Cook until thickened o Remove from heat and slowly stir in hot water
until sauce is desired thicknesso Stir in vanill·a o
Transfer to fondue pot and dip in marshmallows 9 banana, cherries 9
mandarin orange sections 9 melon balls , peach pieces, pear squares ,
. pineapple chunks 9 angel food cake squares , etc.
MEATBALLS FOR FONDUE
3/4 C o soft bread crumbs
1/4 C o C hili sauce
1 egg (beaten)
1/2 tspo salt
Mix and shape into balls, a
Makes 30 balls o

Mrs � Carol Raap
1/2 tsp. onion (minced)
1/8 tspo garlic powder
3/4 lb o ground beef
few hrs. ahead of time.

WESTERN SAUCE FOR FONDUE
2 To
1 c .- catsup
2 To
1/2 to 1 C o water
or
1/4 C:- vinegar (d ark)
1 T°:2 T o onion (minced)
Mix all ingredients; let stand e

Refrigerate

Mrs o Carol Raa p

brown sug ar
mustard (prepared)
2 tsp. dry mustard
liquid smoke
Use on steak or meatballso

ct
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CHEESE DIP FOR FONDUE
2 rolls smoked cheese
2 rolls garlic cheese
Melt cheese; add soup.
Pl ZZA BURGERS

( Broiler)

Glenda Bakken

1 can cream of mushroom soup

Serve hot.

1/4 tsp. oregano
l lbo ground beef
1/2 lb o American cheese ( grated)
1 small onion ( chopped)
Salt and pepper ( to taste)
1 can ( 8 oz. ) pizza sauce
Hamburger buns
l can { small) mushrooms
1/4 tspo garlic salt
Saute • ground beef and onion until brown. Add mushr.ooms,
spices , piz�a sauce. Cool before adding cheese. Spread on
halves of hamburger buns. Place under broiler until cheese is
bubbly and edges of buns are toasted.
HCJl' SANDWICHES

Noel Anderson

3 eggs ( hard boiled)
1 can spam ·
1/4 lb. American cheese ·
1 small onion
3 sweet pickles
Grind these ingredients.
Add:
1/2 c. catsup
1/2 c. salad dressing
Spread on buns, wrap in foil. Bake in slow oven, 1/2 hr.
at 325 ° .

· Jeanne Skaare
HCJl' CORNED BEEF AND CHEESE SANDWICHES
1 { 12oz. ) corned beef
2 T. pickle relish
4 oz. sharp cheese or Velveeta 1 tsp. onion ( minced)
1/2 C o mayonnaise -
Hamburger buns
Mix together corned beef, cheese, mayonnaise, relish and
oniono Spoon onto buns. Wrap · in foil. Heat in oven until warm.

-- --

Myrna Mork

2 lbs. hamburger
1/2 tsp. dry mustard
1 small onion ( chopped)
1 T. brown sugar
1 can tomato soup
1 T. chili sauce or 1/2 tsp. chili
1 tspo Worchestershire sauce
powder (optional)
Brown hamburger and onions o Add rest of ingredients and
simmero
As q rule where the broom does not reach the dust will not vanish.

�
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HAM SALAD SANDWICH FILLING

-

.

No . 1
No o 2
\ l c o ham or bologna (cooked)
Bologna burgers
l ring bologna ( about l lb o )
2 hard -cooked eggs (chopped)
1 T. onion (chopped)
3/4 lb o ch e ese
3
T
o sweet pickle relish
1 onion
1
Sweet pickle
1 To catsup
1/4 C o mustard
1 tspo prepared mustard
1 /4 Co mayonnaise
1 / 3 c. mayonna ise
1
Fo r recipe No o 1 : Blend ingredients toge ther. Use for open
face sandwiches or rolled sandwiches. For recipe No. 2 : Grind
bologna , cheese , onion and sweet pickle o A4d mayonnaise and mustard.
Spre ad on halved h amburger bun and broil until browno Mixture 9
if kept in covered container , will kee p for a week or longer in
refrigeratoro

1
11
.1

BARBECUED HAMBURGERS

1 lbo ground be ef
2 T o sugar _
2 T o prepared mustard
2 To fat
1 large onion (chopped)
1 T. vinegar
1 /2 Co celery or green pepper
1 tsp . salt
Large round buns
� · (chopped)
• ! 1 12 c. catsup
·
Brown meat in hot fat , add chopped onion. Brown until golden
color , add rest of ingredients and stir to mi x wello Cover and turn
� he at to low and simmer for 30 min.

•
•
•

HOT -HAM BUNS
--

1/2 c . mayonnaise
2 c. ham (cooked , diced)
1/3 Co tomato paste
1/2 lb o Cheddar che ese (diced)
4 hamburger buns
1/3 C o stuffed olives (sliced)
3 green onions (sliced)
Combine all but the bu ns o Mix well. Split buns and spre ad
with the mixture . Wr ap each bun in foil and bake at 350 ° for 15
mino
ONION RING BATTER

1/3 Co milk
1/4 Co cream
(or u s e half
of milk and
1 . 1/2 To s alad
Whip up ingredients together and d i p onion

3/4 C o sifted flour
l tsp o salt
1 egg white (unbe aten)
3 med o onions

Marge Brandlee

and half inste ad
cre am)
oil
rings and deep fryo

1 36

TUNA BURGERS

1 ( 8 oz. ) sour cream

Cheese
Onion salt
Garlic salt
Pepper

with chives
cans tuna
1 onion
Mayonnaise
Mustard
Mix all together and put on hamburger buns.
for 10 to 1 5 min.
2

POPSICLES

Jane Goehring

Put in

350

°

oven

Beth Sigdestad

No. I
No. 2
1 pkg. J ello
1 pkg. orange J ello
1 pkg. Kool-Aid
2 C o boiling water
1 c. sugar
1/2 c. sugar
2 c. boiling water
2 c. orange juice
2 c. cold water
Pour boiling water over Jello and sugar. Add Kool-Aid to
cold water and· mix together. Will fill 3 sets of Tupperwar�
ice tups.
Mix orange popsicles as No. 1.
PANCAKE SYRUP

l c. water
1 c. brown sugar
Boil for l min.
1/2 tsp. mapleine.

I
·I
I

Mrs. Reuben Brandlee
1 c. white sugar

Remove from stove, add 1 tsp. vanilla or

CARAMEL APPLES
Lorene Anderson
1 C o sweetened milk (Bordens)
3/4 c. white syrup
2 C o brown sug ar
1/8 tspo salt
l stick margarine
Boil slowly for 10 mino Keep warm 9 it is easier to dip apples.
use sticks £or apples.
SOAP

1

Mrs. Oscar Simonson
1/2 box Mule-Team Borax
4 1/2 ptso melted lard
1 can L ewis Lye
5 1/2 pts o water
Dissolve borax in water 9 add melted lard, t. hen add lye 9 j ust
as it is and stir 20 min. or until it gets like honey. Cover to
let it harden. The tighter you cover it the whiter it will be.
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� � PAPER PASTE

Hilda Loken

1/2 Co Vinegar
2 1/2 C o flour
l T. alum
l qt. cold water
Mix flour in cold water with egg ( beaten). Use large ket tle
for boilin g as . paste oozes up an inch or more during boiling . Add
flour mixture to 5 qts. b oiling water and bring to boil. Take off
heat and add 1/2 C o vinegar 9 l T. alum and let cool o T �is paste
does not show on paper.

.1

PLAY DOUGH
2 c. flour
1 C o salt
T. cooking oil
Mix all dry ingredients.
well •

Beth Sigdestad

3 ·T. alum
boiling water
Food coloring
Pour bailing water over.
2 C•

Knead

D I ABET I CS
Jeanette Sigdestad
PUMPKIN, CUSTARD � � ( Sugarless diets)
1 tspo cinnamon
2 eggs ( slightly beaten)
2 To liquid sweetener
1/2 tsp. ginger or allspice
1 1/2 c. ski m milk
2 c. pumpkin
1/2 tsp. _ salt
Combine eggs , sweetener and pumpkin , blend well. Add salt,
spices and milk. Mix well and pour into pastry lined or unlined
8 inch pie pan. Bake at 3 50 ° for 45 min.

RAISIN PIE ( Sugarless diets)

•
I.

II

Jeanette Sigdestad

1 T . vinegar
1 1/2 c. raisins
1 T. cornstarch
2 c. water
1/4 c. cold water
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 T. Sucaryl 2£ any liquid sweet1/4 tsp o salt
ener
utter
1 T. b
Boil raisins in 2 C o watero Mix cinnamon, salt , cornstarch with
1/4 C o cold water o Add to raisins 9 stirring until complete boil.
Remove from heat , add butter 9 vinegar and Sucarylo Pour into 8 inch
pastry lined pie pano Place top crust over p ie o Bake at 350 °
for 25 min .

courtesy is a jewel that needs constant polishing.
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Jeanette Sigdestad
CRANBERRY -APPLE � (Sugarless diets )
1 envelope gelatin
1/2 lbo ground cranberries
c. cold water
1/4
1 1/2 Co hot wat.er
apples (ground 2::, diced)
Co
1
3 tsp. liquid swee·tener
Few drops red food coloring
Dissolve gelati n in cold water. Add hot water, cranbe�ries and
liquid sweetener to gelatin mixture. When partly cool, add apples
and food coloring. Pour in MOld.

J eanette Sigdestad
l c. boiling water
1 envelope gelatin
1 T. liquid sweetener
1/2 c. cold water
1/2 pkg. Kool-Aid
1/4 c. lemon juice
( any flavor)
1/8 tsp. salt
Soften gelatin in cold water. Add Kool-Aid, sweetener, salt
and boiling water. Stir until dissolved. Add lemon juice. Chill.
Add any unsweetened fruit you desire.

LOW CALORIE FRUIT SALAD

� APPLESAUCE COOKIES

(Basic recipe)

Hilda Loken

l 3/4 c. cake flour
1/2 tsp. salt
1/2 tsp. cloves
1 tsp. cinnamon
·1/2 tsp. nutmeg
1 tsp. soda
1/2 c. butter or oleo
2 T. Sweet 10 or Sucaryl
1 egg
1 c. diet applesauc e
1/3 c. raisins
1 c. quick oatmeal (not cooked)
Sift together dry ingredients. Mix soft oleo , Sucaryl and .
egg until light and fluffy. Then add flour mixtu re and applesauce
alternately. Mix well.
Fold in raisins and oatmeal. Drop onto greased cookie sheet
and bake in a 3 75 ° oven for about 20 min. or until a golden brown.
� CALORIE COOKIES

Mrs. Marvin Holden
1 1/4 c. water
2 eggs
1/3 c. shortening
1/2 tsp. salt
2 c. raisins
1 tsp. sOda
1/2 tsp. nutmeg
2 T. water
2 tspo cinnamon
2 c. flour
2 "squirts" Sweet-10
l tsp. baking powder
Boil water, shortening, raisins, nutmeg and cinnamon 3 min.
Let coolo Add beaten eggs. Add salt, soda and sweetening agent
Continued Next Page.
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LOW CALORIE COOKIES
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(Continued)o

to water and add to egg mixtureo Mix flour and baking powder
together and add to above mixtureo Drop on greased cookie sheet and
bake until seto Bake 10 to 12 mino in 350 ° oveno Makes 4 · dozen o

(

LOW CALORIE HCYI' DISH
Hilda Loken
1 head cabbage (cut in 8 wedges) 1 pte tomatoes or tomato soup
1 C o hot water -1 c. onions (chopped)
1 C o hamburger (browned)
2 tspo salt
1/4 tsp. pepper
1/4 c& rice
Put cabbage in a greased casserole, cover with minced onion ,
hamburger and rice o Mix tomato or soup and _ water, salt and pepper.
Pour over all. Bake 350 ° for 1 1/2 hr •

•
•
•

God is great, God is good,
And we thank Him for this food,
By His hand we all are fed,
Give us Lord our daily bread.
Amen

• •

•

• •

·
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ADDITIONAL RECIPES
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We hope y�u a re enjoy i ng using this · Cook Book a nd find it u s�fu l i n
y o u r k itchen . This book was pri nted by GENERAL PUBLISH ING AND B I N D I NG
of Iowa Fa l ls, Iowa , wh ich is a Company that was fou nded by two women
who a re dedicating their time to printing Cook Books for Churches a nd other
org a nizations at a cost that t hey can afford to pay.

Our aim i s to he lp

others with money making p rojects by pri nting you r favorite reci pes in
book form.
If you are i nterested in having Cook Books pri nted for you r o rgan iza
tion, please write to us for o u r Cook Book Kit whic_h g i ves prices a n d other

I
I

deta i ls about maki ng money with Cook Books.

DOROTHY SU RRATT

PHYLLI S HARRIS

GEN ERAL P U B L I SH I N G A N D B I N D I NG
Iowa Falls, Iowa 501 26

·-·-· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· - ·-· -· -· - ·-· -· -· _i
If you are interested in more information, tear out this page
and mail it to us with your name and address.

i
PLEASE INSERT iTI-ES:S COR.��CTIONS IN YOUR BOOK

I

I
I

P.
P.

P.

5-

I

On the �neapple cinnamon :funs recipe of
Marge BlfancUee I s, it should _read knead
until s 4 tiny.

7 - Plain Roll Dough
Alice Hanson
Should read - · combine milk, suear,
short,en:ine, salt and l c. of the flour.
Cool to lukewarm.
21 - Chocolate Cake
Frosting for cake

Barb Fossum

Heat :

P.
P.

44 -

1 stick ma�garine
2 T. heaping cocoa
5 T. water
Add :
1 lb. box powdered sugar
Put on cake while warm.

Omit the spice from the Oatmeal Raisin
Cookie recipe of Mrs. John R. Skaare .

62 - :V.e thod for Rasp berry Pie Royal H. Loken
To make filling , melt miniature marsh
mallows in 1 /2
raspberry juice . Chill
till thickened. Fold in draine d rasp
berrie s and whipped cream. Pour into
coole d shell and chill .

c.

83 - Barbequed Chicken
1Uice Simonson
1 onion chopped instead of 1 C . onion
94 - Add the names of Eunice Hanson and Carol
Simonson to tho se liste d for the Tator
Tot Hot Dish recipe .

P.

:rr.1argaret Wa ttier
96 - 3 fuan Bake
Add - 1 /h c. molasses to recipe

Island Dre ssing
1 - 1 2 oz. sour cream

P. 1 1 8 - Thousand
1 - 12

oz .

Salad dre s sing

